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CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Back to SchoollWork Savings! 
Get that computer fixed/upgraded now! 
Multi Media Kit (Teac 4X CD ROM, 
SB-16,Koss Speakers) S285.00 
W D 1.2 Gig (hard drive) S359.00 
Colorado 350 (Tape Backup) S159.00 
Supra 28.8 (Fax/modem int) $229.00 
Addtron Net Cd (Novell Cert) S 49.95 
Computer Service (p/h) $ 45.00 
Internet Access (FlatMo. fee) $ 25.00 
Hurry, while supples last, 
offer good lill-Sept.31 , 1995 
Custom computers, service, networking 
Electronic Enterprises, Inc. 
480 CORCress 51, PortJand, Me.04101 
207.879·1300 Vlsa/McIDIs eei@seis.com 
Travel in Style ... 
back to scho04 
back to town, 
back to work, 
back to busy, 
with easy cool clothing, 
from Amaryllis. 
Sweater by Relizis 
AMARYLLIS 
Hour, 10-9 Daily, 11 :30·6 Surday. 
41 Exd.ange Street • Por1Iand 
207·772-4439 
ex-ile n. 1.Prolonged 
separation from one's 
homeland, voluntarily 
or by stress of 
"--- circumstances. 
2, Anywhere outside the 
borders of the Great State 
of Maine. 
MAINE EXILE PRODUCTS 
BUM PER S T IC K E RS ' M AGNE T S 
Always available at 
~ 
313A u.s. ROUTE O NE SoUTH (AT THE BIG I NDIAN), FREEPORT, MAINE 04032 
1-800-462-4268 






















A recent conversation bJtween 
Bennyo~luefish: 0 
and Charlie Tuna ... 
o 
o 
Did you know Susie Salmo.!1and Connie Catfish? 
Ha! Now there's apair '9ffri~girls! You're too young 
to have known theUl~i1i th~r~~,;;vh~n they shoo~ 
things up and down In Ca~?~ay'~*~::2 the seventles. 
You used the past tense. D~~J.;~)t ;Jtiq;;:;~:. 
Oh, it worked out fine for' ~m.; el ' 'eJ:~60th 
served last Thursday night at Katllhd1n.:,:>. 
~. ..'.' .. :~:,;.~ 
Good for them, good for them. 
Rumor has it that Susie was on~(NlJ1Q n'....,.,".n~d 
with fresh peas, leeks, white -
lucky salmonette! 
And Connie Catfish? 
She told me once that if she were ever . -_ 
want to be delicately pan-fried at Katahdin and . 
served with a cherry pepper mayo. She got her .. ' 
Katahdin seems to be the in place to be a fish dish! 
o 
o 
Let's face it - if you gotta go, you may as well 
go in style! 774-1740 
Spring and High Streets 
Mon-Thur, 5pm -lOpm 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
RICK BOUCHARD 
Rick Bouchard is a dream practitioner - he helps 
people analyze and interpret their nocturnal visions. In his 
practice, The Dream Part of the Journey, he conducts 
workshops and dream groups. He even makes house calls. 
What Is a typical dream session like? 
Well, I'll tell you about my ongoing dream group. We 
all come together and then we do a centering exercise, a 
visualization. 
What do you visualize? 
Often we envision ourselves as Senoi Indians. Just 
imagine yourself being part of a culture that honors not 
only the awake life but the dream life as well. The Senoi 
see dream characters as messengers. They are there to 
teach you something. We spend two hours a night 
dreaming - the message needs to get out that a big part 
of our lives is being ignored. -
What about dream symbols? I've 
heard that dreams of snakes are really 
about sex, dreams of water are really 
about sex. Is everything about sex? 
Oh, no. And I don't believe in dream dictionaries. 
People will dream about a spider and flip through their 
dream dictionary and say, "Oh, that's what a spider 
means." But images are unique to the dreamer. They have 
a personal meaning. If! dream about, say, a purple mug 
or oatmeal, that could mean something totally different to 
you. I think we dream on different levels. There is the 
personal level, the archetypal level and subcultures. 
Subcultures? 
Yes, if you are Jewish, or gay, or an inner-city dweller. 
For example, say we have three people all dreaming of 
triangles - a gay, lesbian or bisexual person, an architect 
and a [member of the] the clergy. For the gay person, it 
could mean liberation, related to the pink triangles gay 
people had to wear in Nazi Germany. For the architect, it 
could be about an architectural structure. And for the 
clergy, it could refer to the trinity. 
So a triangle Is never Just a triangle? 
Oh ... like a cigar is just a cigar? Freud put all his own 
issues off on that cigar. But if someone dreams about a 
cigar, it could be related to health issues, smoking. Or 
having babies -:- everybody gets a cigar. It's not automati. 
cally a phallic symbol. 
Do you have any advice for people 
trying to Interpret their dreams? 
Don't do it alone. You can go off into the mountains 
and bring your dream journal and go on a retreat and try 
to interpret your dreams. But in a group you get those 
"Ahas!" You expand your understanding. 
And I would suggest not to take dreams too literally. 
By 'Tanya Whiton; photos by Tonee Harbert 
"I REMEMBER HAVING A 
DREAM OF BEING IN A PYRA-
MID WITH A WOMAN. WE 
WERE GIVING BIRTH TO A 
BABY. SEVERAL BABIES. AND 
THERE WAS THIS BEING, COM-
ING TO KILL OUR BABIES. 
THERE WAS A TRAP DOOR IN 
THE FLOOR AND WE HID THE 
BABIES UNDERNEATH." 
WOLF -Filets lind Fables 
Sun., Sept 17/1:3o.3pm 
TICkets: S8 III adUts 





Doors 6pm, Show 7pm 
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CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
: General Dynamics will lMay Bath : 
,. Iron Works (BIW) for ' $300 .. 
: . million in cash, company officials : 
" announced Aug. 17. The sale to General .. 
: Dynamics, one of the largest U.S. defense : 
,. contractOrs, bailed out the debt-ridden, 111- .. 
" .. ,. year-old shipyard. General Dynamics said it .. 
" would honor all current labor contracts. .. ,. .. 
" But BIW won't pursue commercial .. 
,. shipbuilding as an option to stay afloat in the age .. 
~ .. 
,. of declining defense spending. General Dynamics .. 
I> focuses on military programs, and so will BIW, .. ,. .. 
.. according to Buzz Fitzgerald, BlWs president. .. 
: Fitzgerald did not know if he would be retained : 
,. as the shipyard's president. .. .. ,. ,. .. 
.. • Former Waynflete School headmaster BiI~ .. 
: Bennett was awarded S I SO,OOO by a : 
,. Superior Court jury Aug. 17, two-and-a-half .. 
: years after the West End private school's board : 
.. of trustees fired him. Bennett was fired over .. ,. .".. allegatIons of sexual ,. 
news-o-
rama 
harassment by a female " . ,. 
employee of the school. .. 
The $150,000 set- .. .. 
dement was slightly less .. 
than the settlement .. .. 
offered to Bennettbythe .. 
schoolwhenBennettwas : 
.. fired, according to Peter • 
: Culley, an attorney with Pierce Atwood, the : 
.. Portland law firm representing Waynflete. '" .. ,. .. . 
... A sandwich left In a blo-hazard .. ,. .. 
" refrigerator, a nursing aide caught sleeping '" 
.. on the job and charges that a nurse did not ,. .. . 
" respond to a patient's complaint ofshortness of .. 
: breath resulted in the denial of a license renewal : 
.. for Better Health Care (BHC). Maine's .. 
: Department of Human Services (DHS) denied : 
,. the license because of those and several other • 
" '" .. violations during the past year. ..
.. Melissa Cott. the founder and president of • " .. " the Portland-based home health care agency, .. 
: issued a statement lambasting DHS for its : 
'" decision. She said the sandwich incident was a • 
: one-time mistake, that the sleeping employee : 
" was fired and the charges of the nurse not .. .. .. 
'" responding to complaints were unfounded. • 
.. "I hesitate to use words like vendetta," she .. .. .. 
:> said. "But I have to wonder whether [DHS) has .. 
: targeted BHC for elimination not because of : 
" alleged and unproven 'deficiencies: but because .. 
: BHC has adopted a much more compassionate : 
.. approach to patient care than the state would .. 
'" k " • " Ii e. .. 
~. But DHS officials said BHC's license was .. 
" .. .. denied only after several inspections of the .. .. .. 
" program. ,. .. .. 
: • Tom Andrews won't run In 1996. : 
'" Andrews said Aug. 21 that he wouldn't try to • .. .. 
~ reclaim his I st District congressional seat from .. 
" Jim longley.lnstead,Andrews is taking the helm ., .. .. 
'" at People for the American Way, a liberal group • 
" based in Washington, D.C., and founded by .. 
~ . 
.. television producer Norman lear. The ., 
: organization has an $8millionbudgetand 300,000 : 
.. members. ,. 
: . Andrews, who's been consulting for : 
.. nonprofits since his defeat by Olympia Snowe in .. 
'" . .. last year's battle for George Mitchell's Senate .. 
: seat. nid he hopes to fight the "politics of : . 
~- poison" and battle the'rhetoric of the right.wing. .. 
Wet, me worry? 
Two Republican bills could put 
80 percent of Maine's freshwater 
wetlands up for grabs. 
• PAUL KARR 
Imagine if you lost the use of80 percent 
of your kidneys overnight. Now imagine 
those lcidneys as Maine's freshwater wet-
lands instead - and try to imagine how 
our drinking water, rare salamanders, 
ducks, geese and other threatened wildlife 
would fare after as many as eight in 10 
acres were dug up with backhoes, drained 
or filled in. 
Impossible? Not if a new anti-environ-
mental bill passes Congress and is signed 
into law, according to a new EPA study 
obtained by CBW. 
"Whoever crafted the bill was brilliant," 
said Greg HeUyer, an environmental sci-
entist who studies Maine wetlands out of 
the EPA's Boston office. "Brilliant and 
devious." 
Hellyer, who spent his summer dissect-
ing House and Senate versions of the bill, 
said both bills propose to change the legal 
definition of wetlands so radically that 
millions of acres of previously untouch-
able land would lose much or all of their 
current protection. This could result in the 
development of numerous peat bogs, fresh-
water marshes and other currently 
protected habitats. 
The changes have already made it half-
way through Congress, passing the House 
of Representatives earlier this year as part 
of a larger Republican bill that rewrote the 
nation's clean-water laws. Next, the Sen-
ate will tackle its own wetlands policy bill. 
Both contain essentially the same language, 
which drastically redefines wetlands -
and what can be done to them. 
"What it comes down to," Hellyer ex-
plained, "is that they're requiring -
contrary to all scientific and regulatory 
practice - someone to observe water at or 
above the surface of the ground for three 
continuous weeks during the growing sea-
son. In the past, [the law said) you could 
infer the presence of water in the soil in 
various ways. Now you have to see it. It's 
not a scientific test. If you happen to be in 
a dry year, well, you're just out ofluck." 
To make it even harder to see standing 
water for three straight weeks, the bill's 
technical mumbo-jumbo compresses the 
official definition of a growing season to 
one that Hellyer says has "no ecological 
validity whatsoever." The consequences 
are impossible to guess, but potentially 
staggering. In the South, for instance, any 
swamp that doesn't stay visibly wet all 
ILLUSTRATION/JOHN BOWDREN 
summer long might be legally developed 
under the new law. 
In Maine, the effect could be just as 
bad - perhaps worse. 
According to the best estimates, Maine 
presently contains about three-quarters 
of New England's remaining freshwater 
wetlands: 8 million acres or so. Hellyer 
asked a team of experts to figure out 
which of those areas would go up for 
grabs to developers under the new bill-
what portion of them, in other words, 
wouldn't appear constantly wet during 
the height of summer. 
His eyes bulged at the answers that 
came back: one group of experts guessed 
that 90 percent of Maine's freshwater 
wetlands would be stripped oflegal help 
by the bill. Other estimates were lower, 
but Hellyer'S team still concluded that 
approximately 5.7 million acres of wet-
lands - more than 70 percent of Maine's 
total stock - would face possible filling, 
draining or development. 
(I'he bill also removes something called 
Section 401 review, a process by which 
state officials can delay or stop develop-
mentprojects even if the feds have already 
approved them.) 
Several kinds of wetlands appear to be 
most at risk: 
• So-called vernal pools - those tem-
poraryponds and wet areas that appear in 
New England woods during the spring 
melt, then dry up in summer - support 
an astonishing variety of life. Frogs, 
turtles and an entire miniature world of 
tiny shrimp, copepods, shrimplike crusta-
ceans, clams, snails and insects call these 
pools home until they evaporate. Sala-
manders and other amphibians depend on 
the same pools reappearing in the same 
places each spring. Ducks and other water-
fowl may touch down in them to rest and 
feed during northward migrations. And 
insects such as caddisflies (a choice food 
for fish) are especially fond of their watery 
shallows. 
But these creatures would find life tough 
under the Republican proposal, which clas-
sifies any wetland smaller than one-half 
acre as worthless of protection by even a 
single law. 
"Vernal pools are rarely as large as half 
an acre," notes Hellyer, speculating that 
their ability to stop certain development 
projects in their tracks - as happened in 
Freeport a few years back - may have 
caused legislators to single them out for 
extinction. "They have been getting addi-
tional attention recently because of cases 
like Freeport," he concludes. "I think the 
bill was intentionally crafted to exclude 
vernal pools. " 
• Other landscapes of great concern are 
Maine's bogs and raised peatlands - un-
usual habitats that harbor numerous rare 
plants (lady's slippers, orchids, baked 
apple-berries) and wildlife . 
Some of these peatlands blanket vast 
tracts of cool, wet plains in eastern Maine, 
where they are interlaced with the best 
remaining set of glacial eskers in the United 
States. Other peatlands are north of Baxter 
State Park, and still others occupy small 
pockets in western Maine; there is even a 
large raised heath minutes outside of the 
city of Saco. 
Because these bogs don't always appear 
wet - their water is supplied by the vagar-
ies of rainfall, not a constant underground 
water table- few of these peatlands would 
qualify for any protection under the pro-
posed revisions. 
"Is a floating bog going to meet the 
test?" asks Hellyer. "Is a raised bog? Is the 
water above the surface of the ground? If 
that's not the case, then - technically -
huge areas of raised peatlands would [lose 
legal protection). " 
Coastal wetlands may also be at risk, 
though Hellyer's study didn't address that 
issue. 
How? A rider attached to a different bill 
dealing with EPA's budget would prevent 
the federal environmental agency from 
spending a single penny on wetlands per-
mitting or enforcement - negating the 
worth of hundreds oflaws, rules and pro-
cesses already on the books, some of which 
help keep marshes from becoming condo-
miniums. 
Most experts agree that the loss of any 
coastal wetlands would create tremendous 
ripples in Maine's fisheries and shellfish-
eries, because many fish, clams, shrimp 
and lobsters live in coastal marshes or 
estuaries during some part of their life 
cycles. Rare birds such as herons and egrets 
would also be reduced. 
A Senate committee takes up the S. 851 
wetlands bill when Congress reconvenes 
in September. caw 
Teen hangouts 
Post-Garage rock 
Jim MacNaughton and the City 
of Portland may join forces to 
create a new chem-free club. 
With The Garage closed down and the 
Elvis Room now barring lcids under 18, 
Portland's teens are left with few places to 
hang out besides the street. That may soon 
change, as the city is looking into the pos-
sibility of teaming up with Jim 
MacNaughton, the former proprietor of 
The Garage, or another private entrepre-
neur to create a chem-free nightclub or teen 
center in the Marginal Way area. 
MacNaughton, whose all-ages club 
prompted the city council to pass the now 
notorious 50-decibel limit on noise from 
concerts, said he hasn't ruled out the possi-
bility of taking legal action against the city 
for targeting his establishment with the 
new regulation. "As the bills keep coming 
in from The Garage, I have to think about 
it," he said. But MacNaughton confirmed 
he was talking with city officials about . 
helping to run a club where kids could 
dance or listen to music. 
The concept arose from meetings of a 
group called Teens at Risk, a conglomera-
tion of city officials and youth-service 
providers formed last winter to coordinate 
programs aimed at Portland's kids. Nancy 
Geer, recreation administrator with the 
city's parks department, said the closing of 
The Garage caused concern in the group. 
"A number ofus got together to talk about 
the issue that The Garage was shut down," 
she said. "[MacNaUghton's] heart was in 
the right place, but his place was in the 
wrong place." Geer said the club's closing 
sent an unfortunate message to young 
people in town. "It was really important for 
me that we don't let the perception that 
Portland isn't friendly to lcids go on for 
long," Geer emphasized. "It's not true." 
But could a city-sponsored club provide 
an atmosphere that kids would be drawn 
to? City councilor Dick Paulson, who cast 
the lone dissenting vote on the noise ordi-
nance, said he thinks the city could play an 
inobtrusive, and inexpensive, role. "My 
opinionisthatifthecitydepartments-the 
police, fire officials, the licensing depart-
ment - can buy into the right location, the 
city will end up having ooly nominal in-
volvement, even financially," Paulson said. 
"My aim is for something that isn't govern-




MargaretBowen, 78, was ta1cinga driv-
ing test in Hillside, III ., when the examiner 
told her to use her tum signals. Instead, 
Hillside Deputy Police ChiefFrankAlonzo 
said she accidentally put her car in reverse 
and ran over her son, lcilling him. She also 
failed the test. 
• ALL-PURPOSE 
• MIXED COLORS 
'10 SQ. FT. 
CARTON 
• Ufetime Durability 
AUGUST 24, 1995 
• Enjoy the permanent beauty of nature's colors SQUARE FOOT 
EC·RTlLE WESTBROOK Exn 8 -t Delta Drive M-F 8-4:30/Sat. 8-1 854-20n 
..... ''PIi!ULI'' s. .. "A ... " &II SEf A _ SlIIfIY 
-- -_ SIIMB_ 
PARK & SHOP 
STAMPS 
AVAIlABLE 
• '\1'11. 1-1" l t liM.f \tllt!> 
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Comer of Congress and High Streets, Portland 
Produced by Maine Arts in association with the 
City of Portland and the downtown community. 
Thursday, August 24, 5pm 
ROBIN WORTHLY 
JIVE Ar H.f: AF7EJl-\1ORK JAZZ IWD BUIES 8/00\00\ST lNf ON 
WMPG 
Friday, August 25, 7pm 
NINA SEDLOCK'S DANCE ExTRAVAGANZA: 
SHOWCASE OF MAINE DANCE STUDIOS 
Fat Fridayl Youth Dance Recital 
Saturday, August 26, 1 t am to 7 pm 
MAINE WON'T DISCRIMINATE BLOCK PARTY 
Live music and information 
Sunday, August 27, 6pm to 9pm 
CONGO SQuARE IN CONGRESS SQUARE: DRUM 
AND DANCE PARTY wi MICHAEL WINGFIELD 
Moveable Feets - Community Dances 
Tuesday, August 29, noon 
l.oAEL NAzzARo & TEll 
Summer '95 Performance Series with Portland's 
Downtown District 
Thursday, August 31, 5pm 
D.W. GIJ. & T.J. WHEELER 
Jive at FIIIe: after-work jazz and bkJes broadcast live 
onWMFG 
SuNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 10 AM TO 5!>M 
PattnelShip '95 Craft and Products Market 
!)Jck Soop Cafe <rd Ce/IJIar Coo'CVB info I<bsk op&1 dailj 
FarlomJatmatovoi1Iltew, cal MaileMs. m·9012. 
MAINE 
'JtjfJ 
Make the most of your time. 
Anend College 011 Saturday at 
Husson College - now located on 
the Westbrook College Campus. 
.... nt'url1nv classes begin August 26 
Accounting I· Auditing. Marketing 
• Intermediate Accounting. 
Managerial Accounting. Advertising 
• Introduction to Microcomputers· 
Organizational Behavior· Psychology 
·Accounting Information Systems. 
Business Law I • Retail Management 
• Organization and Management· 
Logic and Problem Solving 









Vote No On One 
Maine Won't Discriminate 
Saturday August 26, 1995 
Please support these businesses. 
10%* of their proceeds on this date will be donated to Maine Won't Discriminate. 
AmadelJs Music 
Amaryllis Oothing Co. 
Amore 
Anthony's ltaian Kitchen 
Asia West 
Bella Bella 









·or a committed amount 
Coffet! By Design Kate Moon 
Communiques laughing Stock 
Cosmic Hippo Comedy Co. 
Della's Catessen linwood R. leland 
Designs by c.c. Photogr.lphy 
Drop Me A Une lDis' Nitural Malitetplace 
Eliott Cherry- Mar.llyce Ferree 
Massage Therapy Contemporary Oothing 
Ferrante Salon Material Objects 
Fibula Occupational Health Assoc. 
foreside Co. Portmanteau 
Home Plate Raffle's Cafe £I Bookstore 
Honedc £I O'Toole -CPA Resourceful Homt 
lust Me Rose Cottlge 
Katahdin Restaurant Serendipity 
Stephen Kennedy 
Tabitha lean's Restlur.lnt 
Terra Filma 
The Coffee Store 
The Movies on Exchange Sl 









Food" Beverages. T·Shlrts • Infonnatlon Booth • Live Music 
Featuring: Pangaea·a local jazz band, Mama's Noize·rock band including 
Unda Goldrup, Vicki Anders, Trish Thompson and Corrie Roberts, 
Erika Gilbert· eclectic rock, lisa Gallant Seal and the Brotherhood Dogs-acoustic 
powered rock, Cindy Bullens·singer/songwriter, late August-folk/rock duo from 
Boston, A Day Without Television - Children's Performers 
(Entertainment starts at 1 • Congress Square • Portland 
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Entertainment Czar: Tanya Whiton 
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Toki Oshima Ree:ular Contributors: Al 
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Brophy, Jeffrey Clifford, Nicole Cochin, 
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Who we are and where to find us 
Every Thursday 30,000 copies of CBW 
are distributed free throughout Greater 
Portland. Look for CBW at outlets from 
Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford and 
at selected York County locations . For 
information about display advertising, call 
77~601. For information about 
classified advertising, call 775-1234. 
Where else to find us 
Casco Bay Weekly is also on the World 
Wide Web. Feature articles, columns, 
CBWs calendar of events and an archive 
of past CBW stories (with full-text search) 
is available free to anyone worldwide with 
a Web browser. For information on 
advertising on CBWs Web site, call 
77~601. 
http://www.malne.com/cbw 
Some of what the Production Depart· 
ment listened to while getting this 
_ek's paper out: 
Me'Sheil Ndeg~Ocello, ' Plantation Lullabies' 
Blondie, 'Best of Blondie ' 
Soul II SOul, 'Keep On Movin" 
Annie Lennox, 'Medusa' 
Sin~ad O'Connor, 'Universal Mother' 
Club E?9, 'Adults Only' 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
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Cash down, never never 
Mark Finks won't pay. 
Finks, who bannered his independent 
write·in campaign for governor last year as 
"The ONLY Pro-Family Choice," refuses 
to cough up the $7,933 the state Department 
of Human Services (DHS) says he owes in 
overdue child support payments. 
Finks' name turned up a couple of weeks 
ago on the infamous DHS list of deadbeat 
dads and moms. He claims the bureaucrats 
in Augusta made a mistake, and he's 
planning to file a lawsuit against the depart-
ment and anyone else who so much as 
hints he's trying to weasel out of his 
obligations to his children. But nobody, ex. 
cept Finks, is arguing about whether the 
little Finks have adequate shelter, clothing 
pOlitics 
and other mistakes 
• AL DIAMON 
and food . 
The real is-
sue, as with 
so many oth-
erson the list 
is whether 
the taxpay-
ers took an 
unwar-
ranted shot 







the Republican right wing, abandoned the 
GOP in 1994 after the party nominated 
Susan Collins, a pro-choice and pro-gay rights 
candidate, for governor. Finks first filed suit 
seeking to have Collins' nomination invali-
dated because she allegedly was a 
Massachusetts resident. 
When thateffortwas laughed out of court, 
he launched his own campaign. Finks' plat. 
form consisted of planks designed to improve 
families by assuring their members didn't 
get abortions, announce they were homo· 
sexual or skip church. Hewas against welfare 
("Mandatory socialism violates the faith of 
evangelical Christians ") and in favor ofthose 
two mainstays ofthe American family: mak-
ing sure they had plenty of guns and not too 
much public education. 
Finks works as an assistant minister for a 
Portland church, but comes from a wealthy 
Falmouth family. "I'm sort of a homeless 
person," he jokes, although he admits he 
actually lives on the family farm in an exclu· 
sive section of that very exclusive community. 
In April 1993, Finks and his wife got a 
divorce. For several months before that, Mrs. 
Finks received AFDC payments for the 
couple's two children. As part of the divorce 
settlement, Finks agreed to furnish and deco-
rate a townhouse apartment in Falmouth for 
his ex-wife and kids. He and his former 
spouse signed an agreement that the cost of 
that renovation would be in lieu of child 
support payments Finks had been making. 
The deal was approved by a judge. 
Nobody disputes any of those facts, 
but from here on in it gets tricky. The 
biggest problem is that the agreement ap-
pears to be illegal. 
Because Mrs. Finks was on welfare, the 
state Department ofHuman Services should 
have been a party to the deal. That would 
have assured taxpayers they'd be reim· 
bursed for the money they'd already laid 
out to support the Finks kids while the 
divorce settlement was being worked out. 
It also would have prevented trading off the 
apartmentfix·up for the support payments, 
since state law forbids in-kind payments for 
back child support. All such payments are 
supposed to be in cash. Judges are sup-
posed to check to see if there's an 
outstanding debt to the public coffers and 
notify DHS before signing off on the legal 
paperwork, but often overlook that chore. 
Mer all, when the couple lives in Falmouth, 
how likely is it they're on the dole? 
Shortly after the divorce became final, 
the state started sending Finks letters in· 
forming him of his obligation to pay back 
the money that had been spent on his Jcids. 
The letters elicited no response. "I don't 
have to answer their mail," Finks explained. 
"It's abusive of people's basic rights." 
Then Finks really got worked up. "The 
omni-stupid Department of Human Ser-
vices has unleashed a junkyard dog 
mentality and created a ludicrous situa· 
tion," he said. "That was a foolish and 
illegal thing to do. " 
But what about the welfare money his 
wife received for his kids? 
"My wife accepted some public assis· 
tance as a means of exiting the maniage. If 
I were a bureaucrat in Augusta, I wouldn't 
have given it to her. Her family has re-
sources and so do I." 
Doesn't he have some obligation to re-
imburse the taxpayers? 
"Any agreement with the Department 
of Human Services violates my principles 
and my faith . I won't participate in the 
system as a matter of conscience ... 
Finks is wrong about that. He'll be par· 
ticipating in the system big time for a long 
time ifhe maintains his current uncompro-
misingstance. While he may be "homeless," 
DHS will be chasing any other resources he 
has, garnishing his wages, blocking any 
efforts on his part to obtain professional 
licenses and even getting a court order to 
have him jailed if he continues to hold out. 
That's not to mention the damage all of 
this will do to Finks' none·too-healthy 
political career if news of this little pro-
blem should ever happen to somehow 
leak out, although given the arcane nature 
of the rules DHS has established for dis· 
seminating the information on the dead-
beats list, the chances of that happening 
seem pretty slim. 
Exhume the excesses of extravagance. 
Expunge the inexplicable explanations of 
the exalted. ExpTl!SS rnail your exhortations to 
this column, care of Casco Bay Weekly, 
561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
In exigency. exclaim at 775-6601. 
Don't exaggerate. 
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M y rented 12-by-12 room on Mayo Street has simulated wood-grain paneling that's 
buckled and riddled with holes. You can 
see Kennedy Park, a low-income housing 
project, from my lone window in the de-
crepit three-story building a block north of 
Cumberland Avenue at the footofMunjoy 
Hill. 
A single bare bulb lights the room and 
shows all its defects. It shows the cracked 
plaster ceiling and the balls of dirt and dust 
settled in the comers. Only two pieces of 
furniture grace the room. Oneis a stripped-
down bed wedged in a comer, complete 
with a urine- and blood-stained mattress 
and a sagging frame. The other is an old 
and abused bureau. Some of the drawers 
don't have bottoms. The ones with bot-
toms are filthy. 
Juice flows through all three electrical 
outlets in the room, but one is just a circuit 
box at the end of frayed wire. It rests on a 
dirty gray floor that hasn't been painted in 
years. A couple of feet away, a brown 
paper bag is shoved in a 3-inch hole in the 
floor. There's carpet in the dosetthathasn't 
seen the business end of a vacuum cleaner 
for years. Unidentifiable stains resembling 
cat shit soil the remnant rug. 
For only $65 a week this could be my 
home. There's no application, no security 
deposit and no references required. If I 
were collecting general assistance (GA), 
the city of Portland would pay $78 for my 
rent - $13 a week more than someone 
paying cash. That money comes from a 
combination of state and city sources. 
GA money is available to just about 
anyone in desperate straits. As long as 
applicants can prove they're in dire need, 
the city will cover housing. In exchange 
for a rent voucher - $78 a week is the 
maximum for a single person - recipients 
complete 20 hours ofIabor forthe city. It's 
called workfare andjobs range from sweep-
ing city sidewalks to stuffing envelopes at 
City Hall. 
The building on Mayo Street is offi-
cially called a single room occupancy, or 
SRO. I call it a flophouse. In an ideal 
world, SROs serve as a bridge between 
homeless shelters and apartments. But of-
Welcome to single room occupancy living - our reporter's room at a Mayo Street residence. 
PHOTOS/COLIN MALAKIE 
ten they end up as places where people stay 
indefinitely, paid for with GA, Social Se-
curity Income (SSI) or wages from 
low-payingjobs. Sometenantsshuffieback 
and forth between SROs and shelters. 
Landlord William Childs collected 
$3,510 in GA rent in fiscal year 1995 for his 
property at 13-15 Mayo St. The city also 
paid him $2,262 in GA funds for another 
SRO at 197 Spring St. In all, the city paid 
$772,000 in GA rent in 1995 - including 
SROs and subsidized housing for families. 
The city has no way to know how much 
of that rent money goes to SROs. Rent 
payments are tracked by landlord name 
only, and it's practically impossible to learn 
the names of everyone running SROs. 
That's because, according to social ser-
vices housing inspector Bruce Courtois, no 
permits or licenses are required to run an 
SRO. As long as the space passes Courtois' 
cursory health and safety inspection, the 
city will pay the rent. 
Even though some of this housing is 
nasty, it's desperately needed. Portland 
has a shortage of low-income housing. 
That's not news. State-subsidized "Sec-
tion 8" apartments are scarce. (For Section 
8 apartments, qualified low-income ten-
ants contribute 30 percent of their income 
toward rent.) The waiting list for Section 8 
housing now exceeds three years . 
Flophouses are often the first step for 
single men (very few women reside at 
SROs) making their way out of the shelter. 
Sometimes tenants move back to the shel-
ters or to the streets to a wait better housing. 
But flophouse beds don't stay empty for 
long. There's always someone looking for 
a place to crash. 
Fred's bed 
Fred Kay recently spent a week in an 
A Stree~ flophouse, a block from St. John 
Street and a short walk from the Vermont 
Transit bus station. When I visited him, he 
wasn't happy to be there. 
"It's a nasty room," he said. "And the 
mattress was the worst I've ever slept on. 
... There's about 15 or 20 springs popping 
up. Every time I dozed off, the springs 
would poke through and wake me up." 
Kay took a couple of sheets and folded 
them over to provide some protection from 
the springs, but they still poked through. 
The second day he stayed there, he went 
looking for the manager. 
"The city's paying $75 a week forme to 
stay in this rathole," he said he told the 
manager. "It looks to me I could get a 
decent mattress." The manager said he'd 
look into it. A couple of days went by and 
hedidn'tgetanewmattress. So Kay moved 
to the Oxford Street Shelter. 
Whenever GA pays rent, housing in-
spector Courtois is supposed to check out 
the room. But in the case of A Street, no 
inspection was ever made. The city admits 
it made a mistake. For some reason, the 
A Street property was placed on a list of 
properties that don't have to be inspected. 
Also on that list are the Hotel Everett, the 
Inn at St. John, the YMCA and YWCA. 
Those properties are exempt from city 
inspection because the state inspects them 
as lodging houses. 
But A Street shouldn't have been on 
that list- a list it's been on for at least two 
years, as long as Courtois has been work-
ing for social services. The city paid 
A Street landlord Larry Gaudet $3,588 in 
- I 
1 
1995. Courtois said the error is corrected, 
and it will be inspected from now on. 
Kay arrived in Portland Aug. 5. He 
came to town via Greyhound bus from 
South Carolina. Kay, a 49-year-old former 
truck driver, is collecting disability because 
of his artificial hip. 
"I always wanted to come here," Kay 
said. "I've driven trucks in almost all the 
states, except for Hawaii .... I'd never been 
to Maine. I just figured there was some-
thing here the dispatcher didn't want me to 
see." 
He came north after his marriage broke 
up. He wanted to start over and get his life 
in order. Kay asked a cab driver where the 
cheap motels were when he got off the bus 
around 5:30 p.m. on a Saturday. He ex-
pected to find a room for seven or eight 
bucks a night. That's the norm for cheap 
flats down south, he said. 
Flophouses are often 
the first step for 
people making their 
way out of the 
shelter. Sometimes 
tenants move back to 
the shelters or to the 
streets to await 
better housing. But 
flophouse beds don't 
stay empty for long. 
The cabbie directed Kay to the Inn at St. 
John. The Inn was full, so the manager 
suggested the Hotel Everett. The manager 
noticed Kay's cane and offered to give him 
a ride up Congress Street. They loaded his 
bag in the car and headed uptown. 
The hotel's managertold him the room 
at the Everett was $48 a night. At the 
Everett room rate, Kay would have been 
destitute after just one night. 
"Is there a shelter in town?" he asked. 
The manager dropped him off at the Preble 
Street Resource Center (pSRC). He had 
dinner and found out about the city shel-
ters and picked up some info on the city's 
GA program. Then he started exploring 
Portland. 
"I've been sober since Jan. 3," he said, 
coughing. He's still a heavy smoker, even 
though he has only one lung. He Iifts his T-
shirt to show the scar that starts on his chest 
and wraps around to his back, a reminder 
of the surgery. "I used to drink two cases of 
beer a day," he said, "andabottleofvodka. 
I'd drink myself sober." He's on Prozac 
now, 200 milligrams a day, he said. That, 
and his faith in God, keep him sober. 
He spent his first two nights in Portland 
at the Arnie Hanson Center on India Street. 
On Monday morning, he went to Preble 
Street and met with Laurie Jackson, a 
social worker who specializes in housing 
issues. Jackson started the ball in motion to 
find Kay a place to live. He filled out the 
required paperwork for emergency help 
from GA. He started the process to have 
his disability checks transferred to Port-
land. 
Jackson called around and learned that 
a room was availableat26A St. She wasn't 
too happy placing Kay there. She knew 
A Street's reputation as a flophouse. But 
with limited options, it was the best place 
for Kay on short notice . 
The Friday before Kay took the A Street 
room, I had looked at it, thinking I'd stay 
there as part of my research for this story. 
Bob, rp.e building manager, assured me 
that the filthy carpet would be cleaned 
before I moved in. But I balked. I didn't 
want to stay in such a nasty place. 
By the time Fred moved into A Street, 
the carpet had been tom up, exposing a 
ripped linoleum floor, complete with bum 
holes from dropped cigarettes. The room 
was smaller than my Mayo Street room 
and equally depressing. It had the same 
simulated wood-grain paneling - appar-
ently a flophouse standard. 
In the comer there was a small fridge 
that worked pretty well. "It's the nicest 
thing in the room," Kay said, putting out a 
cigarette in an old Vienna sausage tin. The 
bureau was falling apart. A framed picture 
of an Air Force fighter jet was nailed to the 
wall. The walls were riddled with holes 
and some of the paneling wasn't attached 
very well. Three small windows overlooked 
a neighbor'S trash cans and backyard. The 
room lacked a smoke detector. 
A Street is not a place where someone 
might easily get their life back together. 
Kay certainly couldn't. Even if the room 
was wonderful and clean, he'd still have to 
move. The PSRC is more than a mile from 
A Street. That's an epic journey for some-
one with a disability like Kay. 
And the PSRC is important to Kay. At 
the shelter, he eats, uses the phone and 
picks up donated clothes . Workers there 
are also helping him get back on his feet. 
Fed up with the A Street room, Kay 
moved out a day early, on Aug. 13. He 
moved his duffel bag, which contains all 
his earthly possessions, into the Oxford 
Street Shelter. 
Again, Jackson started searching for a 
place for him to stay. "His options are so 
limited," she says. "It's difficult to find a 
clean room that is cheap enough for GA to 
pay for." 
Inside, outside 
Portland is lucky, according to Bob 
DuranIeau, the city's social service direc-
tor. "We're the only general assistance 
program in the state that has a housing 
inspector," he said. 
And Inspector Courtois is pretty busy. 
He estimated that in the last year, he's 
inspected about 1,000 apartments and 
SROs. But Courtois admitted that his hands 
are tied when it comes to inspections. He 
isn't a code enforcement officer, so he can't 
shut a place down. All he can do, he said, 
is check for safety violations, like holes in 
the walls or broken windows and lack of 
smoke detectors. Courtois was surprised 
when he discovered, only recently, that 
SROs don't need any special licenses. He 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Ed Digne has occupied the same room at the Hotel Everett for 43 years. 
Up in the old hotel 
Ed Digne has lived in the same fifth-floor 
room at the Hotel Everett on Oak Street for 
43 years. It's a small room, crowded with 
memories of his life. Certificates from the 
Eagles, the Elks, the Knights of Columbus 
and gun clubs hang around the room. Pho-
tographs of friends and clippings from old 
newspapers and magazines are plastered on 
the refrigerator and taped to the walls. 
There's no stove, but Digne knows many 
recipes for the crock pot. 
"I make stew ," he said, "and good soups. " 
There's a sink in the room and a mirror. 
Clown portraits hang behind his comfort-
able chair, next to the painting of a house he 
and a friend painted in northern Maine. His 
bed, with linens supplied by the hotel, takes 
up most oCthe room. And he has his own 
telephone, a rarity in SROs. The television 
set is constantly on. During the day it's 
tuned to soap operas. "I wish I could get 
cable," he said. Digne doesn't pay much 
attention to the soaps. He'd rather look out 
his one window with its nice view of Casco 
Bay and the backside of the Porteous 
Building. "They're going to tum that into an 
arts center," he said, gesturing at the old 
department store. "It's a shame the stores 
left Congress Street .. .. But this arts center 
will be good for the city." 
He likes Portland. Originally from 
Ohio, he married a woman from Port-
land, he said, and followed her east. He 
moved to Maine in 1952. The marriage 
soon failed and they divorced. Ever since, 
Digne has lived in the Everett. He thinks 
the Everett is a well-run establishment. 
"There's no bedbugs, no roaches or mice, " 
he reported. They fumigate downstairs 
often, he said. 
The Everett isn't a nasty flophouse . 
Maids change the sheets daily and clean 
the rooms twice a week. The first two 
floors have new red carpets. The top three 
have older blue carpets, but are in good 
repair. The walls appear freshly painted. 
A slight musty odor permeates the hotel, 
but it isn't overpowering. 
Digne doesn't have to live in the Everett. 
He isn't wealthy, but he has a little bit of 
money. He worked as a jeweler for many 
years until 1979, when he retired. He 
owns a farm in Ohio that he rents to 
cousins. Why does he live in the Everett? 
"IIikehavingall my stuffin one room," 
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thinks that's one of the problems with the 
SRO system. 
The Mayo Street flophouse I stayed in, 
for example, is plagued with safety and 
health .violations.-There was no smoke 
detector in my bedroom - a code viola-
tion. Granted, there is a smoke detector in 
the living room, but that doesn't satisfy 
code. There's no fire extinguisher around. 
I looked everywhere. There's just a single 
gas heater in the shared living room. That 
means in winter tenants have to prop their 
bedroom doors open if they want heat -
or so the building manager told me. And in 
the shared bathroom, the faceplate is miss-
ing from the electrical outlet by the sink. 
And water was leaking from around the 
base of the toilet. 
The ~hared kitchen was even worse. 
One tenant told me thathe's watched cock-
roaches crawl down from the ceiling. 
"Don't leave any food out," he warned. I 
saw a roach, or some other nasty bug, 
scurry across the kitchen table and walk 
through a stick of margarine left out over-
night. There was an overflowing kitty litter 
box in the pantry that hasn't been changed 
in a while. (pets are supposedly not al-
lowed in SROs.) The refrigerator was filthy, 
with parts of the insulation missing and 
shelves coated with sticky substances. 
Courtois said he inspected the building 
back in March or April, when it passed 
inspection. He sympathizes with people 
housed in places like Mayo Street, he said, 
but there's not much he can do about it. 
To find out how bad the other SROs 
were, I spent some time hanging around 
the PSRC, talking to clients about their 
experiences. 
Many wanted to remain anonymous 
because they feared landlordswould black-
list them if they publicly complained about 
housing. One man told me about cock-
roaches at a Cumberland Avenue SRO. 
"They got into everything, " he said. "They 
get into bed with you." 
Another man told me of incidents at the 
A Street flophouse where Fred Kay stayed. 
I~ 
There were loud parties and drunken men 
beating on doors. Things were missing 
from his room, and food was taken from 
the refrigerator. He moved back to Oxford 
Street Shelter, as Kay did, but more out of 
fear than discomfort. 
Bob Rogers is a client advocate at the 
PSRC. He's lived in shelters, the YMCA 
and at some rooming houses. When he 
said "they're not the nicest place in the 
world to live," he grinned at his understate-
ment. "ButI'm lucky," he said. "I'm finally 
getting an apartment." After being on the 
Section 8 waiting list for three years, he's 
just now gotten the go-ahead to look for a 
place. 
Rogers said he prefers shelters over flop-
houses because they're safe and clean. "A 
lot of these guys go from one bad place to 
another, .. he said. "They get stuck living in 
these bad houses. It doesn't do much for 
their self-esteem ... 
One man, who declined to give me his 
name, said he sleeps outside rather than get 
a room at a flophouse. He camped out all 
last winter. But he doesn't want to spend 
another winter outside. He's hoping to 
save enough money before October to pay 
fqr a decent apartment. That means com-
ing up with the cash for a security deposit. 
He won't stay in a SRO. 
"Just because someone's homeless," he 
said, "doesn't mean they should stay in a 
shitty room when they get off the street. 
We're humans." He said the shelter sys-
tem in Portland is decent, but the next step 
isn't. His solution? Give landlords tax cred-
its for fixing places up and keeping the rent 
down. 
Fixing the system 
The biggest obstacle for GA recipients 
looking to rent an apartment is the security 
deposit. Unless friends or families can help 
them with a quick loan, GA receivers are 
often destined for SROs. Many staying in 
SROs couldn't pass a reference or credit 
check. 
A clean, well-liked place 
Just because a place caters to indigents and transients doesn't mean it has to be foul 
and dehumanizing. "There are plenty of SROs around that are excellent," said city 
inspector Bruce Courtois. 
For instance, "The Berry House" at 273 Cumberland Ave., near Portland High 
School, is a perfectly fine SRO. Bonnie Stevens manages the 30 units in the building. 
Some are just sleeping rooms with a bed and bureau, others have mini-kitchens and 
some even have full kitchens. Everything is clean and tidy - you could almost eat off 
the floor. There's a washer and dryer, or you can pay a little extra to have Stevens do 
your laundry. She's a nice woman who is concerned about keeping the place nice. 
Tenants only have good things to say about her. 
There are strict rules here. Visitors must leave by nine in the evening. Parties aren't 
allowed. Loud music, fighting or abusive language isn'ttolerated. The threat of instant 
eviction looms overhead for violators of the rules. 
CHRISTOPHER BARRY 
Inspector Courtois thinks one solution 
to the SRO situation is to set up a more 
stringent inspection program. And he 
thinks licenses should be required. While 
those are reasonable first steps, others think 
we should be looking at long-range cures. 
Local nonprofits and the city have been 
meeting lately in search of solutions to end 
Portland's housing crisis. Social services 
director Duranleau said that group homes 
and dormitory-style living might be a re-
placement to SROs, but all that takes cash. 
And there's a shortage of that, too. 
Staying at Mayo Street was pretty aw-
ful, and I only stayed for two days. The 
nights were sweltering. I sat on the floor in 
my room, taking notes, drinking Pabst 
Blue Ribbon and thinking. The second 
night, two cats owned by the married 
couple in the front room, clawed, scratched 
and howled at my door all night long. I 
tried to sleep, but I couldn't. I worried 
about the roaches walking over my face. I 
lay on top of my sleeping bag on the dirty 
floor. 
I saw a roach, or 
some other nasty bug, 
scurry across the 
kitchen table and 
walk through a stick 
of margarine left out 
overnight •••• The 
refrigerator was 
filthy, with parts of 
the Insulation missing 
and shelves coated 
with sticky 
substances. 
There were only two things on the walls 
in my room on Mayo Street. One of them, 
strangely enough, was a sachet tacked to 
the wall. The sachet didn't smell like any-
thing. And a framed and yellowed prayer 
hung on the wall. It's called "A House 
Blessing." There's a little picture of Jesus 
with his hands outreached. Part of it reads: 
And bless each crystal windowpane 
that lets the starlight in 
and bless the roof overhead 
and every sturdy wall. 
The irony was too much. This place 
sucked. 
Fred Kay doesn't want to live at Mayo 
Street, either. He's hoping to stay in Port-
land. He likes the people he's met and he 
finds the city beautiful. 
He met a woman who is looking for 
someone to share her apartment on Chest-
nut Street. Kay's share would be $250 a 
month. When his disability check catches 
up with him, he'd just barely be able to 
afford it. 
"[ don't need anything fancy," he said. 
"I just want a place that's clean with a 
kitchen ... . I'll get back on my feet. [just 
need to be comfortable and maybe find a 
little loving, then I'll be all right." 
Christopher Barry is CBW 's news reporter. 
Persian Heriz 
Heriz are beautiful, 
mostly geometric 
northwest Persian 
rugs. A recent pur-
chase gives Hard 
Cider Farm an 
exceptional 
selection of older 
Persian Heriz. 
We have small 
Heriz, medium 
Heriz, big Heriz, 
and large Heriz. 
Small Heriz rugs 
are particularly hard 
to find, but we have 
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*' STARTING A : 
: TRANSPORTATION .. .. : INSURRECTION .. .. : A journey o( A thousand miles begins with " .. '* a single step. • 
: OK. so it's hackneyed. But it's appropriate .. 
*' to mention it with the approach of Commute : 
'* *' Another Way Day. The Aug. 29 happening, • 
'* which is a more ambitious version of last : 
*' '* year's "Bike to Work Day," aims to get : 
*' Portlanders out of their commuting ruts and .. 
'* *' headingto work via foot, bike, bus orear-pool. : 
'* *' Portland's I ,OOO-mile journey is a campaign " 
I II II I 
What's wrong with 
this picture? 
• RICK MACPHERSON 
" to alter how people get around. It's a daunting. . S 
.. This is an essay about health care in the United tates. " task, considering that our society regards .. 
*' • But first, let's talk about computers. 
.. travel by foot, bicycle or bus as "alternative.. My Macintosh SE/30, reliable dinosaur of the Apple line, has 
*' transportation." Getting around using a ton : been experiencing some funky problems with its picture screen. 
: and a half of personal steel while consuming • Rather than get involved in costly repairs, I've decided to do a 
.. nonrenewable resources is considered the : trade-in and invest in something sleek, fast and mobile - a 
: nannal way to get around... PowerBook. I won't bore you with 
.. Things could be worse. At least our : details. Suffice it to say, the model I 
: policymakers have laid the groundwork for a .. want meets all my criteria for up-
" transportation evolution, : grade and it comes with enough memory to store the Library of 
if not revolution. The .. Congress. 
federal government has: Lest you think I have the disposable income to afford a $4,500 
funded a number of {> package of hard and software, think again. I can barely keep th.e 
.. cat m' kibble. But I can afford a $50-per-month finance plan (albeit innovative projects in • 
.. ~or the rest of my life). All it requires is a signature onan application Maine - including bike " 
01 followed by a IS-minute credit check, and I walk with over four and pedestrian pathways .. . I uld' 
• grand of state-of-the-art technology. Oh, did I menoon wo n t 
in Portland, Yarmouth, .. have to make a payment for three 
.. Lewiston-Auburn and Augusta. The state's : months? 
~ 
.. Sensible Transportation Policy Act should : I tell you this only because it 
: soon start yielding results. And in Portland, • When It's speaks to a recent encounter that 
: under the progressive transportation plan : easier to pay I had with the current health 
.. adopted last year, the city planning board now .. care system. About three weeks 
IS for a personal d " gives equal weight to pedestrians, bikers and • ago, I was force to see an 
: bus users when weighing decisions. .. computer than otolaryngologist for a persistent 
.. And the seeds of more sweeping reform : simple surgery, hoarse throat. Seventy-five dol-
: have been planted. In October the city will • It becomes lars (and a lot of gagging) later, I 
& hi· was diagnosed with a moderate-• acquire electric buses and start up s utt e. lear our 
" C sized polyp on my vocal chords . ~ service between Marginal Way parking lots • h Ith 
.. present ea It's not an immediately life-" and downtown. The idea of satellite parking 01 
: lots scrving Portland's center - much as '" I care system threatening situation, but it does 
.. doesn't need leave me with a perpetua : major airports handle long-term parking - • squeaky, broken voice that I 
" could be applied to a compact downtown like : reforming. It haven't heard since pUberty. 
: Portland with a little work, freeing up '" needs to be I was informed that the polyp 
: downtown parking lots and garages now used : replaced. would not go away, and the only 
" for more economically sensible development " course of action would be to re-
: It's not too early to talk about a light-rail link : move it under general anesthesia. This, I was told, is a routine 
~ between the vast parking lots of the Maine : outpatient procedure that would take about five minutes. I could 
: Mall and downtown, linking the two physically " secure a room at Maine Med within three weeks. 
& as well as economically. : There was only one problem . .. I have no insurance. When I 
; There's still more to be done. Lots more. " inquired how much this routine five-minute procedure would c~st, 
" The city could start by giving preferential : my doctor said he wasn't sure since he never sees the hospital bIlls. 
~ treatment to walkers, bikers and bus riders. • He ballparked a figure of$3,000 to $4,500. Needless to say, I was 
: It's encouraging that the city is finally listening : hoping to play in a smaller ballpark. . . 
I ~ Not feeling particularly inclined to sound like Marge SImpson " to walkers and bikers, but it can do more. · t 
.... for the rest of my life (and having been told that the polyp may & should favor them over automobile owners in . d 
'" enlarge and partially occlude my air passage), I deCide to go ~ most planning decisions. Put more money into .. forward with the procedure. I figured that I'd pay it off over the 
,~ hiking, biking and mass transit now, and the ~ 
" " next decade. 
~ improvements will help wean commuters from : Unfortunately, when I called to schedule a hospital date, I was 
: their cars later. .. identified as "the patient with no insurance" and told that the 
'" But the city's best intentions will be : doctor and hospital would need payment upfront before schedul-
: impossible to achieve withouta broad base of • ing an appointment. As you might expect, I'm writing this with a 
~ support. And that's where Commute Another : polyp still resting on my vocal chords. 
: Way Day comes in. Portland doesn't JUSt need ~ Now here's the part I don't quite get. Apple Computer, that 
'" more plans and ideas. Its residents need a : great faceless global monolith based in Cupertino, Calif., can 
: whole new attitude when it comes to getting .. somehow see fit to float me the credit to walk with over $4,000 
: around. Getting out of your car on Aug. 29 is : (plus interest) worth of product. In fact, they'll float m~ a line of 
" " credit to match any purchase I'd care to make. I feel bke Apple a good place to start. . . 
: WAYNE CURTIS '" genuinely cares about me. I'm so pleased I'm even considenng 
~ " 
changing my name from MacPherson to Macintosh. And yet my 
doctor here inPort1and, swom defender of health and the Hip~tic 
oath can't float me the credit for a five-minute, routine operation 
that ~ould restore my voice? Perhaps I'm a bit naive, but something 
is wrong with this picture. " 
The problem is that I belong to a growing populatIOn of Amen-
cans that many in Congress refuse to acknowledge. I do not have 
insurance but I am not unemployed. In fact, I consider my lifestyle 
quite conrl-ortable. Last year I claimed a little over $11,000 in 
earnings (a pretty good year). As a freelance writer, I'm not on staff 
with any publication. While the freedom is a pl~, the lack. of 
benefits is a dilemma. I also draw income from a part-orne bartendmg 
job, again with no benefits. " 
I don't qualify for Medicaid, and since movmg to Amenca from 
Scotland I look at my personal health care as crisis management 
rather th~ preventative maintenance. I see a dentist only when I 
need to. And until last spring, I hadn't seen an optometrist in more 
than five years. Unlike the stereotype conjured by Republicans who 
O.J.'d the most recent attempt at a national health plan, I'm neither 
uneducated nor am I ignorant to the benefits of medical care. But 
like many other Americans, I am forced to regard health care as a 
luxury. , 
For some members of society, procuring health care hasn t 
changed. For the time being, if you're down and out you can still 
obtain care through Medicaid. And health care has never been a 
problem for the country club set. But the many and varied levels of 
society that occupy the middle of these two extrem~s have s~o.ul­
dered the burden and failure of an increasingly hosole, restncnve 
and unaccommodating health care system. 
Although almost everyone acknowledges that health care suc~, 
strangely, no one is to blame. Patients accuse doctors. D0c.r0rs pomt 
to hospitals. Hospitals blame insurance companies. And Insurance 
companies cite abuses of the system by the uninsured. I don't deny 
that abuses have occurred. But when presented with such a mess of 
impenetrable health care, I can vouch that the temptation to cheat 
or commit fraud to receive care is very real indeed. 
Not feeling particularly inclined to contribute to the failings of a 
bungled health care system, I guess I'm forced to shelve .the new 
computer until I can afford a new voice. As I write, Repubhcans are 
taking a stab at fine-tuning our current. health care system; B~t I 
don't think you need to be Jack Kevorkian to know when It s time 
to pull the plug. Our present health .care systen:' doesn't .need 
reforming. It needs to be replaced. Unol everyone IS unconditIOn-
ally guaranteed health care, the system will be deficient. 
So my polyp and I will sit it out for now. IfI'm lucky, my polyp 
may turn out to be a boon. Lookat Louis Armstrong. Now there was 
a man who knew how to use a polyp. In fact, when I think about the 
current health care system, the words of Louis Armstrong (and Ella 
Fitzgerald) ring loud and clear: "Let's call the whole thing off. " 
Rick MacPherson is a freelance writer based in Portlamf. 
ACTIVIST NOTEBOOK 
GET OUT YOUR WALKING SHOES 
Did you know there are about 27,000 solo car 
commuters fighting for the 17,500 legal park-
ing spaces in Portland? No wonder parking is 
such a hassle. Join the City of Portland, the 
Bike to Work Committee, METRO, 
Rideshare and the Maine Chamber of Com-
merce for "Commute Another Way Day" 
Aug. 29. Instead of hopping into your Pinto, 
jump on the bus, pedal your bike, don some roller~lad~s or sir.n~ly 
walk to work. Programs like this have worked In bigger Cities. 
There's no reason why Portland's can't. For more info, contact 
John Balicki at 774-9891 or Peter Rich at 773-3053 . 
LETTERS 
Ca.sa> &y Wttkiy welcomes your ktrm. PklJJt Ittep your 
thoughts to 1m tJran 300 words (longer kllm ""'y be datd for 
spact reasons), and include your addrru and dayrimt phone 
number. Ldtm, Casco &y Wttkiy, 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 or Ilia .·mait tditot@cbw.tnJJ1ne.com 
ChDdren lose twice 
I was interested in CBWs article on 
"Mad Dads" (8.3.95).The state's decision 
to separate visitation and child support is 
a wise one. Children need both abundant 
contact with both parents and adequate 
financial resources. The fact that children 
are deprived of one through the unilateral 
action on the part of one parent should not 
be cause for the other parent to withhold, 
making children double losers. 
However, in adopting a one-sided en-
forcement policy, the state discards any 
pretense of acting in the child's be.st ~nt~r­
est and shows its true concern IS In Its 
pocketbook. The state has no intc:res~ in 
supporting children when the obligation 
for that support can be placed elsewhere. 
Such an enforcement policy is flawed 
for two reasons. First, it fails to reali~e that 
a significant number of support nonpayers 
are disenfranchised parents who, pushed 
to the sidelines by their former spouses, 
have lost any emotional link with their 
children. These parents want nothing more 
than reasonable contact with their chil-
dren. If given a chance to invest emotionally 
in their children, many will be willing to 
support them financially . 
"Misguided Moms" who obstruct, poi-
son and prevent father-child contact do 
every bit as much damage to their children 
as "Deadbeat Dads" do in withholding 
support, and in sanctioning either activity, 
the state fails to safeguard the children. 
~~-
Charles Ewing ~ 
Westbrook I 
Virulent gender bias 
Your otherwise very balanced, fair and 
informative cover story "Dads are Mad" 
(CBW 8.3.95) relied upon a frequently 
misperceived study in which dads receive 
custody in 50 percent of "contested" cases . 
The absolute number of men receiving 
even shared physical custody of their mi-
nor children in Maine and Massachusetts 
is less than 7 percent. And the courts and 
legislature in Massachusetts nave refused 
to keep records of this virulent, ongoing 
gender bias. 
As a consequence fathers are honestly 
so advised by their attorneys not to seek 
(contest) custody. Under the pre-World 
War I legal custody standards now operat-
ing, fathers only win child custody in those 
contested cases where the other parent IS a 
certified basket case. 
-ruJ.;M i-kcJ ~ 
Patrick Henry Flynn 
Coalition for the Preservation 
of Fatherhood 
Boston, Mass. 
Tbe batHe will conllnue 
I have just received a copy of your 
(8.3.95) issue and took great interest in 
your "Dads are Mad" article. I was mar-
ried to Dennis Snyder for nine years and 
have known him for the past 24. I was his 
first wife. We have remained close friends 
except for the time he was married to his 
son's mother. We have since re-established 
our friendship. I am not the least bit sur-
prised that she is attempting to keep Dennis 
from his son. The lengths she went to keep 
Dennis and myself from having contact 
ranged from falsely stating she had Den-
nis' power of attorney to deal in all matters 
concerning me to correspondence stating 
we should cease having any contact. Be-
cause - and I quote, "Nothing can 
compare to Dennis' joy in watching his 
son take his first steps. He is such a devoted 
father ." 
Devoted father he is. I noted that your 
article failed to mention Dennis had pro-
vided full support of his ex-wife's two sons 
from a previous marriage after he and his 
son's mother were divorced. As I recall, 
they refused to live with her and even took 
Dennis' last name as their own. Unfortu-
nately, they too had little, if any contact 
with their natural father due to the same 
of COOgsE 'o'041(CA, ,o~ 
~$ ~ Clrt S~rr''t .. . 
type of antics their mother used on their 
father. After the divorce, Dennis acted as 
an intermediary in re-establishing their re-
lationship with their natural father. 
Of those who are of the opinion that 
Dennis' account ofhis own trials and tribu-
lations rely more on myth than fact, I 
wonder if they truly know the whole story. 
As a society, we are too quick to judge 
based on hearsay and myth. Let them read 
the court transcripts and judge on fact -
it's all there. I've seen the letter written by 
the psychologist working with his son who 
concluded that his fears were really brought 
on by his mother's anxieties. This gentle-
man was right on track. Why didn't 
someone give this report some credence 
and protect Dennis' son and his relation-
ship with his father? 
In closing, I can assure you with abso-
lute certainry that Dennis will continue his 
battle. He wants to be involved in his son's 
life. Who would expect anything less from 
a loving, devoted father? 
Larenda G . Young 
Roseville, Calif. 
AI a leftist? 
Al Diamon has succumbed to the after-
glow of the media spotlight. He has come 
to be no more than the Rush Limbaugh of 
the left. High on the entertainment value (if 
you like that sort of thing), but very low on 
the usable information. He seems to be so 
enamored of his own gift for metaphoric 
imagery that his hold on integrity has been 
loosed in reaching for an audience of those 
of us who do not. Even on the left. 
P. S. In his recent article on radio sta-
tions, AI failed to mention that WCLZ, 
while admittedly playing plenty of what 
have now become "old standards," is the 
one source in town for the "new folk mu-
sic" and continues to do more for local 
musicians than all of the other stations, 
scrambling to get with the latest definition 
of "hip," combined. 
~~J+ 
Windham 
Vloialion 01 privacy 
I am disgusted, surprised and fright-
ened by an ad on your "Back of the Bay" 
page in the 7.27.95 issueofCBW advertis-
ing drivers' license information to anyone 
with $100 to spare. How the hell does the 
Maine government get to release license 
information to the public? So now, even if 
I had an unlisted telephone or refused to 
give my address to every store in the mall 
that wants me on computer, I have no 
control over my privacy - anyone can 
track anyone else. Considering the prob-
lems some people face being stalked and 
threatened (by ex-lovers, right-to-life 
groups, etc.) and the refusal or inability of 
law enforcement to face that problem , the 
release and wide distribution of this infor-
mation is scary. Not to mention it's 
nobody's darrm business but the Maine 




What does "seven Items or 
less" really mean at the gro· 
cery checkout? 
According to spokespeople for both 
Shaw's and Shop 'n' Save, it means the 
numbers of items scanned. A six pack of 
beer, for instance, is one item. But three 
single beers of different varieties constitute 
three items. 
Corporate headquarters admitted they 
rarely enforce the rule. As part of a test, 
CBW investigators recently went through 
the "four items or less" at the Back Cove 
Shop 'n' Save with six items. The cashier 
didn't bat an eyelash. CBWwas also able to 
slip 10 items through the "Seven items or 
less" aisle . 
Got a burnirtg question about life in Greater Port-
land? Let CBW sort it out for you. Those whose 
questions are .selected for publication wifI receive a 
complimentary SP ~refrigeratormagnet. CBW 
Q, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, or by 
fax: 775-1615. 
" 
14 ··- '·CASCO"BAYWEEKLY 
: we believe in free parking. free : 
.. parking and free parking," said .. 
'IS . Omar Sharik, a member of the " .. .. 
" Traffic Liberation Front (TLF), a radical " 
: separatist Marxist traHlc group. : 
.. Sharik and his two comrades, EI Him Shabaza .. 
" " .. and Butch Smith, are upset with the way .. 
" Portland tickets cars. " .. .. 
" "We'll do anything we can to liberate the " 
.. motorist from this tyranny,", vowed Sharik. .. 
" " .. The first action the TLF took was stealing a ..
citation book from a " .. 
"short and bald and fat " 
and rude" traffic control .. 
" officer on Aug. 18, ..
according to Sharik. Then " .. 
the TLF marched do,!"n " .. 
Portland streets looking " 
for vehicles with tickets .. 
: that matched tickets in the citation book. They ! . 
" took the tickets from the windshields. "We " 
<> .. 
" were able to save 25 or 30 motorists some " 
<> money," Sharik said. "And we'll do it again." .. 
" " .. The group also tried to abscond with the ..
: parking control officer's boot key - which : 
" ·Was left in his unlocked city vehicle - but the " 
: parking cop reappeared and the TLF retreated. : 
.. The traffic terrorist group had attempted .. 
" " " to draft fIVe sovereign rights for automobile '" 
.' owners, but they could only agree on four, .. 
~ " <> Shariksaid. These are the four sovereign rights: .. 
" I. The ability to park freely, unfettered by " 
" 0; " intervention by the police. 2. Free Portland <> 
: parking. 3. The ability to park without paying. : 
" 4. The freedom to bring any vehicle to a halt " 
.. 0; 
.. within deSignated parking areas without .. 
'" exchanging currency. " .. .. 
" If the parking problem continues, the TLF " 
'" promises to start taking hostages, beginning 0; 
~ .. 
~ with the "short, fat and rude parking control " 
tight-knit taTtans - mummichogs aplenty 
- Puckish sensibility - fused molecules 
- into the blue - Krishnacore 
thc wheels of darkncss roll 
Four mad poets on the road to ceiebrHy. ILLUSTRATION/PATRICK CORRIGAN 
Fear and loathing in Ann Arbor 
: officer." : Maine's team slams poets from around the nation. .. 
0; 
'" " .. .. 
" <> 
" f> 
'" Who Is TLF'1 0; .. .. • "America's MostWanted,"the Fox network's 
f> crime show, was in town to recreate a 
" '" crime Aug. 20 on the corner of Free and Oak 
.. Streets. A film crew employee asked pedestrians ., 
" to walk on the south side of Free Street, to stay 
: out of view of the cameras. The employee 
.. refused to say what crimewas being recreated. ., 
<I> But he admitted it wasn't a Portland crime, 
"' though it did occur in Maine. A waitress at 
'" .. Marcy's, a diner at the corner, said she didn't 
" hear any screams from actors, but there were 
"  some screaming sirens. .. 
• 
" • Maine beer aficionados think trouble is 
'" .. brewing. Rumors have been Circulating around 
: town about possible buyouts of local micro-
., breweries by major beer manufacturers. But 
! local brewmeisters denied they're being courted 
'" and assured caw that Maine microbrews are 
" .. safe from corporate takeover, at 
: least for now. Both Fred Forsley of Shipyard 
" and David Geary of D.L Geary Brewing said 
: they have no intention of selling out to Miller 
" or Bud. caw 
.. 
" .. . ELIZABETH PEAVEY 
" .. 
.. We were somewhere around Niagara when 
: the metaphor began to take hold. 1 remember 
" saying something like "1 foel a bit lightheaded; 
'" maybeyoushoulddrive .... "Andsuddenlythere .. 
.. was a terrible roar aU around us and the air was 
.. full of rainbow mist that soaked ourskin and our .. 
.. car, which was going about 100 miles an hour 
.. with the top down to Ann Arbor. And a voice 
" .. was screaming: "Holy Jesus! What are these 
" goddamn animals?" 
'" .. OK, so we weren't doing 100. And we 
" weren't driving a huge red Chevy convert-
: ible - it was a rented Mercury Sable. And 
.. the mist did not soak our skin or our car 
: until the next day when we went to the 
.. Canadian side of the falls. Butthegoddamn 
" animals? They were there, and they were 
'" .. us: a carload of poets, driving into the heart 
" of deepest America to compete in the 1995 .. 
.. Poetry Slam Nationals, Aug. 9 through 12. 
0; For those who never attended the po-.. 
" etry slams at Granny Killam's (for now 
<I> defunct, rest in peace, and thank you Bill .. 
.. Beasley) - a poetry slam is basically a 
.. competitive poetry reading contest that is 
: ranked, Olympic-style, by judges arbitrarily 
" assigned from the audience, who mayor 
: may not know anything about poetry. 
• Granny's has a national reputation as a 
: rough room, and that was what our rag-tag 
" pickup team was weaned on. We were: the 
slam guru himself, Taylor Mali, who was 
responsible for introducing slams to the 
state; CBW's own Tanya Whiton; beat-
meister Russ Sargent; and me, Elizabeth 
"Action Girl" Peavey. We rolled into Ann 
Arbor on a steamy Tuesday afternoon, 
ready to compete against 27 teams and 
nine individuals from across the U.S. and 
beyond. We had team bowling shirts with 
"Maine" embroidered on them in huge 
yellow letters, and, in smaller letters, the 
team motto: "We slam therefore we am." 
We were ready to put dinky Portland on 
the poetic map. 
We descended upon Taylor's brother's 
apartment and proceeded to trash the place. 
Furniture was moved. Sleeping bags were 
slung from doors . Heaps of briefcases, 
laptops, chapbooks and notebooks were 
strewn in every comer. Pi,les of clothes 
began to amass. And it was hot. Too hot to 
sleep, too hot to eat, and almost (but not 
quite) too hot to even drink beer. 
Our first night in town we made our 
way out to a bar where other slam poets 
were rumored to be gathering. A vast array 
of ethnic groups and ages were represented 
- hip-hop rappers commingled with 
Velveeta-'n'-white-bread boys from the 
Midwest; groovy, bell-bottomed West 
Coast chicks hung with Pakistani, South 
African, Native American and Swedish 
poets; and grizzled Vietnam vets swapped 
poetic injustices with angry, urban Afri-
can-Americans. As our team made its bleary 
way home that night, we were swimming 
in the headiness of this miraculous poetic 
convergence and were quite of a mind to 
kick some serious butt. 
Here, things began to get surreal. If 
perspiration, sleep deprivation, starvation 
and heat prostration are drugs, then we 
were high during ourentirestay. The apart-
ment took on the feel of a nuthouse, as we 
took to our private comers to rehearse or 
madly scribble revisions to our pieces. At 
one point, Taylor called me to the kitchen 
window. There, in a playground across the 
parking lot from the building, was Russ -
clad only in a skimpy pair of cut-offs, 
bopping and scatting with an imaginary 
microphone in hand. 
We won our first two rounds, beating 
Seattle and San Francisco, and then trounc-
ing Chicago (the home of slam poetry) and 
Providence. Of the 18 teams that qualified 
for the semifinals, we were seeded fourth . 
We went up against Phoenix and Wash-
ington, D .C., and squeaked out a victory. 
We, Boston, Cleveland and Asheville, 
N.C., had made it to the finals; we were 
again seeded fourth, and of the 117 indi-
viduals in competition, Taylor was seeded 
first. We stayed up till nearly dawn devis-
ing our strategy for the next night's big 
match. 
OveT the course of the week, the 
slammers had taken overAnnArbor, which 
is a pretty enough college town with loads 
of coffeehouses, bars and bookstores - a 
perfect breeding ground forpoets . But imag-
ine 117 of them descending upon your city 
like Hunter Thompson-esque bats. You 
couldn't swing a cat without hitting some 
poet arguing deconstructionism in a cafe, 
ranting or rehearsing in a dark alley or 
cajoling a bartender for one more drink 
after last call. The matches usually didn't 
wrap up until near midnight, and we'd all 
try to gather the like-minded for much-
needed beer-drinking, gloating or grousing. 
The competition was always over once the 
scores were filed . We were all on some 
weird poetic mission, and in the trenches 
camaraderie ran deep. What we were gain-
ingfrom this wild ride couldn'tbemeasured 
with a score from 0-10. 
Our team rarely made it to bed before 
4 a .m . and rarely slept beyond 9 a.m., 
pumped on adrenaline and nerves, or 
startled awake by a new line of verse . The 
days were spend lolling around the apart-
ment, as near naked aswe could be without 
being indecent, sweating, guzzling gallons 
of musty Ann Arbor water and pining for 
one breath of salt air. When I complained 
from the bathroom that my underwear was 
snarling 'up like cellophane mid-thigh and 
sticking there, my teammates simply yelled 
back, "Too much information. " 
·The night of the finals it finally dawned 
on us that we had accomplished some-
thing big. Now we were among the four, 
the slam elite. Ex-rivals gripped our arms 
and wished us luck. We had groupies, 
people were stopping us in the lobby to 
have us sign our chapbooks or to tell us 
they were laying wagers on os. When 
people spoke of "the Portland team," there 
was no question which coast they were 
referring to . OK, we were starting to feel 
like rock stars, fueled by winning, by the 
attention and by the torpid, languorous 
days of waiting around to go on . But what 
was bigger was this international throng of 
craz~d poets, who had never met until a 
few days earlier, and who were now hug-
ging and kissing with the same thrill as 
when you meet an individual with whom 
you speak a shared language. Suddenly, 
we were part of a tiny nation forged out of 
a love of words. And that was big. 
It was clear early on in the finals we 
were not going to win. We were up against 
teams with a lot of urban angst and tightly 
choreographed pieces. Our work relied 
more on the written word than on any 
political platform. Nonetheless, when each 
ofus stood before those 1,200 people, we 
knew we'd already won something. 
We took fourth and got a big, ugly 
trophy that we decided would make an 
excellent hood ornament for the Sable. By 
the time we got to the bar to meet up with 
our friends and fans, our hearts were filled 
with joy. We drank pitchers of pale ale till 
last call and then spilled out onto the street 
to exchange addresses and say our good-
byes ,like it was the last day of some twisted 
summer camp. Soon we'd be barreling 
back home, like some monster version of 
Horatio Alger .. . a Team on the Move, just 
sick enough to be totally confident. caw 
This man has the right Idea. PHOTO/ TO NEE HARBERT 
Way to go 
Here's all we ask: that on Aug. 29, you do not strap yourself into your own personal stee~an(j. 
glass capsule that weighs 3,400 pounds or so and is powered by an intemal combustion engine, 
and that you do not ignite fossil fuels in said capsule for the purpose of transporting you alone 
to your place of employment. In short, we ask that you commute another way. 
Sponsored by the City of Portland, the Maine Chamber of Commerce, the Maine Turnpike 
Authority and a host of other organizations and businesses, Commute Another Way Day is 
designed to make Maine commuters aware that there are ways to get from one place to another 
that do not involve solo driving. 
So start today, Walk to work. Or bike. Take a bus. At least share a ride with a fellow employee. 
Just don't be a road hog. 
Commute Another Way Day Is Aug. 29. 
To Involve your business, call 774-9891 
or 773-3053. 
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Sei Bella 
Distinctively Different 
For an appointment please call 773-2494 
222 St. John St. Suite 140, above Morgarita's, Portland (plenty of free parking) 
j(30P·P8BSrOf2.€· 
,. ., ' S~ialtY CciffeJ: Drinks ' 
Whole Bean Coffee 
.:, " ~~ Teas 
· CQff~pn;ssO Machines 
GifHtems" •... 
Relaxing En vironmC:nL 
.::::: 
Locat~ at 182.Middle Siteet near ~e~m~r of~chang~and Mi4gLe •. 










5tock Pots- Alum/55/Enamel 
Double Boilers- Alum/55 
Bean Pots- small! medllarge 
Canners 
Free Parking Behind Building 
369 Forest Ave" Ptld • 772-9784 
M-F 8-5 • Sat 9-2 
Visa, M/C, Disc & Amex 
BRIDAL REGISTRY 
MacKenzie-Childs Ltd . • Quimper 
Deruta • Essex Collectioll • Palais Royal 
Jacquard. Peacock Alley. Handprint 
Cornell Trading . Churchill Weavers 
Stonehouse Farm Goods Fum iture 
Stone County Ironworks . Kiehls 
Courtney. Caswell-Massey. Neals Yard 
Thymes Ltd . • William Arthur 
Custom Laser-Printed Invitatiolls 
479 FORE STRE£T 
PORTLAND, ME • 04101 
207-775-3790 
SENTRY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
in Westbrook 856·6301 
or 1·800·856·6301 
• 







tools for your 






449 Forest Portland 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIA£ 
Good Through August 31 st 
Open 'til 8pm on Thursday 
-All Clothing 20-25%OH 
-Camelbalcs & Palrstars t 5 %OH 
~.; . (Check out our selection of » book bags & day packs) 
111E: 
SII "The bike shop w/ille la.vesqri:es: 
. '. 12 Main St., Gorham 
- 839-2770 0 
We Ale Now an AUthorized INlI CIA .. Dealer 
874 Brighton Ave. 
Portland ME 04102 
ThiS Months SpeCials 
2 Months FREE Access or 
double your airtime till '96 
CALL 
12071 772-5737 
• The Best Call You Ever Made 
, Guarant~. 
"Ceu Ia Bob" 
Q,e Come to YoV CELLULARONE 
Authorized Dealer 
THE AMAZING PANDA ADVENTURE A 
boy and his father resolve their 
ditterenoes after getting entangled In a 
panda bear poaching scheme. Aimed In 
the Himalayas with real pandas. ('Mlo 
may be cute but are reportedly qu~e 
vicious). 
APOUO 13 Tom Hanks, Bill Paxton and 
Kevin Bacon are trapped In their 
spacecraft on the dar1< side of the moon 
aft.r an accident screws up their oxygen 
and pat<er supplies. Not a good flick for 
ciaustrophoblcs. 
BAIlE THE PIG n is not enough for an 
enterprising swine to eat slop and rollin 
the mud. This Is the vel}'l~ellke animated 
tale of a young pig in search of gailtul 
emplo}ment; he tries evel}'thlng, even 
rounding up the sheep, during his 
adventures on the farm. 
THE BABYSITTER'S ClUB Seven 13-
year-old kids spend the slMM1erwatchlng 
brats and fretting about their hormones. 
Of course they are girls. All the boys are 
In camp leaming how to chop wood and 
grunt 
BATMAN FOREVER The Bat is back, this 
time as Val Kilmer (hubba, hubba). He 
faces two loathsome villains - the 
Rlddler (Jim Carney in question mark 
costume) and Harvey Two-Face (Tommy 
Lee Jones). He and his trusty sidekick 
Robin (Chris O'Donnell) perform 
swashbuckling good deeds forthe public 
good, while Batm,., romances a busty 
blonde shrink (Nicole Kidman) on the 
side. 
IIEU£ DU JOUR Catherine Deneuve stars 
in this classic French film about a cool 
beautywhose fantasies about domilation 
and sexual violence are seemingly at 
odds with her cunured, gentle I~e. Until 
she takes a job in a brothel for three 
hours each attemoon- andhertantasles 
become real~. When a client tails In 
love with her, her two worlds intersect 
w~h potentially disastrous resuns. (In 
French). 
BEYOND RANGOON Depressed? How 
about an adventure il a politk:ally ravaged 
third world countl}' for ,., ,.,tldote? 
Patricia Arquette stars as ayoungwom,., 
who runs oft to Asia to get away trom a 
personal tragedy that has lett her unable 
to function. But in her travels she 
discovers that things could be worse. 
Much worse. Leedles, mire and tropical 
heat kind of worse. 
THE BRIDGES OF MADISON COUNTRY 
Clint Eastwood and Meryl Streep star in 
the film version of Robert James Waller's 
novel. Eastwood plays a National 
Geograp/Jicphotojoumallstwhostumbles 
across a lonely Iowa fannw~e (Streep) 
while on assignment. Their atter-40 love 
affair raises painful questions In the 
marriages of Francesca's two children, 
whodiscoverherlove letters, which reveal 
the passion that rejuvenated their 
mother's I~e. 
THE BROntERS MCMUU£N Three Irish 
Catholic brothers COme together at their 
father's tuneral- but ~ seems no one is 
really mouming in eamesl. Tums out he 
was a bigjerk. The dirt Is barely covering 
the old man's coff., when Mrs. McMullen 
annoooces she's oftto the old countl}' to 
be with hertrue love. Don't let your lives 
slip away shackled to somebodly )OU 
don't like, she tells her boys, then leaves 
them to grapple with thek own romantic 
trials. 
CASPfR The retum of that friendly, 
sens~ive ghost who Is perturbed v.nen 
he frightens people. In this stOl}', Casper 
tries to get In tou:h with his past through 
the help of Christina Ricci (of 'Addams 
Family' fame) , the only one In the family 
who can see him. Bill Pullman stars as 
her father and Cathy Moriarty as the evil 
Ms. C,.,ig,.,. 
CWElESS ~ Beverly Hills 90210 has 
lost no zing, check out this tale of high 
school angst in silicorHloSom I,.,d. Alicia 
Silverstone stars as a shop-ltIIoIicblonde 
who matchmakes for her clueless peers 
- when they are not all at Ferragamo or 
talking on their oellular phones. Low on 
plot, big on min>skirts. 
CONGO An American communications 
company receives Intelligence via 
satellite that the Virunga Volcano R'"'ie 
is the likely location for a supply of 
flawless diamonds - transmitted by a 
research team v.no say they have found 
the Lost CityofZinj. The nexttr,.,srnission 
shows mangled equipment and the 
research team 's corpses, then goes 
blank. At the same time, primatologist 
Peter Elliot is planning to retum his 
amazing talking gorilla, Amy, to the same 
region. Ws a bad place to be. Doom. 
LHe Is scary with the LORD OF ILLUSIONS, 
CRIMSON TlDEA rebel faction oftheformer 
Soviet Union's army takes over a nuclear 
missile base - prompting a global panic. 
The politk:aI s~ation crumbles and it looks 
as though the U.S. government Is going to 
util~e ~s nuclear armol}', and the USS 
Alabama, a Trident ballistic submarine, is 
given,., order to launch. Captain Frank 
Ramsey (Gene Hackman, the creep) Is 
golngto follow through with the order when 
his new executive officer (Denzel 
Washington, v ..... va voom)dlsregards his 
orders and retuses to fire the missiles. A 
flick for high-tech stress-outwarfilm lovers. 
DANGEROUS MINDS Michelle Pfeifferplays 
feisty LouAnne Johnson, a Marine turned 
Inner c~ English teacher faced with a 
classroom tull of kids who have learned to 
accept failure as a way of I~e. She bends 
all the rules to gain access to the hearts 
and minds of her students. Lots of saucy 
dialogue, racial tension and a great 
soundtrack. 
DESPERADO Drugs, low riders, hot babes 
and ~Jns. Antonio Banderas stars indirector 
Robert Rodriguez' flick about EI Mariachi 
doing battle with a drug lord. The plot 
oenters around drugs, low riders, hot babes 
and guns. 
IL POSTINO Famous Chilean poet Pablo 
Neruda was exiled In 1952, and went to 
live on,., Idyllic island ottthecoastofnaly, 
where he reoeived so much mail that the 
local postmaster hired a young man olt his 
father's fIShing boat to deliver the extra 
load. The young postman and the poet 
strike up an unlikely friendship, ,.,d the 
postman dellelops an appreciation for the 
art of language. He uses his newtOUl1d 
talent to charm the local ladles, especially 
the unapproachable Beatrioe. (In ~allan). 
THE INDIAN IN ntE CUPBOARD Hal 
Scardilo plays a little boy who gets a 
plastic Indian figurine and a wooden 
cupboard for his ninth birthday. When he 
puts the Indi8l11n the cupboard, SHAZAM, 
the Indian (named L~efoot, not to be 
confused with Gordon) comes alive. No, he 
doesn't run around the house scalping 
people with his tiny hatchet - he teaches 
the boy meaningful lessons about I~e. 
A IUD IN lUNG ARntUR'S CDURT A 14-
year-old boy trom southem Calffomla finds 
himself transported back to medieval 
Canlelot. EveI}' kld's dream. According to 
Hollywood. 
LORD OF IllISIONS Master of creepiness 
Clive Barker wrote and directed this gem 
about a New York cop in pursu~ of a petty 
crook. While searching for clues ourflatfoot 
gets involved with a magician and his sexy 
w~e - trouble. The magic act eoes awl}', 
the wife has,., alanminghistOl}', and bingo, 
dancing murderous Mandarin dolls, 
cheating at cards, and evil rabbits. 
EEEEEEEEKI 
MORTAl. COMBAT Christopher Lambert 
stars In yet another cinematic travesty -
this time as the leader of a group of video 
game warriorsduking~ outwith an unnamed 
evil to save humankind. Has the man no 
shame? 
ntE NET S1Wldra Bullock (yeah, yeah, she's 
hot, so v.nat) stars as a cOmputer wh~ 
whose personal hlstol}' vanishes with a 
blip after she strays ilto a program thai 
accesses confidential data. Dennis Miller 
plays her ex·flame, and helps her through 
her cyber·snatu. 
NINE MONTHS Fresh-faced Hugh Grant 
has lost his stalus as boy next door due to 
that unfortunate incident on Sunset 
Boulevard. _the dirty fellow stars as an 
alternately chagrined and delighted 
boyfriend whose mate (Juli,.,ne Moore) 
f.,ds out she's pregnant Robin Williams 
is featured as a Russian doctor with 
suspect credentials. 
OPERATION DUMBO DROP Danny Glover, 
Ray Liotta and Dennis Leal}' star in a fee~ 
good film based on a true stOI}' about U.S. 
soldiers sent on a friendly mission In 
Vietnam. Their plan Involves retumlng a 
lost elephant to an amicable village - by 
dropping the four·ton beast out of the sky. 
Boom. 
POCAHONTAS Disney has created another 
animated extravaganza - this time 
choosing the legend of Pocahontas, the 
Indian prinoess who risked her I~e to save 
English sea captain John Smith. As our 
wasl>walsted heroine and her singing 
raccoon friend Meeko introduce Smith to 
the mysteries of the forest, relations 
between the Indians and the colonists are 
rapidly deteriorating. Pocahontas 
Intervenes to save Smith and they are 
forced to part ways, though their spirits 
remain Intertwined. (over 100,000 people 
gathered in Central Park for the first 
screening, many of them in Pocahontas 
costume. Beware the gargantuan stuffed 
raccoon when entering the theater.) 
SMOKE A street comer in Brooklyn Is the 
scene of several lives Intersecting il 
mysterious ways: a cigar shop keeper 
snapping photos, a teenager v.no lies 
about his name, a novelist wM writer's 
block and a host of other characters. Each 
of them has a secret ,.,d a personal 
dilemma, andv.niletheydon'tseem related 
at first, their stories begin to fit together 
like puzzle pieces. Thecast includes William 
Hurt, Stockard Channing and Harvey ~el. 
SOMETMINGTOTAlXABOUT JullaRoberts 
Is the privileged w~e of a ~Ilandering 
Southem gentiem,." Dennis Quaid - and 
she is fed up. Her perfect I~e in the 
Temesseewalkerhorseandcocklallworld 
Isgettlngto 1M ... Y1d she's readytoch,.,ge 
It all. The script was penned by the author 
of "Thelma & Louise: 
VIITUOSITY n's 1999 In Los Angeles 
(jock). The police learn how to handle the 
nasty citizens of smog c~ using virtual 
real~ episodes. When a virtual serial 
killer, Russell Crowe, Is 'Wlleashed onto 
the mean streets, Denzel Washington is 
the ex-copwith the checkered past hired to 
track him down and virtually kick his ass. 
A WAUl IN ntE CLOUDS Keanu Reeves 
returns home trom trom W81 In 1945 to 
find his marriage only lukewanm. He Ms 
the road as a c1Wldy salestnal1, where he 
meets the recentily dumped, pregn,.,t 
Mana S<I\Chez-Gijon on her way horne to 
her family In the Napa Valley. He agrees to 
play house untU she "'"' bear to tell her 
father the truth. Sparks galore. 
WATERWORLO There you are, 500 years 
In the Mure, and the world Is totally 
covered with water because of global 
wanmlng. KeW1 Costner swims by, gills .. 
flappilg. Perennially weird Dennis Hopper 
Is the villain. The goal: And dl}'land. The 
plot: Kevin Costner tries to find dl}'land 
and encounters the evil Hopper. Vague 
mutations, futuristic 'Mad Max' o"water 
sets, budget equal to the gross national 
product of many small nations. 
WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING Sandra 
Bullock is working the tiicket counter in a 
train station when this handsome fella 
(Peter Gallagher) comes Into the queue 
and BANG! she falls in love with him. Then, 
BANGI he tumbles onto the train tracks 
and ends up in a coma. She takes him to 
the hos~aI, v.nere his family leaps to the 
conclusion that she is his fianc>!e. But his 
brother looks kind of cute .•. 
movie times 
OWING TO SCHEDUUNG CHANGES AFTER CBW GOES TO 
PRESS, MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED TO CON ARM TIMES 
WITH THEATERS. 
DA YES EFFECTIVE AUG 25-31 
GENERAL CINEMAS, MAINE MAll, MAINE MALL ROAD, S. 
PORTLAND. 7741022 
DESPERADO (R) 
1, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40, 9:55 
SOMETHING TO TAIJ( ABOUT (R) 
1:45, 4:15, 6:50, 9:15 
A WAIJ( IN THE ClOUDS (PG-13) 
1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:35, 9:50 
BABE THE PIG (G) 
1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15 
VIRTUOSITY (R) 
7:30,9:40 
OPERATION DUMBO DROP (PG) 
1, 3:10, 5:20 
APOll.O 13 (PQ.13) 
1,4,7, 9:50 
POCAHONTAS (G) 
1:30, 3:25, 5:20 
BRIDGES OF MADISON COUNTY (PG-131 
7:10,9:55 
Hons CLARK'S POND 333 CLARK'S RD. 
S. PORTLAND. B79-1511 
A KID IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT (PG) 
1:10 
DANGEROUS MINDS (R) 
1:40, 4, 7, 9:10 
WA TERWORW (PG-13) 
3:20,6:30,9:20 
THE NET (PQ.13) 
6:50, 9:30 
BABYSITTER'S CWB (PG) 
12:50,2:55, 4:50 
MORTAL KOMBAT (PG-13) 
12:30,2:50,5,7:10, 9:40 
WRD OF Ill.USIONS (R) 
1, 3:30, 6:40, 9 
THE AMAZING PANDA ADVENTURE (PG) 
12:40,3,5:10, 7:20,9:35 
BEYOND RANGOON (R) 
1:30,3:50, 7:40, 10 
THE BROTlfERS MCMUUEN (R) 
1:20, 3:40, 7:30, 9:50 
THE MOYIES 10 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND. 772-9600 
SMOKE (R) 
AUG 23-29 
WED-TUES 5, 7:15, 9:30 
SAT,SUN 1, 3 
BElLE DU JOUR (R) 
AUG 3D-SEPT 5 
WED-fR15,7 
SAT-SUN 1, 5, 9 
MON-TUES 7 
IL POSTINO (PG) 
AUG 3D-SEPT 5 
WED-fR19 
SAT-SUN 3, 7 
MON-TUES 5, 9 
NICKELODEON, TEMPLE AND MIDDLE STREETS, 
PORTlAND. 772-9751 




CRIMSON nDE (R) 
3:40, 6:40, 9:20 
INDIAN IN THE CUPBOARD (PG) 
12:40,4:10, 7:10 
BATMAN FOREVER (PG-13) 
12:50,3:30, 6:30, 9:10 
CWELESS (PG-13) 
1:20,4:20, 7:20, 9:50 
CDNGO (PG-13) 
1:10, 4, 7, 9:40 
NINE MONTHS (PG-13) 
1, 3:30, 6:30, 9:10 
PRIDE'S CORNER, 651 BRIDGTON RD, WESTBROOK. 
797-3154 
APOll.O 13 (PG-13) 
B:05 
TlfE NET (PG-13) 
10:20 
Ihul'lday 24 
The 111& Easy Mark Miller Blues Band (da 
blues), 416 Fore St, Portland. 78!J.1207. 
Clyde'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Ocean St, S. 
Portl,.,d. 79~73. 
Tht Comtdy Conntctlon Comedy 
Show~ase, 6 Custom House Wharf, 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Co.mlc Hippo Jupiter Jazz Group Oazz, of 
course), 90 Exchange St, Portland. 879-
6060. 
Fr. Stroot T_ Watennen (strange 
rock), 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
GeIlO" D.J. LandI}' (ratchet,volCed rOCk), 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Granny lUll ... •• Big Catholic Guilt (rock), 
55 Market 5t, Portland. 761·2787. 
JavlJoe·.CharlieSchmldt&JohnParl<lnson 
(shoo·be·do·b .. ba), 13 Exchange St, 
Portland. 761·5837. 
Morpnflold'. Memphis Mafia (rockabllly), 
121 Center St, Portland. 7741245. 
TIlt Moon Wacky Thursday (wild music), 
427 Fore St, Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Port Tavern Foxflre (rock), 11 Mounon 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
So .... •• Club Rick Roy (solo dude), 1 
Exchange St, Portland. 772·7311. 
Sprlne Paint c.t6 Karaoke with Rockin ' 
Jim, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767· 
4627. 
TIpperIII)' Pub Bill Cameron (lounge tunes), 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine Mall Rd, 
S. Portl,.,d. 77~161. 
The IIndorCl'OIInd Deejay Bob Look (techno, 
tribal, trance/ live karaoke il front room 
with Nick), 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-
3315. 
TIl. Wronc Brothora' Pub Acoustic open 
mic with Dave Marshall, 39 Forest Avenue, 
Portland. 7751944. 
Il'lday 25 
The Ble Easy Joe Murphy & The Water 
Street Blues Band (more blues), 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 78C·1207. 
The Comedy CoMectlon Frank S,.,torelll, 
Bob Marley & Dennis Stalker, 434 Fore St, 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Col .... Hippo Jim Gall,.,t (acoustiic), 90 
Exch'"'ie St, Portland. 879-6060. 
Ft. St ... t Tlvernl Between Dreams 
(groovy gu~ar rock), 128 Free 51. Portland. 
774-1114. 
GoIlO" Dirtclodfight wM Jesus Chrysler 
(rock-<>rama), 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-
7891. 
Granny KIIIom·. Jasper & the Prodigal Sons 
(gro-ovacious), 55 Mar1<et St" Portland. 
761·2787. 
Morcanlleld'. D.W. Gill's Harmonica 
Showdown (part two - regional harpists 
get to strut their stuff), 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-1245. 
Old Port TI.om Foxflre (rock), 11 Mounon 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
RIOIII'. Christine Ohiman (. Saturday Night 
Live' Band 's lead singer), 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Prime cut 
Live from New York's ·Saturday Night Live,· Christine Ohlman brings her 
bluesyrock pipes to Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave, Portland. She is the famed 
frontwoman from the band that rocks Saturday night - no comedians 
in tow. And her hair. Lordy. Tix: $5, 
So ...... '. Club Avikadoz (desperate rock 
unplugged), 1 Exchange St, Portland. 772· 
7311. 
Sprlne Paint Cilfi Zydeco SWampthlng 
(rock), 175 Pickett St, 5, Portland. 767· 
4627. 
T-Blr. Diver Down (atributeto Van Halen), 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 77:>8040. 
TIpporill)' NI Ric Edmiston(lounge singer), 
at the Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine Mall 
Rd, S. Portland. 77~161. 
1110 UndtrC/OIInd DeejayTim Staney(danoe, 
dance, d,.,ce), 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-
3315. 
Vo"IIIo'. Wave Length (top forty) , 155 
Riverside St, Portland. 7756536. 
1110 Wro",Brcrthoro' NI ThenAgain (rock) , 
39 Forest Avenue, Portland , 7751944. 
Zoob Car witl1 Thumper (local Indle 
geniuses wM gritty girl rock), 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 77:>8187. 
lalul'day 28 
The Ble Easy Joe Murphy & the Water 
Street Blues Sand (got the blues again), 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78!J.1207. 
Clyde'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Ocean St, s. 
Portl,.,d. 79~73. 
The Comedy CoM...tlon Frank Santorelli, 
Bob Marley & Dennis Stalker, 434 Fore St, 
Portl,.,d. -774-5554. 
Froo Stroot Tovornl Elderberry Jam 
(Birkenstockrock), 128 Free St., Portland. 
774-1114. 
GeIlO" The Pontitts with Two Saints (dirty 
cassock rock) , 13 Brown St, Portland. 772· 
7891. 
GriMY 1U1I1III·. Twisted Roots (roll over, 
Jerry), 55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787. 
Morganlleld'. Ed Vadas & the Fabulous 
Heavyweights (muscular slide gu~rblues) , 
121 Center St, Portl,.,d. 774-1245. 
Old Port TI.em Foxflre (rock), 11 Mounon 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
ibOilI'. Brotherl1ood Dogs & CIndyBuliens 
(local ladles of rock), 865 Forest Ave, 
Portl,.,d. 773-6886. 
SNmen'. Club Mouming Wood (mellow 
rock), 1 Exchange St, Portland. 772·7311. 
773·6886 
Sprlne PoInt Cilfi John LeHoux (John 
Lennon lives), 175PickettSt,S.Portland. 
7674627. 
T-Blrdl8-Track Night ("70s tunes), 126 
N. Boyd St, Portl,.,d. 77:>8040. 
TIpperIII)' Pub Alatl King Band (cool, 
baby), Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine 
Mall Rd, S. Portland. 77~161. 
TIIo UndtfCn>und Deejay TIm St,.,ey 
(d,.,oe, dance, danoe), 3 Spring St, 
Portland. 773-3315. 
Vomllo·. Wave Length (top forty), 155 
Riverside St, Portland. 7756536. 
The Wro", Brotllen' Pub Then Again 
(rock) , 39 Forest Avenue, Portland. 775 
1944. 
IUnday 21 
Comedy CoM...tlon George Hamm's 
Comedy Showcase, 434 Fore St, 
Portland. 774-5554. 
DI .... nd·. EdCO R_ront Jazzbrunch 
with Mark Jalberg Quartet (trom 11:30 
_3 pm), Great Diamond Island. 766-
5850. 
Ft. StIHl T""""" Outer Dark Band 
(space age Improv jazz), 128 Free St, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
_ny's Motor Booty Affair (retro boogie 
mayhem), 55 Market St, Portland. 761· 
2787. 
GrlttyMcDWl'. Pam BakerGroup (blues/ 
R&B), 396 Fore 51. Portland. 772-2739. 
Mo""nflold'. SUmmertime Gospel 
Jubilee (three big soul acts sing 
hallelujah), 121CenterSt, Portland. 774-
1245. 
Old P .. IT .... MoumlngWood (mellow 
rock), 11 Mounon St, Portland. 774-
0444. 
T1Ilrdo National Headliner ComedY wM 
TonyV., 126 N. EIoyd St, Portland. 773-
6040. 
The Undercround Deejay Andy (c~ 
sounds/live karaoke in front lounge), 3 
Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Zootz Ruth Ruth & Between Dreams 
(groovy gu~ar rock - FREE show), 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
mllday 28 
FrH S_ r ..... 1 Open mic with the 
Watenmen, 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
GriMY 1U11o",'. Psychovsky (the retum?), 
55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Morganfield'. Randall's House Party (open 
mic), 121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Old Port rove", Moumlng Wood (mellow 
rock), 11 Mou~on St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Wharfs End Open Mic with Ken Grimsley 
(acoustic), 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Zootz Shener, Shift & The Studs (Krlshn .. 
core - ass-kickln' stralght-edge rock), 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 77:>8187. 
Iueaday 28 
The BlC Easy Open Blues Jam (drumset 
available), 416 ForeSt, Portland. 78!J.l207. 
Co.mIc Hippo Acoustic Open Mic (at 8:30 
pm), 90 Exchange St, Portland. 87!Hi06O . 
Free stJeet T .. ern. Open Poetry Reading 
(wMhostSchel), 128 Free St, Portland, 774 
1114. 
GriMY KIIII"". Moxy Fruvous (munl-media 
Pol Dog-Ilke rock), 55 Market St, Portland. 
761-2787. 
GrItty McIIIII'. Poor Keith & the Whiners 
(sad sack blues), 396 Fore St, 772-2739. 
OIdPortTI"", LocaIColor(rock), 11 Moutton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Raoul'. Wr~er 's Open Mic with Annl Clark 
and guests the Scharff Brothers, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 77~. 
SprIn, Point Cofi Open mlc w~h Peter 
Gleason (b.y.o. jam) 175 Pickett St, S. 
Porti,.,d. 7674627. 
Z_Coid Water Aat, Queen Sarah Saturday 
& Triple Fast Action (mainstream anomatlve) , 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 77:>8187. 
wednelday 30 
The BI, Easy Red Light Revue (blues/R&B/ 
soul), 416 Fore St, Portland. 71JO.1207. 
CoInoIc Hippo Open Poetry Reading (at 7:30 
pm), 90 ExchlKlge St, Portland. 87!Hi06O. 
FNoStIHl T.verno Les Bumheart (Improv), 
128 Free Street, Portland. 7741114. 
Gono'. Justin Rosollino (acoustic artist), 13 
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Grlnny Kill"'" Deep Blue Something 
(music), 55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787. 
Old Port T ..... Hot Cherry Pie (rock), 11 
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
So .... '. Club Mur~y Law Breakers (glib 
rock), 1 Exchange St, Portland. 772·7311. 
The Undorpound Deejay Bob Look and 
strippers (eclectic tun) , 3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
TIIo Wrong Brotho .. ' Pub Electric Open Mic 
with Red Ball Jets (b.y.o.jam), 39 ForestAve, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
.. " 
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Pesto Pizza : 
It's new. It's gourmet and it's 
better than your wildest 
. imagination! Call 
CHUCK'S VARIETY 
772 .. 1258 
246 DANFORTH ST., PORTLAND 
, 
$100 OFF: $2,00 OFF , 
any small pizza : any large pizza 
, , , 
LOVELL DESIGNS 
Pl-e vbit oar daowroota iB the Old Port. di.playblc 
ow _pi .... li_ or Nat.Uh in.pired ;e-try. 
DIVORCE: 
COM!;ider the expense 
COn!;ider your family 
ConSider your lifestyle 
COMider your future 
Conllider Mediation 
[ftJ 
DIVORCE & FAMilY MEDIATION 
CENTER 
To reach agreements on cu.tody, support & property 
..ttlements 
Free Initial Consultation 
HIUAIIY R. DORSI(. ATTORNEY 
DEBORAH M. HALL. ATTORNEY" 
225 Commercial Street, Portland 
774-7084 'MmlttedlnPA 




(~[)LUS §UMM(~ ... 
$20 off 
20 tanning sessIons 
-only $35 
Hurry! Offers End Soon! 
Union Station Plaza 
St. John Street, Portland 
879-9114 
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p The lOve" 
Fine IndiJJn Cuisine 
Serving Lunch & Dinner 
7 Days A Week 
LUNCH BUFFET d 
7 Days 
DINNER BUFFET ~ 
Thursday-Sunday 5-9 pm 
565 Congress St. Portland' 773-144li 
~.JsJ#lG.~ 
20 Danforth Street· Portland, Maine 
USED AND OUf-OF-PRINT 
BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD 
Mondays by chance, Tue to Sat 11 to 4:30 
"MY FAVORITE BOOKSHOP IN 
PORTLAND" says Tess Glatter 
of the Bronx, New York. 
Note: J. Glatter Books is the ~ bookshop 
off the main hallway 
N~O~d. -= __ d. 
___ 0_" 
H &Tclosed, W &TH 12-10, 
F & ST 12-11, SU 3-9 
call (or tasty take-out! 




14K go/;} penJant 
"tarting at - 119"" 
1ft 
d. cole Jewelers 
/0 Exchange Sc. • PortiJlnd 
772-5119 
Sltn 11-5 • Mon-Thltr 10-9 · Fri & Sa, 10-10 pm 
So retro they're dead: Maine State Music 
Theatre presents the tale of a five-guy har-
mony group returned from the grave. 
"FOREVER PLAID" plays at Pickard 
Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, at 
2and 8p.m. 
On the way to their own big gig, the five 
songsters are mowed down by a bus full of 
Beatles fans . And they just can't rest in the 
hereafter without singing those last doo-
wops. Classic tunes of the '50s and '60s are 
their specialty - wear your bobby socks. 
Tix: $15-$28. 725-8769. 
i ay 
Holy roIlers: Down the dark stairwell 
and into the shadowy bar you go, in search 
of Old Milwaukee in the bottle and a conver-
sation with a colorful drunk. Yes, Geno's is 
the best dive bar in town. And in another 
sublime session of sonic mayhem, 
DIRTCLODFIGIIT and JESUS CHRYSLER 
bang out some serious noise at 9:30 p.m. 
These two charming ensembles will plug 
in for an evening of full-on basement rock. 
Geno's own Barb Moran says they are notto 
be missed. And Barb knows. Tix : $4. 
772-7891. 
Krlshnacore at Zootz, Aug. 28 
Submissions for the calendar must be received in writing on the Thursday 
pn'or to publication. Send your calendar listings to Tanya Whiton, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04/0/. 
No compromise on civil rights: Get edu-
cated on Referendum Question #1 on the 
November ballot while eating a veggie 
burger and listening to cool tunes. Drop in 
on the MAINE WON'T DISCRIMINATE 
BLOCK PARTY in Congress Square, comer 
of Congress and High Streets. The festivi-
ties last from II a.m.-7 p.m. 
Maine Won't Discriminate is lobbying 
to make sure everybody, regardless of sexual 
persuasion, race or creed, has equal access 
to protection under the law. Question #1 
seeks to undermine equal protection for 
gays and lesbians. Bad, bad, bad. Localjazz 
freestylists Pangea, blues-rock band Mama's 
Noize and local rockers Brotherhood Dogs, 
Cindy Bullens and Erika Gilbert will be 
lending some righteous tunage to the occa-
sion. Area vendors will donate 1 Opercent of 
their proceeds to MWD. Free and open to 
the public. 761-1788. 
Raising the roof: Morganfield's, 121 
Center St., hosts a SUMMERTIME GOS-
PEL JUBILEE at 8 p.m. 
Three God-fearing acts come together 
for an evening of pure belt-out hallelujah 
singing. Gospel Explosion, a soulful con-
flagration featuring the Rev. Margaret 
Lawson of Portland, opens the show. Their 
sweet harmonies will be followed by A 
Better Way, the Connecticut-based group 
that melds traditional gospel with funk, 
jazz and soul. And finally, Ms. Michele C . 
Kurtzman will take the stage with her pas-
sionate reflections on spirituality. Amen. 
Tix: $10. 774-5853. 
No steak, no smokes, no booze: Spawned 
by the hardcore punk revolution of the '80s, 
straight-edge bands eschewed the bust-it or 
smoke-it mentality of their early predeces-
sors. Clean-and-Iean punk act SHELTER 
rocks Zootz for an all-ages show beginning 
at 8 p.m. Shift and The Studs kick it off. 
Interesting fact: aside from being vegan 
tofu-heads, animal rights activists and drug-
free, all of the members of Shelter are Hare 
Krishnas. Their recent release, "Mantra," 
is packed with full-on Krishna-conscious 
philosophizing. but don't expect orange 
robes and topknots-justbone-crunchingly 
tight and ascetic hardcore riffs. Tix: $8. 
773-6812. 
Personal roadblocks: The Movies at 
10 Exchange Street present Wayne Wong's 
much discussed new film, "SMOKE," at 
5, 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
On a street comer in Brooklyn, a bizarre 
cast of characters collide in a series of mys-
terious interconnections. Everybody has a 
problematic secret and they all try to ob-
scure their personal truths with a smoke-
Rock for civil rights, Aug. 26 
screen of constant chatter. Wong's charac-
ters are as diverse as their dilemmas: a 
novelist who cannot write since his wife 
was killed, a teenager who continually 
changes his identity, a cigar store manager 
snapping photos in front of his shop at 
the same time every day. And there is 
that paper bag full of money. . . Tix: $4 
($2.50 kids/seniors). 772-9600. 
Marvelous, mushy, murky muck: Pry 
your kids away from "Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers" and take them to 
Scarborough Marsh, off Route 9 in 
Scarborough. That's where Maine Audubon 
Society is presenting an educational nature 
program, " MUMMICHOGS • MARSH 
MUCK," at 10 a .m. 
Kids get a chance to discover the plants 
and animals that inhabit the region's 
marshes through several different creative 
activities . Mummichogs, by the way, are 
stout-bodied little fish that are quite useful 
as bait. Bet you didn't know that. Cost: $4. 
781-2330. 
Lost in decadence: The Maine Summer 
Dramatic Institute presents " PERICLES, 
PRINCE OF TYRE." Tonight will be the 
final show, at Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave., at 8 p .m. 
Our hero is one of Shakespeare 's lesser-
known studly adventurers - the mighty 
Pericles, who travels the Mediterranean on 
a quest for redemption. He is never far from 
getting swept up in the debauchery of his 
era, never far from waving his mighty sword. 
What a fella. Acclaimed director Tony 
Robertson of London's Old Vic Theatre 
has been working with MSDI's students on 
the production. Tix: $10 ($5 students). 
828-4887. 
Do the Andean shimmy: Portland's 
Downtown District presents PACTO 
ANDINO, a quintet specializing in the mu-
sic of Peru, Equador and Bolivia. The show 
starts at noon in Monument Square. 
Group leader Juan Fiestas orchestrates 
the complicated musical weave of pan pipes, 
guitar, violin, percussion and an Andean 
instrument called thecharango, foran hour-
long performance. Leave your llama at 
home. Free and open to the public. 
772-6828. 
Occupational hazard: Daily life beating 
the stuffing out of you? Nothing like a little 
hard rock with a message to boost your 
spirits . TRIPE gives it up at Granny 
Killam's , 55 Market St, at 8:30 p.m. 
These four local rockers have just 
finished recording their first CD at Big 
Sound Studios, to be released this fall. Their 
blend of veiled lyricism, tight harmonies 
and power-driven time changes make them 
a Portland band to watch. Burlington power-
chorders Slush and local noise act 
Ku-Da-Tah open. Tix: $4. 761-2787. 
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8-month CPA Program 
A Career-Change Program for College Graduates 
• No Prior Accounting Experience or Education is Needed. 
• A Bachelor's Degree (any major) is Required. 
• Evening and Saturday Classes Begin in September. 
• Financial Aid is Available. 
"Mcintosh CPA Program graduates earned 
7 of the top 10 scores on the May 1995 Certified 
Public Accounting Exam in New Hampshire. " 
MclfJtm:h College ;s accredited hy the New Englatld As,,"ocialion o/Schoo/l" and Colleges (NEASe) Approl'tdjor veterans" 
8 MciNTOSH COLLEGE To learn more call ~ 23 Cataract Avenue 1-800-MCINTOSH Dover, NH 03820 
HELP! 
@~1i' ~ !W~IM~IM@ ~~~$ 
$Y~~$~~~~OO~~~@ 
19 
Your boss just bought you 
a new computer.. All you 
know how to do is tum it 
on, but you can't let your 
boss know that. You need 
to take a computer class 
for college credit at 
Andover College or enroll 
in one of our associate 
degree programs. There's 
no te ll ing wha t w ill 
happen if you don't! 
4Accounting-Susiness Administration-Computer 
Sciences-Criminal Justice-Medical Assisting-Office 
Management-Paralegal Studies 
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CASCO BAY WEEKLY USTINGS ARE A FUN AND FREE SERVICE TO OUR READERS. TO HAVE A USTING 
CONSIDERED FOR PU.BlICATION, SEND COMPLETE INFORMATION (INCLUDING DATES, TIMES, COSTS, 
COMPLETEADORESS, A CONTACTTELEPHONE NUMBER) BY NOON ON THURSDAYPRIORTO PUBLICATION. 
"Boxer. IV: Another CoUectJon of Shorts" The Theater 
Project,14 School St, Brunswick, presents a collection 
at short, contemporary one-act plays producec, directed 
and acted by young adults. Shows Aug 24-26 at 8 pm. 
Tix: $5. 72s.85B4. 
"Foreyer Plaid" Maine State Music Theatre presents 
the lighthearted story of a musical group that performs 
from beyond the grave. Shows at Pickard Theater, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, through Aug 26. Tlx: 
$1~28. 725-8769. 
"F .. lon lit Zoom Temper_." Sam Kilbourn Is the 
soda jerk who dreamed he could fly - and his right 
brain Is befuddling his left. He will be performing his 
vaudevillian on<~man show at Oak Street Theatre, 92 
Oak St, Portland, through Aug 27, Thurs-Sat at 8 pm, 
Sun at 7 pm. nx: $12. 775-5103. 
"M. Butterfly" Puck & Pan present the story of a 
French diplomat who falls In love w~h a Chinese 
woman who Is actually a man. !ihows Aug 25-26 at 
Peaks Island School, and Sept 1·2 at Portland High 
School, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland. All shows at 
8 pm. Tlx: $7.50 or pay-as-you-ean. 766-5023. 
"P .. lcles, Prince of Tyre" Maine Summer Dramatic 
Institute presents their final show tor the season, an 
oft·neglected Shakespearean play about a 
Mediterranean sovereign on a heroic quest. Shows 
Aug 25-31, Fri-Thurs at 8 pm (Aug 27 at 2 pm) - at 
Portland Performing Arts C~nter, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. nx: $10 ($5 students). 828-4887. 
Hold onto your illusions 
The people who founded Puck and Pan 
Theatre Company have an independent, 
even defiant attitude. The play they chose 
for their first production, "M. Butterfly," 
is a long, complex and hyperintellectual 
piece, daunting for even an established 
community theater group. Butthatdidn't 
stop Puck and Pan from attempting David 
Henry Hwang's Tony-award-winningwork 
- based on the true story of a French 
diplomat who fell in love with and was 
betrayed by a Chinese opera singer the 
Frenchman thought was a woman, but 
was actually a man. 
The defiant attitude is present also 
in paintings by Puck and Pan co-founder 
and set designer Carlo Pittore that stood 
in the lobby of the Reiche School for the 
Mike Welch and J. Lee Boggs, PHOTO/DIAMANTE 
premiere performance. One was of a naked man with breasts and vagina, and the other was 
of a naked woman with a penis. Take that, Portland Stage Company. 
And the defiant attitude - better, the self-confidence - was responsible for many 
pleasures in Puck and Pan's "M. Butterfly." First·time actor J. Lee Boggs was especially 
compelling as the Chinese androgyne, Song Liling. There was frightening grace and beauty in 
his/her choreographed duets with dancer Kwabena Chan Ansapilsquhsis, whose controlled 
body and white-face makeup were eerily seductive. The musical accompaniment chosen by 
Kevin McLellan, ranging from Jefferson Airplane to Puccini, was intriguing, if attimes the volume 
overwhelmed the actors. And the costumes and sets made much of little. 
Some choices made by artistic director TIm Grover were unfortunate. The actors struggled 
to maintain French accents that would have been better never attempted - these are people 
speaking in their native language, so why would they have accents? - and the pacing of the 
production needs tightening. Still, this theater troupe is clearly determined to follow its own 
artistic vision with relentless integrity, and let the doubters be damned, 
"M. Butterfly" will be perfonned at Peaks 
Island School Aug. 25 and 26. Tlx: $7.50 
or pay·as-you-can. 766-5023. 
• SARAH GOODYEAR 
Theater at Monmouth Cumston Hall , Main St, 
Monmouth, presents professional repertory theater 
throughout the summer. Performances are at 8 pm 
unless otherwise noted. "The Venetian Twins," Carlo 
Goldonl's farce about two long.lost twin brothers, 
shows through Aug 31. "Much Ado About Nothing," 
Shakespeare's classic comedy, shows through Sept 
2 (Aug 26 at 2 pm). "The Lady's Not For Burning," a 
drama by Christopher Fry, shows through Sept 2. 
Shakespeare's "MeasureforMeasure" shows through 
Sept 1 and "The Uon, the Witch & the Wardrobe," 
based on the novel by C.S. Lewis, shows through Aug 
31. nx: $14-$20 evening shows; $12·$18 matinees 
(limited number of $5 rush tlx available at some 
shows). 933-9999. 
V1ntace Repertory Company performs shows In 
repertory this summer at Diamond's Edge Restaurant, 
Great Diamond Island. "Under Milk Wood: Dylan 
Thomas' classic, shows Aug 29. "Last of the Red Hot 
Lovers," Nell Simon's take on mid-lIfe crisis, shows 
Sept 5. All shows are at7:30 pm. Tlx: $10. 766-5850. 
auditions/etc 
oakStreet Thelltre Auditions Get maximum exposure 
to the Southern Maine theatrical community, Aug 28 
from 5-9 pm and Aug 29 from 1·5 pm. Three casting 
agencies and sixteen theaters will be present at the 
event. at 92 Oak St, Portland. Prepare two contrasting 
monologues no longer than three minutes In length 
and be prepared to hand out 16 head shots and 
resumes. 775-5103. 
Mo.able F .. 1s Community Danc .. with the Afrlcan/ 
Caribbean rhythms of world beat percussionist Michael 
Wingfield - August 27 at 6 pm In Congress Square, 
corner of Congress and High Streets, Portland. Free. 
772·9012. 
Orlltorlo Chorale Auditions for the 1995·96 concert 
season, Aug 26. To schedule and aud~lon, call: 782-
1403. 
OrIelnals AudlUonsA theater group based at the Saco 
River Grange Hallin Bar Mills holds auditions forthelr 
fall and winter productions: "Blithe Spirit" and "The 
1940s Radio Hour," Aug 27 & 28 from 6:3()'9:30 pm. 
92S-5412. 
"The Poet'. Foyer" Poetry reading and music featuring 
Ellna Rose Sayers, "Constellation," Aug 24 from 6-8 
pm, atthe Reindeer Room, 547 A Congress 51. Portland. 
874-9002. 
PorI18nd Sta&e Company Auditions for the 1995-96 
season, will be held Sept 5 from 12-8 pm and Sept 6 
from 10 am4 pm, at Portland Performing Arts Center, 
25 A Forest Ave, Portland. Auditions are open to both 
Equ~ and non-Equityactors - prepare two contrasting 
monologues. 774-1043. 
thursday 24 
c.,o! Noonan Band (local favorite) 8 pm at Greenwood 
Gardens on Peaks Island. Tix: $10. 772-8416. 
Jive lit FIve! (Celtic tribal tunes with Zulu Leprechauns) 
from 5-7 pm in Congress Square, corner of Congress 
and High Streets, Portland. Free. 772·9012. 
Ken & laurie Turley (original folk) noon In Post Office 
Park, comer of Exchange and Middle Streets, Portland. 
Ree. 772-6828. 
Irlday 25 
Harry Belafonte (calypso Idol) 9 pm at the State 
Theatre, 609 Congress St, Portland. nx: $32.50 
(reserved noor), $30.5().$33.50 (reserved upper and 
lower balconies). 879-1112. 
Plltlo Cowboy. (top country) noon in Monument 
Square, off Congress 51. Portland. Free. 772-6828. 
saturday 26 
Portland Chamber M .... c FestI.aI (selected classical 
works) 7:30 pm at Westbrook College's Ludcke 
Auditorium, Stevens Ave, Portland. nx: $10 
($6 students/seniors). 1-800-32()'()257. 
sunday 27 
Portland Chamber M .... c FestI .. 1 (selected classical 
wor!<s) 3 pm at Westbrook College's Ludeke Auditorium, 
Stevens Ave, Portland. nx: $10 ($6 students/seniors). 
1-800-32()'()257. 
monday 28 
AI Hawkes (bluegrass/country guitarist) noon In 
Tommy's Pari<, corner of Middle and Exchange Streets, 
Portland. Free. 772-6828. 
C.S. Choristers ("Broadway Favorites"), 7 pm at 
Diamond's Edge Restaurant, Great Diamond Island. 
nx: $10. 766-5680. 
tuesday 29 
Lorel Nazzaro. Tori (violin duo) noon In Congress 
Square, corner of Congress and High Streets. Free. 
772-6828. 
Maine Won't Dlacrlmlnate Block Party from 11 am· 
7 pm In Congress Square, comer of Congress and 
High Streets, Portland. Local vendors will donate 10 
percent of their proceeds to Maine Won't Discriminate, 
and the day's entertainment features Cindy Bullens, 
Usa Gallant Seal & the Brotherhood Dogs, Pangaea 
and other rock/folk acts. Delicious food and products 
from over 50 area businesses, too. Free. 761·1788. 
Portland Grand Prix Powerbollt race In Casco Bay, 
Aug. 26 beginning at noon. Spectators gather at Two 
Ughts State Park,ln Cape Elizabeth. Free. 774-6303. 
Sea Dop Ga",.. The team's home at Hadlock Reid, 
Park Ave, Portland, Aug 3()'31 and Sept 1-4. All 
games are at 7 pm except Sept 3 at 4 pm and Sept 4 
at 1 pm. nx: $4 ($2 seniors/kids). 879-9500. 
now showing 
African Imports and New Enlland Arts 28 Milk St, 
Portland. "Hidden Treasures," traditional African arts, 
rare caNings and works by modem artists from Nigeria 
to New England, ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am-9 pm Man-
Sat, 12-6 pm Sun. 772-9505. 
Barbara'. Kitchen 388 Cottage Rd, S. Portland. 
Vibrant watercolors by Mary Levine show through Aug. 
Hours: Tues·Frl7 am-2pm, Sat& Sun8am-2pm. 767· 
6313. 
BaxterGailery619 CongressSt, Portland. Photographs 
and sculptural Installation work by Andy Goldsworthy 
and an Installation by Beverly Semmes, "Burled 
Treasure," show through Sept 1. Hours: Tues-frl, 10 
am4 pm. 775-5152. 
BlnUlIf'. Car. 98 Portland St, Portland. Collage work 
by Richard Lee and Sandra Bottinelll, ongoing. Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 6 am-9 pm, Fri·Sat6 am-l0 pm, Sun 7 am-
3 pm. 773-2096. 
BI.ck Moon G.II..,. 339 Fore St, Portland. "A Walk 
Through the Park," sculptures by Suzanne LaBelle 
now showing, as well as works by Kim Daneault and 
Louise MOUld. Hours: Mon·Sat 11 am·6 pm, 
Sun trom 12-4 pm. 774-4423. 
Bowdoin CoI~e M .. eum of Art Walker Art Building, 
Brunswick. The museum Is open to the public free of 
charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5, Sun 2·5. 725-3275 • 
• "Art. ute In the Medltenanean" An Installation of 
Assyrian, Egyptian, Cypriot, Greek and Roman art, 
ongoing. 
• "The World. of Rockwell Kent" Paintings, drawings 
and watercolors from the museum's permanent 
collection shows through Sept 10. 
Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St, Portland, Is 
displaying abstract representational works In avarlety 
of mediums by four Maine artists: Lori Austill, Dave 
Hall, Marguerite Lawler and Nancy Bell Scott. Shows 
through Sept 29. Hours: Mon-Frl 8 am-5pm. 772· 
2811. 
Christine'. Dr •• m 41 Middle St, Portland. New works 
by painter James Comas Cole, Lor! Austill and Andy 
Curran show until further notice. Hours: Tues-frl7 am-
2 pm, Sat-Sun 9 am-2 pm. 774-2972. 
Coffee By De.len 620 Congress St, Portland. 
"Handmade Papers' by Jim Neal, shows through Sept 
10. Hours: Mon-Frl7 am-8 pm, Sat 8 am-8 pm and Sun 
8-5 pm. 772·5533. 
Connections Gall..,. 56 Maine St, Brunswick. Paintings 
and clay works by Pam and Monte Smith show through 
Sept 2. Hours: Man-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 725-1399. 
Coner'" Street Diner 551 Congress St, Portland. 
Permanent showing of wall murals by Anthony Taylor 
and Paul Brahms, featuring ol<k!ra Congress Street 
art. Hours: MonoSun 7 am-3 pm. 773-6957. 
Dead Space Gallery 11 Avon St, Portland. Paintings 
by Gideon Bok. Shows through Sept 12. Hours: Sat· 
Tues 12·5 pm or by appointment. 828-4637. 
Fr .. StiNt T .... na 128 Free St, Portland. Mixed 
media Greek collages by Richard Lee show through 
Sept. Hours: Man 11 am4 pm, Tues-Sat 11 am-l0 
pm. 774-1114. 
Gallery 7 164 Middle St, Portland. Oriental art by 
Georgeann & Condon Kuhl and carvings by David 
Pollock, ongoing. Hours: Mon·Thurs, 10 am-6 pm, Fri· 
Sat, 10 am-8 pm, Sun, 12-5 pm. 761-7007. 
GreenhutGallerl_146 Middle 51. Portland. "Borrowec 
Views," all paintings of the Maine landscape by 
Connie Hayes, shows through Sept 2. New works by 
Heidi Gerquest, Alison Goodwin, Phil Polrer, Alec 
Richardson, Nancy 8rown and Ed Douglas also 
showing. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-
5 pm. 772·2693. 
CO NT I N U ED ON PAGE 22 
A clean slate 
Zootz is open again, and to answer the question on every CBW reader's mind, yes, 
the bathrooms are clean. The club is slowly coming back to life, with management 
promising more and greater variety oflive shows. 
One of the first bands to play the new Zootz is part of the small but ever-present 
hardcore movement known as Krishnacore - Hare Krishna propaganda set to 
hardcore punk. Beginning with the semilegendary Cro-Mags in the early '80s, 
Krishnacore is contradictory-mixing peaceful Krishna dogma with violent hardcore 
pUnlc However, it isn't that much of a leap from the no-sex, no-drugs straight-edge 
hardcore movement to the no-sex, 
no-drugs, no-meat, no-violence 
Krishna dogma. The Krishnas reject 
all sensuous pleasures, and there are 
few genres as lacking in sensuous 
pleasure as hardcore. 
Fortunately, thelatestKrishnacore 
band, Shelter, doesn't make music as 
strident and rigid as its beliefs. The 
band, which contains fonner mem-
bers of the straight-edge band Youth 
of Today, does play traditional 
hardcore - but these guys are smart 
enough to mix it up. Their latest 
record, "Mantra," contains a few 
groove-oriented numbers that might 
remind listeners of Sam Black Church 
or Rage Against the Machine. It also 
Deep Blue Something 
contains some cuts that veer awfully close to pop-punk. The lyrics, as to be expected, 
are anti-meat, anti-TV, anti-sex and basically anti-modem world. 
These guys make the tenninally self-righteous Fugazi seem like Van Halen. This 
is propaganda, not art - art involves vision rather than dogma. But as propagandists, 
they do a good job; they get their message out in an entertaining way. 
Bu""alo Paul? 
Shelter will be at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., on 
Aug. 28, The show Is all-agesj doof$ open at 
8 p,m" Tlx: $8. 773-8187. 
The musical mood changes quickly at Zootz on the very next day with Cold Water 
Flat, who have a more mainstream alternative rock sound. Cold Water Flat may be 
known to some as the band led by Paul Janovitz, a cousin of Buffalo Tom's Bill 
Janovitz, and the Buffalo Tom sound looms large in Cold Water Flat's music. 
Genetics probably account for most of the resemblance between Paul Janovitz's 
voice and his more famous cousin's. But Cold Water Flat does choose to make guitar-
heavy, emotionally charged rock like Buffalo Tom, so any comparison is perfectly fair. 
However, they do a better Buffalo Tom than Buffalo Tom did on their latest album. 
Not original, but also not bad for what they are. Opening up for them is Queen Sarah 
Saturday, currently getting a lot ofbuzz as "the next big band. " As much as I hate buzz 
around bands who seemingly listen only to alternative rock superstars (the Smashing 
Pumpkins and Nirvana are Queen Sarah Saturday's most obvious influences), I must 
admit the band does know how to write quality songs and has a flair for dramatic 
tension. Like Cold Water Flat, they're hardly original but hardly unentertaining. 
Cold Water Rat will be at Zootz on Aug, 29, 
DOOf$ open at 8 p.m, Tlx: $5. 
Out 0" the blue 
Far more original is Deep Blue Something. On their latest album, "Home," their 
sound comes offlike a cross between The Smiths and the Grateful Dead; they have the 
guitar textures and pop smarts of The Smiths and the vibe and instrumental interplay 
of the Dead. Though the band comes off lightweight on record, they are a welcome 
break from all the Smashing Pumpkins/Pearl Jam/Nirvana clones out there. And 
they are signed to Interscope Records, known for rock acts that deliver solid live shows 
- Helmet, Primus, Nine Inch N ails. You can take your chances on this one, but the 
chances are good. 
Deep Blue Something win be at Granny Killam's, 
55 Market St., on Aug. 30. Tlx: $3. 761-2787. 





AUGUST 24, 1!i95 2i 
'Music' enth~~~ 
that have" found" ;J 
kn ,\ our store ow that A\ 
we are serious ~ r: . ~ about what we do. " . . " 
,:s 1"9 I r J I F Ef J r J II.~ 
~~ Specializing in Folk, Jazz, Blues, r 1J New Age, Classic Jazz, Imports, ~~ 
Make your classified ad two times .5 Indies, and all the pop stuff too! ;;r 
as effective by combining the power of ~ Also frequent buyer card and ~ 
Maine Times and Casco Bay Weekly. ~ a stellar Ilocator service. ~ 
!:~~:~~~!~~1fE~e~~~~~:~ t I~····~- '!,,:.:~ r _"'J.m_~ .. '~ t' classifieds. Deadline: Monday, 3 pm , Y "..J armouth Market Place '. 
lim,.'m \. Yarmouth, ME ~ 
MAINETIMES IMi4iab .~ (207)846-4711 Open 10-10 everyday .-,..J 
L ______ -...!~~~~ O ... 'lr~~4L2~!>-V~~ 
FOREVER PLAID 
AUGUST 15-26 
Call Now to Renew Your 1996 Season Subscription 
For Next Yellr'S Fantastic live Show Line Upl 
Including: Carousel~ Evita~ Craz;y For You, 
Chamberiain,plus a 5ih show TBA! 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S 











Bookeases. Desks, Bureaus, 
Bunks, t::omputer & T.~·. 
{;enters, ere .. ete. 
Now doing custom work, custom finishes & custom decorating. 
Hardwood or Pine. 
Stop by our showroom and. ICC: the 
bwulreds of phs and. KrvlUS chat ..., "1 love: yo,," 






:SAVE 10% : 
ION YOUR I 
:rURCHASE : 
I WITH : 
I From the I 
I New York to I 
I casual wear I 
I Forget Me Nots 
I styles you love I 
: you'll love even : 
I Forget : 
: Featuring quality I 
I conslg~ment I 
I women s I 
11 232 Shore I 
I Cape Elizabeth I 
1799-3796 I 
Open 7 I I Mon-Sat 1 12-6 
I Now accepting early •• I 
I fall consignments expires 9/30/95' 
L ______________ ~ 
Covering the 
state of Maine 
487 Forest Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04101 
188 Whitten Road 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
207774-0741' Fax 207 828-2379 
A labulous lour 
Fatally sideswiped before their time by a busload of Beatles fans. four clean-<:ut singers retum 
to earth for a single concert to show the world how great they could have been. That's the setup 
for "Forever Plaid." Maine State Music Theatre's final show of 1995. 
With broad audience appeal and relatively low production costs, this show (written by Stuart 
Ross and directed here by Edie Cowan), has been getting a lot of play in regional theaters. The 
musical chemistry of MSMT's "Plaids' - Frankie (Dennis Curley), Sparky (Matt Felmlee), Jinx 
(Gilles Chiasson) and Smudge (Robert O. Berdahl) - is pure magic. Their notes and moves are 
beautifully in synch, even to the choreographed "glitches." With true affection, they evoke the 
Four Lads. Four Aces, H~Los and other dOD-WOP blends who competed with Elvis for airtime in 
the • 50s and ·60s. 
Apart from enjoying the exacting harmonies, audiences can laugh at the eager naivete of 
The Plaids, reminiscent of every bunch of neighborhood youngsters who tried to form a singing 
group. They take themselves very seriously, even unto bewailing their premature demise. "Guy 
groups were coming back,' says one in all sincerity. "The Beatles paved the way for us. ' 
MSMT has delivered, as promised, a season offavorites, well-presented and well-received. 
Their box office has reflected national theater attendance trends ; current audiences are looking 
for familiar titles, presented faithfully. 
• CATHY NELSON PRICE 
Maine State Music Theatre's "Forever Plaid" will be 
at Pickard Theatre, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, 
through Aug. 26. TIl: $11).$25. 725-8769. 
CON TI NUEO FROM PAGE 2 0 
Icon Cont .... porary Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 
Paintings and drawings by Kathy Bradford show through 
Sep 6. Hours: Mon-fri 1-5 pm. Sat 14 pm. 725-6157. 
.l8meson G.llery 217 Commercial St. Portland. "From 
Maine to the Mediterranean. " watercolors by Cynthia 
McMullin shows Indefinitely. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-
5:30 pm. 772-5522. 
Je_rs Work 30 Exchange St. third noor. Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original . contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhlb~ed artists. Hours: 
10 am-6 pm dally. 773-6824. 
June FItZpatrick Gallery 112 High St. portland. 
"Drawi ngs From Latvia. " by Atls Kempars show through 
Aug 26. HoUrs: Noon-5 pm. Tues-Sat. 772·1961. 
M8lne History G •• ery 489 Congress St. Portland . • All 
the Arts that Please: Folk Art of the Maine Historical 
Society," shows through Oct 29. "Victory on the 
Homefront: Maine During WWII" shows through Oct. 
Hours: Tues·Sun 10 am4 pm. Admission: $2 adults 
($1 kids under 12). 879-0427. 
M.lne Pott.rs M8rkat 376 Fore St. portland. Hours: 
10 am-6 pm dally. 774-1633. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland . "Rare 
Barks: Ane AustrailanAboriginal BarkPaintings' shows 
through Sep 15. Hours: 12-6 pm Tues-Sat and by 
appointment. 871-1078. 
N8ncy M8rcolb Gallery 367 Fore St. portland. Ongoing 
exhibit of gallery artists. as well as grou~ exhibits of 
baskets. pottery and functional ceramics. Hours: 
Mon-Wed 10 am-6 pm. Thurs 10 am-8 pm. Fri-Sat 10 
am-9 pm and Sun 11 am-6 pm. 775-3822. 
O'F.rrell Gallery 58 Maine St. Brunswick. Paintings 
by Sheila Geoffrton show through Sept 2. Hours: Tues-
Sat from 10 am-5 pm. 72~228. 
PlicrI....,. 441 Congress St. Portland. " Art of the 
Spirit," spiritual motifs by 10 Maine artists and 
sculptors. shows through Sept 16. Hours: Mon-frl.10 
am-5 pm. Sat 10 am4 pm. 772-1508. 
Pine T,.. Shop .. Bayview Gallery 75 Market St. 
portland . "Watercolors of Coastal Maine: Six 
Viewpoints. ' shows through Sept 9 . Hours: Mon-
Thurs 9:30 am-5:3O pm. Fri & Sat 9:30 am-8 pm. Sun 
ooon-5 pm. 773-3007. 
Portl8nd Coffee Ro_tlntComPllny 111 Commercial 
St. Portland. Photographs byTama Silverstein Louden 
show through Sept 19. Hours: Mon-Sun. 6:30 am-
5:30 pm. 761-9525. 
PortI8nd M .... um of Art 7 Congress Square. Hours: 
Mon-Sat10..,.".5 pm. Thurs 10-9. Sun 12-5. Admission: 
$6 adults/$5 students and senlors/ $1 youth 6-12 
years. Museum admission Is free 1Q.noon the first 
Saturday of the month and 5-9 everyThursdayevenlng. 
773-ARTS or 1-80~3!}.4067. 
*Th8 Seott M. BIKk Cooectlon A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2OttH:entury paintings and 
sculptures. 
*1~and 2CJth.CenturyEuropean _"'-lean Art 
Paintings. sculptures and works on paper by Monet. 
Renoir, Picasso, Matisse and other masters of the 
past two centuries. Ongoing. 
• "Th8 All ... of tile M.ln. Coat: R_ Henri .. His 
Clrde, 1903-1918" shows through Oct 15. 
• "Frornthe_:PortI_·.CUltwalR_lullllCe" 
An exhibition focusing on Images of Portland during 
the cultural renaissance of 1790-1870. shows through 
Sept 24. 
'"Tlle Amerl.-n w_~ Tr8dltlon: Selec:tJon. 
from _ Collection" shows through Sept 3. 
• "VIncent'. Journey" A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people living with AIDS. Ongoing. 
* 'Yount AmerIca" The hull model of the PACT '95 
America's Cup yacht "Young America." painted and 
signed by Roy Uchtensteln. shows through Oct 15. 
P_nd PottMy 118 Washington Ave. Portland. 
Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics and 
jewelry by Usa Bonarrlgo. teachers and students. 
Hours: Mon-frl ~ pm. 7724334. 
Portland PubilcUbnlry 5 MonumentSquare. Portland. 
oUght & Color," a photo exhibit by the Portland 
Camera Club. shows through Aug 31. Also. "No Stone 
Unturned," photos by Chris Church. shows through 
Aug. Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri 9 am-6 pm. Tues & Thurs 
12-9 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1758. 
Renaissance Antiques 221 Commercial St. Portland. 
Ongoing show of works by John Dehllnger. Wilder 
Oaks. Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. Hours : 10 
am-7 pm dally. 879-0789. 
Salt Gallery 17-19 Pine St. Portland. "From West 
Africa to North Berwick," photographs by R. Todd 
Hoffman. shows through Sept 30. Hours: Wed and Fri. 
2-6 pm. Sat 10 am-1 pm. 76H)660. 
Sprln, Point M ...... m SMTC campus. Fort Rd. S. 
Portland. "Of Ships & Working L~e In Portland Harbor: 
1845-1865," shows through Oct 28. Hours: Mon-Sun 
from 14 pm. 79~337. 
Tho ..... Memorial Ubnlry 6 Scott Dyer Rd. Cape 
Elizabeth. "Matters of Spirit," works by Bertelle 
Brooking and Emely Jones. seniors from USM. shows 
through Sept 2. Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri & Sat from 9 am-
5 pm. Tues & Thurs from 9 am-9 pm. 799-1720. 
n-. MOHr Gallery 415 Cumberland Ave. Portland. 
Prints and 011 paintings by Gretchen Dow Simpson show 
through Sept 9. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
TP Perklns .. Co. 6 Free Street. Portland. Primitive 
folk art by Annette Lacroix. ongoing. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
& Sat. 10 am-6 pm. Fri from 10 am-9 pm and Sun from 
12-5 pm. 871-8299. 
Two U,hls St.te P.rk Cape Elizabeth . "The 
Permanence of Memory" uses the oral histories of 
Maine residents and archival Images of World War II 
to activate the Interior rooms of 8attery 201. Shows 
through Sept 15. Hours: Mon-frl. 10 am-5 pm. 775-
5284. 
Z .... Bar" GIII121 Pleasant St. Portland. Paintings by 
Lori Austill and Steven J. Priestley. ongoing. Hours: 
Tues-Sun. 5 pm-10 pm. 774-5260. 
other 
AItIeta Apply Portland Public Ubrary. 5 Monument 
Square. Invites artists to submit work for onlHllonth 
exhibition In the Lewis gallery. 871-1758. 
D........u.GoIhry seeks full or part-time public relatlons/ 
publicity Intern. Photography and writing skills a plus. 
775-6245. 
Open SI .... NI&M The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
Invites artists. craftspeople and anyone Interested to 
attend an open slide night the second Friday of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Jay York Affordable Photo. 58 
Wilmot St. Portland. Bring slides for dlscusslon/ 
feedback. 773-3434. 
P~ C-. Club holds weekly meeting. Mon at 
7:30 pm at the American Legion Hall. 413 Broadway. 
S. Portland. Monthly events Include B&W. color print 
and color slide competition. 854-3763. 
PortI8ncI CMmber of Comm"",.ls looking for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772-2811. ext_ 223. 
n-. MoMr C-..-..._ 415 Cumberiand Ave. 
Portland. hosts free summer workshops. Aug 24: ' The 
History of Moser Furniture Company." with 
accompanying demonstration - at 11 am. 784-3332. 
• "Introduction to OttUne R_.,.." Wayne Curtis 
of caw fame teaches a class to help writers get 
comfortable In cyberspace. Sept 9 from 10 am-3 pm. 
Cost: $55. 
CONT I NUED ON PAGE 26 
Casco Bay Montessori School RESTAURANT 
OWNERS ••• 
CALL 775 ~ 660 1 
TO GET INTO OUR 
DINING LISTINGS! 
. 440 Ocean St., So. Ponland, is currently a=pting enrollment for the Fall. W, t:. q~'1J Mont""n ,auc.n.n wim ,.",phasis on /h, inai.iJ~ child in a hom,.J;k, stfling piJd by tht ;rindpln that chi/Jrrn ca • . am "u"~mJmtly anti mal'wry In an ortlnt, """ran"""t. Prvt;r4m go"" 4n to [4I:i""", tkvtlopmmt.ji'lUr disciplin'. "If 
... """,., .. 4 10J .[lramlnt antI« JITO'g stifi""'g'. 
Our school is fully licensed by the State of Maine with qualified 
and experienced teachen. Programs olttred are: 
Ihlun (,lfe 
- HI ~m w R W ~m 
Teach ...... on fOf children 
attending Hamlin 5<hoo1. Early 
are provided (or dUldrcn Iga: 3 10 
8yan. 
PrndlUol ProgrJm 
lull or r,m llm\ 
o..ipcd 10, ch;Jd,en aga l !O 5 
yean.. du.: also limiud to 20 
th;Jd,en with tIuo: tcath .... 
I'r~ 1\ KInJ~rg.Hl~n Pro~ram, 
\!.lh ,crutlui \Lt\ 
FOf childt .. age t5 y"" by Stp,. 
1st. Oass siu limited to 8 childrca. 
ScssiofU meet 5 mom ings. Full-day 
propm avoihbl~ 
\hu ( 11\ l m::"U 111 
Extended care .voihbk. Teach ... 
csc.on fiom Hamlin School 
providal. 
For more information or to set up a time to visit, call: 799-2400 
There', no denying that e ight hours of keeping your nose to the grindstone can 'l"ully du ll the senses. But 
the 18S-hotsepower Sub 900 SE Turba Coupe Is the perfect pick·me-up. It's fast ilct lng : 0-60 in 6.5 
sec:onds*"' ; top spud: 142 mph . And very stimulating; With ~upeJb respon~lveness ilnd handling precision. 
as well as 16-inch alloy wheels With ultra low profile t ires . So why not test-drive a Saab 900 SE Turbo (oupe 





·SUbject tocreclil IfIP"CYti. l'PI'f'I'IfI"Its of $2911.95. total pavmtnu o! . ',0.7&2.20. $4.500aWI Of trAde. Fi m ~MId $lOO.OO SKl/!'ity depos.it due .t S1!J1l lng. 30.000 IIIIcnMbIe mIle.. EIIce.s mile • . 15f pel' rni~ r .... ToIle ~Doc~h'u .. 
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This years' "Heavy Item Pick Up" (HIP) has been reconstructed for improved efficiency & customer convenlencel! 
WATCH YOUR MAILBOXES 
FOR OUR "MAILER" REGARDING DATES AND OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMAnON 
Casco Bay weekly _ Classifieds 'Get Results. Call 775-1234 
; 
,,-. .. \,\ ~ .. ( _." (. ' , .) .. I~ .. I J." 
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Ca1177S .. 6601 








Buy 1 Mexican Dinner, ana 
the 2na- one is FREE! 
, E~ual or lesser price item. Not to be used in 
conjunction I'AtI1 otl1er specials or discounts, 
151. ~ratu ity added before discount. 
No Take-out. See Server for details. 
I 
mIll!! III!! 'If!! '1f5 11'5 III!! III!! II'!! ~ *:*U:::*::U 
ii ~I~ Three Plece",:e are iii * * * J. .. ~ Bar-B-Que = AMERICAN = _:.u~=..r .. Cuny - BLEACHERS. Nine varieties of char grilled burgers. 5 styles 
III .G\""'4N";~). indies "1 of wings, fresh turkey sandwiches, delidous crisp salads. _ Enjoy 11 varieties of microbrewed beer. Dinner entrees, =: - featuring Baby 8ack Ribs. All in a casual atmosphere, 
- DlnDer lorved &-9. 6 cIa,ya - induding an outdoor patio, and always Free Peanuts. 334 !!J c.nfCll'Uk8.,.,:!=--~) For .. Ahead !!J Forest Ave., Portland. 772-9229. 
_
_ 14 VD&JrIIAft •• ~R'l'LAIID Dinner Specials Mon. & Thurs. . = COLE FARMS RESTAURANT. A 40-year tradition of 
homestyle cooking at reasonable prices. Serving 8reakfast, 
"'1" --111_--11'_--\.,_--1"_--11'--_ \1'_-- \11_--•• 1 Lunch and Dinnerfrom5amto 10:30pm Daily in a relaxed, friendly atmosphere. Ask about our daily specials! Visit our 
new playground and picnic area and recently opened gift ::UU::::::::::::::u::U ~~.LocotedonMand-Lewiston Road 100, Gray. 657-
GOURMET 
TAKE-OUT 
FOODWORKS. Prepared full entrees, healthy, organic 
specials, casseroles, soups, assorted salads, fresh baked 
breads and pastries. All oIIered in state of the art packag-
ing, all designed to be picked up and enjoyed in your own 
home orollice. Mon. -Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. On the cutting 
edge of the Old Port. 47 India Street. Portiand. 773-9741 . 
PORTlAND WINE flCHEESE. Delicious homemade soups 
and sandwiches, wines, champagnes and cheeses. Large 
selection of gourmet foods. Gift and picnic baskets. Party 
platters, catering and deliveries. MC, Visa and Amex 
accepted. 168 Middle St., Portland. 772-4647. 
SAlUMERIA. Fresh baked breads, cookies, fococcio, past-
ries, and more. Italian groceries. Home made Sidlian style 
pizza by the slice. Great for families, any occasion. Located 
downstairs. 47A Exchange St., Portland. 773-0947. MC, 
VISA, AMEX accepted. 
FRENCH 
LE BISTRO DULAC. Experience casual French Country 
cooking at its bes~ in the unique atmosphere of one of 
Raymond's historic houses. Reservations requested. MC/ 
Visa. Located at Routes 302 and 85. Raymond. 655-4100. 
C A FE 
CHRlrnNE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of the 
arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of breakfast items and 
non-smoking environment. MC and Visa accepted. Tues-
day-Friday 7-2, weekend brunch, Saturday &. Sunday 8-2. 
Parking. 41 Middle st. Portiand. 774-2972. 
FRIENDSHIP CAfE. Exceptional foods, Breakfast and Lunch 
served. Daily specials. Espresso, cappuccino. Located near 
Longfellow Square (where Good Egg was formerly lo-
cated.) Portland's newest and fresh homemade mealsl 
Open 5am-2pm Man-Sat, 6:30-2 Sun. 703 Congress St., 
Portland. 871-5005. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked pastries and 
great lunches. Summer seating on the deck. Soups with 
pizzaz, creative deli sandwiches and healthy salads. 205 
Commercial St. Portland. 773-2217. 
SPRING POINT CAfE. Lunch &. dinner served everyday. 
Daily blackboard spedals. Fresh ground-round burgers, 
pizza &; other crowd pleasers. Eat-in or on our outdoor 
patio. At the end of Broadway, 175 Pickett St, South 
Portland. 11 p.m. - 1 a.m., 7 days. Parking. Visa, MC, 
Amex. 767-4627. 
VICTORY DEU fI BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfasts, mouth 
watering baked from scratch breads and pastries - freshly 
prepared soups, stews, salads, pasta and vegetarian spe-
dalties, delicious sandwiches. 8eer &; wine. Monument 
Square, 299 Forest Ave and One Portland Square. Me/ 
VISA accepted. 772-7299, 772-3913, 772-8186. 
INDIAN 
THE CLAY OVEN. Serving authentic Indian cuisine in a 
relaxed atmosphere. The moist kebobs are cooked on a 
~ow charcoal fire, while the cumes are prepared with 
freshly ground herbs and spices. The Clay Oven has been 
opened by a group of professionals who run very successful 
Indian restaurants in Mass. &. R.1. Serving lunch &; dinner. 
Beer &. wine available. Take out available. Call 773-3913 
for free delivery. Accepting all major credit cards. 565 
Congress St., Portland. 773-1444. 
HI BOMBAYI Experience the entidng delicades of Old 
Bombay. Hot sizzling kebabs, tasty curries, hot breads, 
savory soups and sauces, Hi Bombay serves all of your 
favorites. Open 11 am-l0 pm, seven days. VISA, MC, 
Diseover. One Pleasant St, Portiand. 772-8767. 
TANDOOR RESTAURANT. Step through our doors and 
immerse yourse~ in the atmosphere of old India. Serving 
authentically prepared chicken, lamb, seafood and veg-
etarian dishes. Seasoned as mild or hot as you like. Serving 
lunch &. dinner. Take out available. VlSA/MC/Discover. 88 
Exchange St., Portiand. 775-4259. 
:::::+.:::::::::::::::::::: 
~NTHON:] 
... Shore Dinner. cup of clam. chowder. 
IVtlb. Boned Lobster. French Fries. Com 
on the Cob OR Coleslaw 
& Strawberry Shortcake only 1295. 
.. Eat FREE on your Birthday! 
Smoke free environment. 
Open daily at 11:00 am 
MasterCard, Visa , American Express and Discover • Reservations gladly acceptf'd 
226 Gra Road, Falmouth Maine 04105 .. 207·878·0819 
HOMEPLATE. Incredible breakfast and lunch menu voted 
#1 three years in a row. Open 6 a.m.-3 p.m. seven days a 
week. Late nights Thursday-Saturday 11 p.m.-6 a.m .. 5 
Dana St. Portiand. 
R05IE'S. 11am-lam. Full Bar. Free Popcom. Dart Room. 
5 page menu. Sandwiches, pizza, burgers, calzone, din· 
ners and appetizers. Daily spedal board. Visa, MC, Amex 
accepted. 330 Fore St., Portland. 772-5656 
RUSKl'S. Breakfast all day. 7 a.m.-l a.m .. Daily lunch and 
dinner specials. Daily happy hour 4-7 w/beer and mixed 
drink specials. Six page menu. 8reakfas~ lunch and 
di nner .. . whot a real neighborhood pub should be. Me. Visa 
accepted. 212 Danforth St. Portiand. 774-7604. 
T AllfTHAJEANS. American regional cui~ne . Lunch, 8runch, 
Dinner. Relaxed atmosphere. Full cocktail service. Pasta. 
Seafood. Grilled Entrees. Validated parking. 94 Free St. 0-
VoMCoAMEXoDISC. 780-8966. 
SEAFOOD 
CRICKETS RESTAURANT. Great food at reasonable prices. 
Your hometown restaurant with an extensive menu to 
satisfy all tastes and budgets. All major credit cards ac-
cepted. Now with lWO lOCATION. 1/2 mile south of L.L 
Bean in Freeport 865-4005 and next to Filenes Basement 
in South Portland 775-5531 . 
DAVID'S AT THE OYffiR CLUB, 164 Middle St, 773-
4340. Open for lunch and dinner daily as well as Sunday 
8runch. One of Maine's Premier seafood restaurants set in 
a converted open air market building - featuring an 
abundant raw bar, 20 varieties of seafood, lobsters, a 
tantalizing arrayoffresh pasta dishes, micro brews, Maine's 
largest single malt scotches list, great wine list and frozen 
drinks. Spedalities indude lobster, scallops and sweet 
potato cakes with red pepper and lobster sauce and . . . 
don't miss the white chocolate mousse almond cookie 
napoleon for dessert. 
GILBERTS CHOWDER HOUSE. Friendly, Downeast-style 
dining, dock~de or indoors. Seafood straight from Maine 
waters; hand<ut fries and onion rings. Award winning 
chowder! Parking. 92 Commercial St. Portiand. 871 ·5636. 
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT. Enjoy the kind of seafood that 
"diners search all over the state; robust, unaffected, skill-
fu lly .. ecuted, simply delicious" -Dawneos!Mogozine. We 
are located 1 3 beautiful miles from Cook's Comer on 8alley 
Island. Come enjoy our food, views and elegantly rustic 
ambiance. Serving lunch &. dinner 7 days a week. Bailey 
Island, ME. 833-5546. 
MARINER'S GRILL A great place to while away those 
summer days. Right on the water, wonderful views, a big 
deck for sunny days, cozy inside when there's weather, 
reasonable prices, serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. 
Beer &. Wine. 1 Spring Point Drive (at the end of 8roadway) 
South Portiand. 767-1200. 
PORTHOLE RESTAURANT. A waterfront institution! Home 
of the World Famous all you can eat fi sh fry, featuring a 
complete seafood menu, steaks &. burgers, homemade 
desserts, great prices, inside &; wharfside dining, free 
parking on pier. 20 Custom House Wharf, Portiand. 761 -
1762. 
~::::::Ut::: 
BRUNCH SO TASTY 
IT'LL MAKE YOU 
WANNALICK YOUR PLATE 
Eel' Beni ° Sohnon &. Eas • Farmcr'. Market Omelette ° 
Blinn's. Fruit FiUed Crepes. Juanita's Burrito. Tony's 
Combed' Hash ° Italian vm. s..aIcf..s, ° Usa·. B""'d Beans ° 
Banana WalnutP.,cakes ... 
Feati.n,;,. on 1M Stanlsul Deck TIw,..Sti.t Nile: 
-Summertime Pastl 
- &..h 1 .... 1OtI, J.iI, me. em. oil & ptIit 011 posta. 
-Saffron Risotto - with shrimp & ~ vea:ies 
-Grilled Salmon - with. maD&O chutnty hutta> 
SWEETS SENT FR<»d 1HE IlEA YENS 
The Good Table Restaurant 
Optn 'l' \t:ll OJ\' a \\ "tho ~.lJ 
}{ilUfl 7i • Capt' F!t:.lrt'lh • ;ljlj·(,oon 
ECLECTIC 
BINTlIFF'S. Fresh, creative cuisine. 8reakfast, lunch and 
dinner. Mon -Thurs, 6 a.m. - 9 p.m. Fri &. Sat 6 a.m. - 10 
p.m., 8reakfast all day Sunday. Many gourmet vegetarian 
choicesl And "the best hash in town"" 98 Portland St. 
Portland. 773-2096. 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway, South Portiand. Discover 
South Portiand's most interesting lunch spot! Featuring 
hearty soups and sandwiches, healthy salads, entrees and 
fantastic bakery items. Daily specials - always! Dine-In or 
take-out. Open Monday-Friday 7:30-3:00. 799-7119. 
CHELSEA'S Fresh, new dining with intimate atmosphere. 
All food is homemade and imaginatively prepared. World 
cuisine . Serving beer &; wine. Entire menu available for 
take out. Visa, MC, Amex. 84 Exchange 51. 772-0240. 
Reservations accepted, not required. 
DAVID'SRESTAURANT, 164 Middle St., 773-4340. Open 
for dinner nightly. Elegant and romantic candlelight din-
ing with Portiand's most comfortable high back leather 
chairs. Chef David Turin tums out 4-star cuisine with 
remarkable, farm fresh produce and native products. 
Crispy goat cheese packets with grilled v~getables and 
frizzled leeks followed by sesame and coriander crusted 
tuna with ganic, ginger and soy is unbelievable, or sample 
the seafood sausage with lobster coral oil and the always 
great saut~ of lobster. Also available is a 5 course wine 
dinner with 5 wines, a great value at $52 per person. Don't 
skip dessert"" 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. Sea breeze 
deck. Full bar. Seafood, barbecue, Greek. Old jazz, good 
looking staff. Honest food . Honest prices. Open 7 days a 
week from Bam to 9pm. Serving Breakfast, Lunch and 
Dinner. MC, VISa accepted. Parking. Rte 77, Cape Eliza-
beth. 799-4663. 
GREATLOST BEAR. Full bar-now featuring 50 beers on 
tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. 
lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. MC, 
Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portiand. 
772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Daily 81ue Plate Specials $9.95 and unpreten-
tiousfare like Buckwheat Pasta. Homemade, Good Cookin. 
Monday-Thursday 5-10 p.m., Friday &. Saturday 5-11 
p.m .. Comer of Spring jlnd High St. Portland. 
OSPREY RESTAURANT. From an aerie perch overlooking 
yachts and the marina enjoy elegant, intimate dining 
complete with white linen, extraordinary food, an exten-
sive wine list and impeccable service. Nouveau American 
Cuisine along with local seafood. just 10 minutes from 
Bath on Robinhood Road 011 of Rte 127, Georgetown, ME. 
371 -2530 for reservations. VISA, MC, Discover. 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh game and seafood, 
organic produce. Moderately priced entrees and a casual, 
comfortable ambiance. MC, Visa, AMEX accepted. Park-
ing. Reservations suggested. 58 Pine st. Portland. 773-
8223. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek food. Family 
recipes and friendly atmosphere. First level: eatery/tavema. 
Second level: smoke free din ing with outdoor deck. MC 
Visa accepted. 128 Free St..Portiand. 774-1114. 
MEXICAN 
MARGARITAS. Specializing in delicious "hand-made" 
southem Califomia style Me.ican appetizers and dinners, 
served in overly generous portions! Join us for Happy Hour 
every weekday from 4-7 p.m., with FREE appetizers, $ 1.95 
for a 22 oz. draft beer and other good stuff! There's also 2 
for 1 dinners, 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.! 242 Sl john St, Union 
Station Plaza, Portiand. Open at 4 p.m. daily. 874-64 ..... 
SIERRA'S. Mexican Food &. Deli. The most authentic 
Mexican food this side of Portiandl Featuring: Quesadillas, 
Tandoor 
F::;[ l,lJ,",,, (,UI'INF 
IN THE OLD PORT 
• Exotic Chicken, Lamb & Seafood Dishes 
• Vegetarian & Madras Style Dishes 
• Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week 
88 Exchange Street • Portland • 775-4259 
Visa/MC/Discover 
Also visit Bombay Mahal at 
99 Main St.· Brunswick. 729-5260 
bumtos, nachos, tacos, enchiladas, sandwiches and Syrian 
roll-ups I Plus, Maine microbrews on tap, domestic and 
imported beers and wines. All natural, fresh, high quality 
ingredients. Dine-in or take out! Open Mon.-Sun. 11 a.m. 
- 9 p.m., Friday 'til 10 p.m. Routes 25 and 114 in Gorham. 
839-3500. 
TORTILlA FLAT. Seventeen years of serving fine M .. ican 
cuisine. just minutes from downtown Portland. A memo-
rable Mexican experience you can afford anytime. Out-
door screened in deck. Parking. VISA, M/C, Discover. 187 
Forest Ave. Portland. 797-8729. 
THAI 
THAI GARDEN RESTAURANT. Come revel amidst the 
entidng flavors of Thai cuisine. We oller a very diverse 
menu certain to please all palates. Seafood, vegetarian 
dishes, chicken, beef, porte, pad Thai, curries, and other 
exciting foods. Serving lunch and dinner seven days a 
week. Reasonably priced. Beer and wine available. Reserva-
tions recommended. 233 U.S. Route 1, Freeport. (across 
from Super 8 Motel) 865-6005. 
CARIBBEAN 
CUISINE 
FEDERAL SPICE. Home cooked Caribbean/ Southwestem 
fare. Featuring heart smart selections. All items less than 
16! Everything available to go. Limited radius delivery 
11 :30-1 :30 M·F. Hours M-Sat llam-9pm 8YOB, no tip-
ping! 225 Federal Street, Portland, 774-6404. 
TEA ROOMS 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Step into a gentler, more 
gracious time. Wonderful teas, delightful scones, savories, 
tartiets, tea cakes and sandwiches. Tea, coffee and baked 
goods always; High Tea Saturdays at 1 pm &. 3pm, Light 
8runch Sundays 9:30am-2pm. Indulge in life's simple 
pleasures. 93 India Street. Call 773-3353 for reservations. 
DESSERT 
PATE A CHaUX. Portiand's premiere dessert restaurant! 
NOWOPEN! All desserts prepared in-house with all natural 
ingredients, cappuccino, espresso, ice tea &. iced coffee. 
Table service and take out. Hours: Monday·Thursday 
11am-11 pm. Friday 11 am-Midnight, Saturday 3:30pm-
Midnight. Sunday 3:30-9:30. 25 Pearl Stree~ Portland. 
773-3334. 
IT~LIAN 
ANTHONY'S AT THE FARM (formeriy Michel's). ltalian-
American cuisine. Menu prices ranging - Lunch l1am-
4pm $3.95 - $5.95 . Dinner 4pm-9pm (10pm Fri &. Sat) 
$7.95 -$15.95. Smoke-Free environment. Panoramicview. 
An experience you'll truly remember. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade pastas 
and sauces in Portiand. Open for lunch, dinner and late 
night dining. Ital ian wine and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. 
Desserts. Bring the family! MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 
43 Exchange St. 60 Market St Portiand. 773-7146. 
TURINO'S STONE OVEN PIZZERIA, 164 Middle St, 780-
6600. Open forlunch and dinner daily. Maine's only stone 
oven pizza, serving authentic stone cooked gourmet pizza 
from old Naples. Great things with wild mushrooms, 
proseuitto, artichoke hearts and fresh herbs. More than 
you would expect on a pizza for not very much money. 
Probably the best pizza in Mainel Take out is available. 
BAR - B- QUE 
NORM'S 8AR BQ. Small chef owned BarBQ restaurant 
Featuring Norm's wicked good sauce, 3 types or ribs, fried 
chicken, spicy black bean soup, homemade combread and 
daily spedals. Hours: Mon. &; Tues. closed, Wed . &. Thurs. 
12-10, Fri . I:< Sat. 12-12, Sun. 3-9. 774-6711 . 43 Middle 
St., Portiand. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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.:Maine·s first authentic sCone ollen pizzeria 





Experience the freshest wild mushrooms, I 
proscuitto, artichoke hearts and herbsl I'rvlHrbly I 
Take out i5 available. 'lief/est I 
Specialty pjzza Slice Daily. pIpa In I 
this 164 Middle St. (Entrance on Market St.) . Maind I 
coupon in the Old Port 780-6600 I 
---------------------------~ 
Strawberry Rh1:lbarb Pie 
One of just twelve of our homemade pies prepared and baked 
in our kitchens. And that's just part of our dessert story -
we've got old fashioned favorites like grapenut, bread and 
indian pudding. Top them all with anyone of our thirteen 
flavors of ice cream - yes we make our own ice cream too! Or 
just go whole hog for the banana split_ Best of all - nearly all 
of our delicious homemade desserts are under $2! 
Visit us soon - and save rOODl for dessert. 
COLE' FARMS 
A Fami{y lWtaurant Since 1952 
OPEN EVERYDAY FROM 5 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M. 
Portland-Lewiston Road, Gray, Maine' 657-4714 
Just one mile north olfExit II of the Maine Turnpike. 
BE SURE TO VISIT OUR NEW GIFT SHOP! 
26 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
TIRED OF 
Prmu, Rib, Baked Chicken, Broiled Haddock? 
-COMETRY -
Organic Quail, Maine Raised Venison, Rainbow 
Trout, Phetl!lanl, Rabbit, M..uds, Crab .•. 
- ArtfuUy Prepared -
• Vegetarian Entrees Available-
Parking all<lilabk 0 Dinner at 5:00 
Closed Monda,s o Lunch Tue . - Fri. 11 :30 - 2:00 
o Non-Smoking 0 Reservations Suggested 
58 Pine Street • 773-8223 
we stock your favorite Merlots i:~~:1idE~ 
• Arrowood • Beringer ~ 
• Mondavi • Duckhorn 
Plus! Fine Chardonnays by: 
• Clos du Val • Trefethen 
• Hess • Kendall-Jackson 
Complimmt your wine seuction with our 
fine caviars, path, imported cheests, spreads and 
--------~~"jMc~-----, 
The Ius ion 01 conlusion 
Sam Kilbourn is a very silly man. But, like most clowns, he is also sad. 
Both sides of this versatile performer are on display in his latest show, "Fusion at Zoom 
Temperature." The evening begins with Kilbourn coming on stage as a very old man and 
contemplating his own college yearbook photograph, which is projected onto a screen. The 
mood is melancholy. 
And so the mood remains, even through some very funny pratfalls and an unforgettable 
scene in which Kilbourn makes love to a chocolate cake. (There's no other way to describe 
it.) By juxtaposing wild physical humor with a barrage of quotations, facts and phrases 
projected atthe back of the stage or spouted by Kilbourn himself on video, the perfonner hints 
at the tangential connections between rationality and irrationality. 
The last section ofthe show starts with Kilboum addressing the audience in the dark about 
his fears, his insomnia and his vulnerabilities. Dre~sed all in white, he slowly becomes visible 
onstage as our eyes become accustomed to the lack of light; at the same time, we learn more 
and more about his personal anxieties and struggles. We feel almost as if we are prying, but 
under cover of darkness, the sometimes uncomfortable relationship between audience and 
perfonner becomes nonthreatening and safe for both parties. 
Kilbourn also treats the audience to some spectacular acrobatics and drumming, which 
subtly come together with the other elements of the showto suggest the strange links between 
our conscious and unconscious lives. Just over an 
Temperature" lingers in the mind long after it's over. 
hour in length, "Fusion at Zoom 
"fusion at Zoom Temperature" plays at 
Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St., through 
Aug. 27. nx: $12. 775-5103. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23 
MatIoYlch Socl.ty An educational organization of 
lesbians. gay men. bisexuals and friends meets evel)' 
other Thurs from 7:30-9 pm - at Holiday Inn by the 
Bay. 88 Spring St. Portland. Aug 24: Poetry reading 
with acclaimed local poet Kevin McLellan. Free. 761· 
4380. 
Women'. Investment Club now forming -learn the 
basics together. Arstmeetingto be held Aug 29. 892· 
4027. 
, 
Campln& • Raftlnc for families. Join the 
Swedenborglan Church for camping at Uly Bay State 
Park and rafting on the Kennebec River the weekend 
of Aug 25-27. Cost: $15 camping per person; $75 
adult rafting ($55 kids). 839-5877. 
Main. Audubon Society hosts various summer 
programs and field trips at their four locations. MAS 
also seeks volunteers - docents for weekend 
reception at Gllsland Farm Environmental Center. 
Training is provided. 781-2330. 
-Glisiand Farm 118 Rt 1, Falmouth. Aug 27: "Of 
Wolves & Maine." a lecture on the return of wolves to 
Malne's ecosystems. at 2 pm. Cost: $4. 
-Mast ....... ne Sanctuary Bow Street. Freeport. Aug 
26: Nature walk at 1 pm. Cost: $4. 
-Scuborou&h Marsh Rt 9, Scarborough. Aug 24: 
Nature artfor kids. atiO am and Aug 26: "Marsh ptant 
Canoe Tour." a guided trip at 2 pm. Cost: $4 ($9/$7 
for canoe trip): 
MaIne Outdoor Adventu,. Club Meetings are the first 
Wed of evel)' month at 7 pm at the Unitarian Church. 
524 Allen Ave. Portland. Upcoming events: Aug 24-
27. canoe Lobster Lake and W. Branch of Penobscot 
River. 828-0918. 
So. Me. S .. Kayaklne Network People of all skill 
levels are Invited tojoin the network for some paddling. 
Call 874·2640 for updates and membership 
information. 
Volksmarch Walk. jog or run non-competitlvely with 
the Southem Maine Volkssport Association. Aug 24 
from 5-8 pm. Begin at Raffs Restaurant. 285 Forest 
Ave. Portland. Free. 774-8524. 
• SARAH GOODYEAR 
BIkers for BabI .. Southern Maine HOG chapter will 
"de to Boothbay Harbor to benefit the March of 
Olmes. Aug 27 - arriving at the Lobster Co-op at 1 
pm. 883-5121. 
Gorham FamAy Fun Fair Aug 26 at the Narragansett 
School Aelds, from 10 am-9:30 pm. Events Include 
two road races. a parade. food. crafts. demonstrations. 
a chicken barbecue and fireworks. Free. 854-2753 
New York Cit)' Bus Trip Benefit for Maine Children 
with Cancer, Aug 29-31. ActMtles Include the U.s. 
Open Tennis Tournament. theater. museums and 
Sightseeing. Travellers can enjoy two nights at the 
Crown Plaza Holiday Inn and transportation. Cost: 
235-$400 ($100 for kids). 871-6274. 
PIne Tree Society Softball Magthon to benefit the 
Easter Seal Society of Maine. Aug26& 27 at Portland 
High School. 284 Cumberiand Ave. Portland . 774-
9280. 
Yard Sal. Aug 26 from 8 :30 am-12 pm. at Tuttle Road 
Un~ed Methodist Church. Cumbe~and. Clothes. books 
and household goods for sale. Fordonatlons or pickup 
of large items, call: 846-3143. 
Youth Build Portland A community enrichment program 
designed to assist students obtain their G.E.D. and 
vocational training and provide low·lncome housing. 
seeks volunteers. Expertence not necessal)'. 775-
1510. 
youth Exchance seeks host families for cultural 
exchange students. ages 15-18. for a semester or a 
year. 1-800-848-2121. 
Brllht B~nnlnca Open House Bright Beginnings 
Montessori School. 14 Locust St. Portland hosts an 
open house Aug 30 from EHI pm. Montessori school 
is geared towards kids age 3-7. 772·2833. 
Chlld,en'. Museum of Maine 142 Free St. Portland. 
offers exhibits and activities for children of all ages. 
Aug 26: Farming in the family. from 11 am-l pm; 
Museum hours: Mon-Thurs & Sat 10 am-5 pm. Sun 
12·5 pm. Admission: $4. free to the public Fridays 
from 5-8 pm. Pr .... eglstration and additional fees 
required for some activities. 828-1234. 
Perlormanc ... In the Parks Portland Downtown and 
Parks & Recreation host a variety of concerts and 
shows for kids. Aug 30: Julie & Brownie play kids 
songs at noon In Tommy's Park. corner of Middle and 
Exchange Streets. Portland. Free. 874-8791. 
Abu •• In Intimate Relationships A support group for 
women who have previously or are presently 
experiencing abuse In their Intimate relationships. 
Free and confidential. chlldcare provided. 874-1973. 
Accent Reduction CI ... for speakers of English as a 
second language. as well as classes jor neutralizing 
Maine and regional accents, with Jean Armstrong.. 
certified speech and language pathologist. 879-1886. 
An Afte,noon of Spl,ltual Thou&ht The Baha'I 
Community hosts a two part afternoon discussion 
group. Aug 26 at 364 Cumberland Ave. Portland. Talk 
1: -Economics. Logging & Spirituality. " from 1-3 pm 
and Talk 2: "The Baha'l Faith and Meditation: from 3-
5 pm. 780-2854. 
Art Cia ..... fo, TImid Adults are held Tues from 4-7 
pm and Wed from 9 arn-noon. at 615 Congress St. 
Portland. Cost: $25. 874-9766. 
Basket Weavlne Demo and Dlscu .. lon at the Tate 
House. 1270 Westbrook St. Portland -Aug 27 from 
1-4 pm. Cost: $4 ($1 kids/seniors). 774-9781. 
Casco Bay Culinary Association meets the second 
Mon of each month. 799·2234 or 774-4308. 
Creatine Opportunlt)'TIvough CIuInC. Women' s group 
meets Thursday evenings from 6-7:30 at 854 
Broadway. S. Portland. 767·1315. 
C,eatlve ProducUons Collabo,atIve A group for women 
survIvors of sexual abuse who are Interested In 
furthering their healing journeys through the process 
of creating and presenting a production in the form of 
books. videos or performance art. Confidential. 
facilitated meetings are Wednesdays from 6:30-8 
pm. Cost: $15 per session. 774·2403. 
Community of Hope A Christian group. which claims 
a primal)' minlstl)' with gay and lesbian people and 
strives to be inclusive of all. meets Sats at 4 pm at 
156 High St. Portland. 773-6658. 
COPE Support group for divorcing fathers - explore 
alternatives to the current divorce process. 874-
7448. 
Divorce Perspectives A support group for people In all 
phases of the divorce process meets Wednesdays at 
7:30 pm. at the Woodfords Congregational Church. 
202 Woodford St. Portland. 774-4357. 
Do You, Own Divorce Work.hop sponsored by 
Paralegal Services. Aug 29 from 6:30-8:30 pm. at 
112 Beach St. Saco. Avoid costly legal fees and do It 
yourself. 282-4460. 
Drummlne CI ..... Leam the rhythms and songs of 
Afro-Caribbean music with percussionist Michael 
Wingfield evel)' Sunday at the Expressive Therapy 
Center. 150 St. John St. Portland. Newcomers warm 
up 6:30-7:30 pm. ongoing class 7:30-9:30 pm. Cost: 
$15 per class. 780-0234. 
F.A.T.E. Fight AIDS-Transform Education Is a project 
sponsored by ACT UP/Portland whose purpose Is to 
fight HIV. AIDS and homophobia In all Maine public 
schools by forming empowering groups for teens and 
Queers. All welcome. Meets the first and third Friday 
of each month at 5:30 pm atthe YWCA. 87 SpringSt, 
Portland. Wheelchair accessible. For more Information 
write ACTUP /Portland. PO Box 1931. Portland. 04104 
or call/fax 82!Hl566. 
Fight Dlsc,lmlnaUon The Maine Civil Libertles Union 
Is Interested in hearing from any Portland resident 
who feels that she or he has been Illegally discriminated 
against In housing, employment or cred~ on the basis 
of sexual orientation. 774-5444. 
F,lends of Fe,al feline. A group helping stray cats 
needs volunteers and homes for orphan kitties. 772· 
3484. 
Gay • La.blan Rllhts Advocates Womenspace 
Counseling Center offers an ongoi ng facilitated support 
group for those working to support civil rights for gays 
and lesbians. Thursdays from 7-a:30 pm at 236 Park 
Ave. Portland. 774-2403. 
Gene T,ace .. The Greater Portland Chapter of the 
Maine Genealogical Society meets the first Sat olthe 
month at the Cape Elizabeth Fire Station at 1 pm. 
Anyone Interested In Investigating their roots Is 
welcome. 883-2546. 
Home HalM:are The Visiting Nurse Service of Southem 
Maine Is offerlngshampoos. haircuts and permanents 
to men and women who are confined to their homes. 
Cost for a Simple shampoo/cut Is $20. 284-4566 or 
1-800-660-4867. 
Imp,ove Your Public Speaklnr: Woodfords' 
Toastmasters Club of Portland meets evel)' Thurs at 
7:15 pm at the West Falmouth Baptist Church. 18 
Mountain Road. to work on public speaking and 
leadership skills. 797-4915. 
Gay Men's Chorus Is a volunteer community chorus 
bringing men together to enhance social tolerance 
and diversity In the Greater Portland area - as well as 
affirming the g",,/Iesblan experience with creative 
musical entertainment. 839-4506. 
G,andparents SUpport G,oup Grandparents seeking 
custody or visitation rights meet for support and 
discussion the last Monday of evel)' month. Meetings 
are at Burger King In Gorham from 7·9 pm. 772·1161. 
Maine Go Club wants to teach you how to play "Go." 
a strategy game Invented In ancient China. 780-1741 
or 773-9732. 
Maine Medical Cente, Support G,oupI "Survivors of 
Suicide" meets the second and fourth Monday of 
every month; "Bereaved Parents" meets the second 
Thurs of evel)' month and "SIDS Support Group" 
meets the second Tuesday of evel)' month. All groups 
meet at 7 pm. at Maine Medical Center. 22 Bramhall 
St. Portland. 871-4226. 
MOFGA Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners 
Association supports labeling genetically engineered 
foods and will provfde Information to those interested. 
622-3118. 
Maine T,adeewomen Network provides education 
and mentoring for the promotion of women In all 
trades. 797-4801. 
.. Maine Won't Dlacrlmlruota Is a stateWide broad· 
based coalition to defend cMI rights In Maine. Portland 
chapter meets evel)' other Monday at St. Luke's 
Cathedral. 143 State St. Portland from 6:30-8:30pm. 
761·1788. 
Music Swaps Portland Folk Club Invites you to share 
a song or a stOI)' In a supportive atmosphere evel)' 
first and third Tues at 7:30 pm at the Swedenborglan 
Church. 302 Stevens Ave. Cost: $1 donation. 773-
9549. 
Names Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt holds a pane~ 
making workshop the first and third Sun of each 
month. 871·1641. 
Papermaklne, Marbllne • Bookblndlne Workshops 
with artist Richard Lee at his 8runswick studio 
throughout the summer. Cost: $40 (Includes 
materials). 721-0678. 
P ..... tln& G,oup offers a place for parents to share. 
release and learn from each other. Meets Tuesdays 
12·1:30 pm. $5 per meeting. 871·1000. 
P-A.AG Parents. Families and Friends of Lesbians 
and Gays a support and advocacy group r. .,.,ts the 
second Tuesday of evel)' month from 7·9 pm. at 
Woodfords Congregational Church. 202 Woodford St. 
Portland. 766-5158. 
Polyamorous life Support Are you Interested In 
creatlngjnourishingloving. multl-partnerrelatlonshlps? 
Do you love more than one person? A support group 
Is forming justfor you. 773-6132. 
Puppy Rals ... Wanted The New England Assistance 
Dog Service seeks puppy raisers to open their homes 
to foster puppies In the assistance program. The 
organization trains and provides dogs to physically 
disabled people. 934-1963. 
Rldlne to the Top Broadtum Rd. Scarborough - a 
therapeutic horseback riding program for people with 
disabilities seeks volunteers. Horse experience is not 
necessal)'. 829-6780. 
Scler%r;y: Healthy F_back F,om You, Ey. Free 
introductory class on what your eyes can tell you. Aug 
29 from 7-8 pm. at 16 Casco St. Portland. 774-7174. 
Sexual Assault C,laI. Cente, needs volunteer 
assistance to staff the center's 24-hour hotilne and 
provide follow-up support forvictims and their families. 
784-5272. 
Sexual A .. ault R .. ponse Servlc .. offers crisis 
Intervention. advocacy and support groups for survivors 
of sexual assault and abuse. All services are free and 
confidential. 24-hour hotllne: 774-3613. 
SNAP The Survivor's Network for those Abused by 
Priests holds a support group for men and women 
healing from sexual abuse by clergy the third Friday of 
every month. Meetings are non-<ienominatJonal and 
confidential. 774-5025. 
Social Justice Group seeks people who have utilized 
General Assistance. Write: Hospitality House. Inc .• PO 
Box 62. Hinckley. ME 04944. 1-800-438-3890. 
Southworth Planetarium. at 96 Falmouth St., Is 
showing the following: "Ares In the Sky" astro show 
Aug 25-26. Sept 1·2 at 7 pm; Garth Brooks laser 
show. Aug 25-6. Sept 1·2 at 8:30 pm; "Sky Friends" 
young thlldren's astronomy show Aug 26. Sept 2 at 3 
pm; "Uttle Star That Could" kids' astronomy show. 
Aug 30 at 10: 30 am and 1 pm. Aug26 at3 pm; "Tour 
of the Solar System" astronomy show. Aug 28 at 
10:30 am and 1 pm; "Laser Beatles" laser show. Aug 
29 at 10:30 am and 1 pm. 
Storymakers Club Bringyourown stories - personal. 
traditional or otherwise to swap and establish a 
storytelling community In Portland. the last Sunday of 
evel)' month at Raffles Cafe Bookstore. 555 Co.ngress 
St. Portland. Free. 780-5078. 
Sublime. Divine Be a part of the Swedenborglan 
spiritual family Wednesdays at 6 pm - meditative. 
Insplrtng worship for adults In an open. relaxed 
atmosphere. at 302 Stevens Ave. Portland. 772· 
8277. 
Tate Hou •• 1270Westbrook St. Portland. hosts tours 
. through Aug. Built In 1755 by Captain George Tate. 
this colonial home will be open Tues-Sat.l0 am-4 pm 
and Sun 1-4 pm. Admission: $4 ($1 kids). 774-9781. 
Trade • Technical T,alnlne Fo, Women Women 
Unlimited. a non-prof~ organization. offers training for 
women to enter trade and technical occupations at 
little to no cost. They will be Interviewing women for 
fall classes during the month of August. 1-800-281. 
5259. 
YWCA 87 Spring St. Portland. offers a variety of 
classes and discussion groups for community 
members. including ethnic cooking classes. 011 
painting. quilting. bridge and a reader's roundtable. 
Course fees and schedules val)'. 874-1130. CIII 
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The AlI.Americ~rew Showcase 
every thursday in august & september 5 to 9 pm 
Thursday 8/24 Pete's Brewing Company Featuring Pete's Wicked Summer 
Brew and Pete's Wicked Honey Wheat. 
Smuttynose Brewing Co" Those crazy guys &om PortSmouth 
will be in town. Chuck Doughty Brewmaster, will be guest bartender. 
Thursday 9/1 American Hard Cider Co" Boston, MA. Cider Jack Hard Cider. 
An apple a day ... 
540 Forest Avenue • Portland, ME • 772-0300 • 
FREE DRINK, ON US! 
Expire.8/3W5 
Bring a friend in for a specialty drink and save! Their 
specialty drink is FREE with this ad! Choose from a 
variety of drinks such as lattes, spritzers, cappuccinos 
and frozen drinks. Try our special 
Mocha Almond Chiller! 
GREEN 
15 Temple Street MOUNTAIN H;:Y~~~:i~~Y 
Portland, ME 207·773-4475 .-.. COP PEE 1st time Weekly Dail 
ISpecialtydrinkofequaJor ~.OASTII.S 0 0 DY 
I lesser value will be free item. • • 
f~~~--~~--~-~~~~----~ 






Bring a friend to lunch and savel Their fresh bagel sandwich is FREE I 
with this ad. Choose from 16 varieties of our traditional style bagels, 
and we'lI customize a sandwich-anything from prime roast beef to I 
turkey breast to fresh salads. Plus the new Gardenburger I 
and chicken breast sandwichesl 
15 Temple Street. ." I 
Portland 
207-879-2425 How frequently I 
do you visit? 
Bay@1 Work. ISCr ~DY 0 I 
L-_____ ---' , 
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Rllt 15 wonts - $9/ wk. . wi 
additional wds @I 25. ea. rMf 
caw & Maino TI .... - $12.50/ wijb 
==~~:t@t!5~t·h:' 1;1·[; 
_11& K .. II 0001 - $25/ ",n 'lIt} 
~ sells (15 words; vehicles and 110_1, 
only) Call for details. lMI: 
~;O;:m~=;;-'!d:' as f!:~ 
DIsplay Ad raI_. Web¥OItWnc an4}M 
:,~:~~ount mfo available ~~~~]~~ 
rmr 
get it to us 
Deadllno: Mon. 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. Box 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
Hand: 561 Congress SI 
fine print 
bulletin board 
JUNE, JULY, AUGUST 
Rt 1, 385 Main St. • S. Portland, ME • 773-1453 
CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free Parking 








3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY SUN NIGHT 
AND FRI & SAT AFTERNOON 
12 18 cards 510 With 1 shotgun 
24 cards 512 With 1 shotgun 
30-36 cards S15 With 1 shotgun 
42 48 cards 516 With 1 shotgun 
POOR MANS 
SUPER BINGO 
Saturday. Aug 19th 
$25. pkg. 24 card. lie 2 shotguns 
$35 pkg. 36 cards & 2 shotguns 
Children's 6irthday 
Parties 
.how with live ""t5. r.obit. 
fr .. ",a~~ trick • . Call Vandini at 
654-1743 or 1-."00-626-6240. 
"The Children's Magician" 
11 MOVING 11 NEWYORK EXPRESS. Wo'i 
do ~ for less. A teacup 10 a 10wn house. 
Local. long dislance. partlaI loads. car,. 
antique. ICCl204960. ooTTI2369. 800-
343-4461 - 914-855-3052. 
ADOPTION- Wo know that you aro facod 
with a di1ficUt cholco. Let us help you find a 
loving. caring homo for yOII' baby.WEARE 
EASYTOTALKTO. PI .... ca11 FRIENDS IN 
ADOPTION (A Vonnonl Usconsod Agency) 
1-8DO-982-3678. 
A1RUNE TICKETS. CASH IN ON SAVINGS 
w/oor easy to 'claw strategies. How to 
purchase airlinotickats & save. 1-800-468-
FARE. 
ANTIQUES ARMS SHOW &GUN COLLEC-
TORS. looking for some action? Como 10 
tho 20th Annual Antique Arms Show. Sep-
tember9th& 10th. BrallleboroHighSchooi. 
81allloboro. Vormonl. 0uestI0ns? Info? Call 
1-800-227-1335 MIF 8:00am-5:00pm. 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES- 30 
minute show w/live doves, rabbits, tree 
magic tricks. Call Vandini. The ChIldren. 
Magician. 954-1743/ 1-800-826-8240. 
MODELS WANTED. For TV & National 
magazines. Male, Female, Children. All 
types. all sIz ... No oxperienco nocouery. 








·45+ & Disabled 
Immediate Home Study 
$1200 
6 month average 
placement 
after home study 
(207) 586·5058 
In compiance Law Title 22 
Olapter 1153 
rideshare 
ADVENTUROUS SPIRIT DIRVING to So-
attIe needs ftO>dble non-smoI<or to sharo 
expenses.Oneway. Laavlng9l7. 7ao-9755. 
help wanted 
Home Typists 
PC users needed. S45,OOO 
incomc potential 
Call 1--800·513-4343 Ext. B·7002 
Sales Training 
No Knocking on Doors! 
Qcol,f,ed lead, f.,,,"red doi!y 
No over~ ead/No Inveslr-en l 
Gco'o,leed Incorre Under 
Mcnagemen l T 'omee Contract 
871·8618 
$1,OOOIWEEKL Y STUFFING ENVELOPES 
AT HOME. For FREE details. send SAS.E. 
to: P.O. Box 5OO-KL. Uma, PA 19037. 
$35.000IYR. INCOME potential. Reading 
booIcs. Toll Fr .. (1)800-898-9778 Ext R-
54~ for details. 
$35.000/YR. INCOME POTENTIAL Road-
logbook •. Tolifroe: 1-800-Jl98-9778oxt. R-
3439 for details. 
HUMAN SERVICES CASEWORKER 
(506900) S23,670.40-32,1l5.20/yr. 
The Department of Human Services currently has statewide 
vacancies. This classification performs professional social work 
in the areas of child protection, substitute care, and adoption 
services. Work includes assessing degree of jeopardy, client 
capability, and family functioning; case planning and counseling; 
and petitioning for protective custody and placement. Requires a 
Bachelors Degree in Social Work, Social Welfare, or a related 
Social Service/Behavioral Science area OR an unrelated 
Bachelors Degree which includes a minimum of 30 credits in 
behavioral science or social service coursework. (Exception: 
Individuals with four years professional case management 
experience previously granted full licensure as a LSW are exempt 
from the degree requirements.) NECESSARY SPECIAL 
REQUIREMENT: Applicants must bave or be eligible for 
Conditional 1/11 or full licensure at tbe Licensed Social 
Worker level as issued by the Maine State Board of Social 
Work Licensure. You should review Career Opportunity 
APPLY TODAY. WORK TOMORROW! Ar. 
you mochanIcaIly inclined? Or wcxJd you 
prefer packing products? Need same extra 
cash? YES?? Let Norell put you to worI< 
immediately. You roost have reliable trans-
portation and good worI< references. The 
following pooIIlons are ctnonUy available: 
TEMP-TO-PERM- Choose from 3 shifts 
available to set up, operate and troLDfe-
shoot machlnary. Musl be _Iy 
inclined. TraInlng provided. Requres sland-
log entiro shift and maintaining tigh pro-
duction standards. Multiple Immediate 
openings. Scarbo<ough location. LONG-
TERM WEEKENDS- Must worl< 2 12-hour 
shilts operating machinery or packinglln-
spectIng product for Scarbo<ough com-
pany. Must be able to worl< on feet for 12 
hours and meet tigh production standards. 
Pr.ferlndvidualswho are not already work-
Ing a full timo week. Must be able to train 
cUing week. SHORT -TERM- 3 shifts avail-
able tasting sarniconductors. hMding small 
parts. Musl have good manual daxtsrity 
and handleye ooordination. LONG-TERM-
MUtlpIe listings for ftrlll shift at Gorham 
COfl1l3J\y. ()perate simple macti"" and fold 
and son clean lalXldry. Maintain high pro-
dJctIon slandards. CALL TODAY! 'n3-
0707' NORRELL SERVICES. 500 
Southborough Driv •• South Porlfand. ME 
04106. EOElDisabled Welcom • . 
Bulletins which contain important informalion about application DISSATISFIED? EARN $4DO-$15001MO. 
procedures. Bulletins and applications are available at the Bureau part-lime $3OOO-$5OOOImo. FuR-l ime. No 
experience. ColT'jliot. training. Calil -BOO-
of Human Resources, Station #4, Augusta , ME 04333-0004, 576-2665. 
(207)287-4419 (VOICE) or (207)287-4537 (TOD) and all Maine EARN$2oo-$I000WEEKLYASSEMBUNG 
Job Services Offices. OPEN UNTIL SEPTEMBER 22, 1995. productsalhomo.CaIltoilfr .. : l -BOO-574-
F==========================================r _~_35_o_n_. _,,_~ ____________ __ 
Part-Time PROMOTIONAL WRITER 
We are seeking an individual with a background in public 
information, joumalism or promotional writing. Degree in 
this field preferred. I ndividual should possess strong 
writing skills, including the ability to write with flair on a 
wide variety of promotional, marketing and informational 
topics. Must be able to work independently and meet 
deadlines. Must have experience with and own or have 
access to a Macintosh Desk Top Publishing System for 
possible work at home. Knowledge of Quark Xpress a 
plus. 
This is a part-time position with benefits. Please send 
resume, writing samples and salary requirements to: 
Laura V. Bosse, Human Resources Manager 
GeigerBros. 
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS • PROGRAMS 
po Box 1609 
Lewiston, ME 04241 
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 
S40.000/YR INCOME potential. Homo TW-
IstIPC .-s. Toll Fr .. (1) 800-898-Sn8 
Ext. T-54~ for iatings. 
M. POSTAL JOBS - Start $12.D8h1r. plus 
benefits. Foraxam and application Informa-
tioncal (219i794-oo10, Ext ME112. 9:00am 
to ll:OOpm. 7 days. 
A BEAUTIFUL JOB! AVON. 10 LEADER-
SHIP SPOTS. BenofIWbonuseSInsuranco. 
No door-to-door requred. SoIl to fllrriiosl 
worI<Imaif . Froetralnlng. ~ola.. lnd. Rep. 
1-800-767-5915. 
ADVERTISINGIIMRKETlNG AMBITIONS? 
No you paInfl.IIy well-organIzed7 Wo need 
you! FUI limo pooftion avallabl. with 1uI-
_ ad agency In southom ME. Must be 
SELF-MOTIVATED. CREATIVE. SELF-
STARtER to worI< part-time (5-2Oihra. por 
weeki for social worI<sr. Flexible worI< at 
homo schedule. Must have Word Procos-
lOr & prlntor 10 do flyers. word-pt'OCOOsing. 
grant wrfIIng ... Generous hourly rale. guar-
anteed $10.ooO/yoariy. Send resume: 
Stephen /WIt ..... 158 Danforth St. Port-
land. ME. 04102. 
TELEMARKETERSWANTED-Havo~sat­
ting appointments. Cal 871-8618. 
THE ORIGINALS ARE LOOKING FOR A 
SET DESIGNERIBUILDER. a lighting Do-
signorlTochnician. and a CosIuno DosIgn« 
for IheIr 1995196 _ . n-. .... paid 
positions. Send roaumoslportfollos to The 
OrIginal • • P.O. Box 1. Bar Min • • ME. D4OO4. 
or call (207)929-5412. 
FRIENDL YTOYS & GIFTS HAS OPENINGS 
FOR demonstrators In yax area. Part time 
hours- fIJI time pay. Over 800 ~oms. CoI-
elnting our 40th ami_sary! 1-BOO-488-
4875. 
GET PAIDTO SHOP! Mak.$347weok1y ..... 
"Mystery SI1opper" for local s1or ... Check 
frienciiness, cleaniness. Shop 10( TV's, 
clothes. more! We pay for it. .. you keep It! 
Apply. send SASE: Shopper • • 9952 W. 
Katolla. Dept. 168-411B. Anaholm. CA 
92804. 
HELP MINISTRY BUILD BUSINESSWHILE 
ENJOYING health benefits of Pycoogenoi. 
most poworul anti-oxidant avallablo. Un-
IimI10d Incomo for go-getters. Fr .. doctors 
powerful tape. CalII -8DO-647-3844. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: FIT I,""", chef. 
pastry/cak. bokor. and early shift broaldast 
bok .... Small. frlondlyworkingonvironmonl. 
looking for mature, seW-motivated and a. 
ati .. oppIicants. Must be OY" 18. Week-
ends a must.. Pay cornmensLlllte with ex-
porienc8. Apply In ponIOO. WId Oats BaIt-
ary and care, Tontine Malin en..swick. 
LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE, O\ITGO-
lNG, ~ Indvldualfor rotal saIosln Frooport. 
flJllnd part time. 642-3630. 
MODELS WANTED FOR TV & NATIONAL 
magazlnoo Mal •• femal • • ctildron. Altypos. 
all sIz ... No exp0rienc8 nocouery. For in-
formation call 1-800-238-5459. 
NANNIES (206)565-1800. Pay '4' to $5001 
wI<. Travel Paid Nationwide. Uvo-ln.MORN-
ING STAR NANNIES. Inc. 
NEED $1000. FOR THE HOUDAYS? Groat 
part-lime Income! Boot products. No In-
YOstment. No deliverle.. Call /WIt.. al 
(506)448-9515. CookIn'TheAmorican Way. 




PEPPERCLUB RESTURANT Is looking for 
salad prep person(s) Ind ho.t. Apply In 
porson at 78 Middle Streot, aft., 1 :oopm. 
No phone cab please! 
POSTALJOBS- Start $12.()8,IIy. For exam 
Ind application Infocail (219)789-8301 Ext. 
ME519. 9:OOam.-9:OOpm. Sun.-Frl . able to ~ 60 wpm. pruI road and foflow 
droclions. Working knowledge 01 printing. 
doalgn and typesetting a plus. Must be 
computor I~orato. ideally on Mac. Send 
restmolD MRC. P.O. BoxB. Biddeford. ME 
04005. 
TYPIST NEEDED. Alec PC/'Nord processor PROFESSIONAL RESUMES resUt In am-
........S40.0tl0/year potential. Toll IT .. : 1- pIoymont Interviewl. Call Car_ Planning 
800-898-9778 ext. T-3439 for details. Services. (207)885-0700. 
AUGUST 24, 1995 29 
TO PLACE YOUR AD: 1r 775-1234 • DEADLINES MONDAY 3PM 
help wanted 
WorkatCBW 
Eat Free Pizza 
Greater Portland's largest weekly newspaper is searching for an 
advertising salesperson. You will develop new business and with the 
help of an assistan~ service active accounts. Much of your time will be 
spent outside of the office meeting with local business people. If you are 
upbea~ independent, friendly, persisten~ enjoy working hard and having 
fun at work you belong here! You must have reliable transportation and 
like to eat pizza on Friday afternoons. Compensation includes a draw 
against commission, bonuses and vehicle allowance. 
Call or send information to: 
Brian Meany 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 775·6601 
Casco Bay Weekly is an equal opporlunity ~mployer. 
career development 
I'rolbsionall.l',d T .... inin~s in 
b'arn Thl'I'alll'ulic llassagl' 01' Polaril~' Thl'raJl~' 
Evening and Weekend Classes 
POLARITY REALIZATION INSTITUTE 
Portland, Maine' (207) 828-8622 
- --_.,._----
R~sumlll Wriling Services 
Career Counseling & Testing 
Job Search Stralegy 
business 
opportunities 
FINANCIAL FREEooM CAN BE YOURS! 
Possible $5000 or moro monthly Income 
within 12 month • . Solid. thirteen year Or-
ogan company. FREE Info! Call Joame: 1-
B00-820-1650. 
HOW-TO BOOKS. REPORTSAND GUIDES 
you can reprinl and sail. CompIeI. kit for 
instant income. CaH thisfree recorded mes-
sage for details. 1 -800-864-24~. 
NEW ENGLAND POOL BUSINESS: Rotal 
Iloro plus sal .. & service. Excellent growth 
& profit . Sal •• $325.000 plus. Pric. 
$175.000. Prospectus: Box 397. Chattlay. 
MA. 02712. 
NO JOKE! UNTIL NOW. THE NETWORK 
MARKETING INDUSTRY has boon marop-
reserUd tor several yfNn. Introduce your-
self to an environnental marketi'lg com-
P'"'Y who bUlds on Integrity and profes-
slonaJIsm. Call Scot at 642-4253 for an 
appoin1mont No phone Intorivowo. Serious 
inqUrios orIy. 
PAY PHONE ROI.ITE. 50 local & _ 
Iishod sit ... Earn $1.500 woeldy. Open 24 
hours. Call 1-800-866-4588. 
CAREER PLANNING SERVICES 
James K. Elkins. M.S. 
Career and educational planning 
Resumes and cover leners 
Career search conSUltation 
Can (207) 885-0700 
roommates 
ROOMMATES, ETC. 797-0776 
2 Near USM - Privale Home, $80/"* • 
Near BouIewrd • PriYOte Home $350 • 
Easlem Prom • $300 • 
Coodo', - Privale Homes & ~Is. 
CALL NOW! 
BAXTER BOULEVARD AREA- MIF. N/S to 
sharowoll maintained. StIlny. 38DR. house. 
Largo cIo ..... hardwood fIoonI . WID. DIW. 
1*f<Ing. BealAiflJ location withgardons and 
big yard. $3951mo. 775-9088. 
CAPE EUZABETH HOUSE TO SHARE. ~ 
S. Furnished bedroom. WID. parldng. $235/ 
mo. socurity & roter"""",,. 799-6813. 
DEERING CENTER- SeekIng WS female 10 
sharI4l8DR_house. WID. garoge. cat 0.1<. 
0Ui0t nelgt"bortoood. S3251mo. + 1/3 utii-
ti ... 828-0873. 
EAST END- ROOMIE WANTED ta ohare V 
BDR. apartmenl with massage therapist 
$2501mo. + ~sit. 828-6573. 
FAlMOUTH- RooponsIbIo femal. wanted 
to sharo apartment Convonlont to 2951Rt.-
llT....,;ke. WID. Pe\sok. $3OO/mo1ncludos 
heal. 781-4147. 
FAU.4O\1TH- stwaspacloul, sumy. oem-
_homow/gardanl •• _dog.N .... 
ocean. WS. $35OImo.lncludesutilti ... 781 -
4610. 
FINDAROOMMATEINTHECLASSIFIEDS-
can (207)775-1234now and pIaca your 15-
word odfor as 1liiio as $12.5O/weok. 
FOURTH ROOMMATE WNATED.WostEnd 
IICroII from pori<. Front/bock porches. hard-
wood ftocn. working fireplaces. $1501mo. 
+ 1/4 utilti ... 774-7360. 
. . . . .. " . 
roommates 
GM 44. LOOKING TO SHARE ploosanI 4/ 
BDR. single homo In qIiot ~. 
convoillont 10 exit 8. Briltrton Medical and 
USM. fIJI uoo 01 homo. firoplaco. health 
"",pmont. WID. and plano lor $425 .. 
inclusive. CIII n4-0719. 
GM. SCARBOROUGH HOUSE In qoJeInow 
r.eIg/'oboItooo. Garage. near boachos. Ro-
aponoibll MIF $35OImo. + utMltIoa. 883-
8454. 
HIGGINS BEACH- Hou.nat. sought 101 
1195-6/151'96. Owner wOlks out-of-state_ 
Ocoanvlewa. l-Ga1.flmohod.WS .~ • . 
$3251mo plus 1/2 util. 883-0987. 
MUNJOY HILL- ~SF to share light 5 1/2 
room apartment. References, parking. 
$262.50/mo +1/2 ulilillos. n2-9535. 
OUTER CONGRESS. N/S. stable. prof .. -
slonal femalo 10 share 2IBDR. refinished 
aparlmont $255/mo. + low utlillos. AvaM -
ablo att ... l.abof Day. 761-0904. 
PORTLAND HOUSE SHAREW/ONE. $2201 
mo. +1/2 utilillos. Off-street parldng. WID. 
prtvat. bath. MIF. non-smoI<er. 772-8903. 
PROFESSIONALGM SEEKS ROOMMATE 
FOR GORHAM apartmont. Availabl. Mid 
Sept. to Oct. Lets stan tho InfAlrviowing 
process now. 892-5356. 
SOUTH PORTLAND- GM wanted to share 
2BDR. WID. buslino. yard. parldng. $1751 
mo +1/2 utilities. 773-9806. 
WATERFRONT. S.PORTLAND- Seeking 
responsible, freindty, non-smoker to shara 
houu wAncrodbie views_ $241/mo. + 1/3 
utilltioa. Call 767-3350. 
WOODSFORDS AREA- 2/BOR.. 3rd. ftoor. 
CoIrH>p WID .• off-stroot par1<Ing. $265/mo. 
heal included. Pots 0.1<. 797-8271. 
apts/rent 
21BORAPARTMENTSlnlovolybrickbulld-
Ing. Hafdwoodfloonl. HlHWlnoIuded. $5001 
mo. and $S25Imo. 874-2667 (machine). 
BRACKETT STREET l2ao- Cozy 2nd floor 
2BDR. open living and kitchen. Landry & 
parldng for one car. $S5O/mo. +<J1I11tIos(gas 
heall. DEERING OAKS- lsi floor spacious 
2BDR. LR. DR and oat-In k~chen. Many 
_.hardwoodfloonl.$5751mo.lndudes 
HIHW. SILVER STREET- lBDR with loft 
and 2BDR unit availablo In SOC\Jrod build-
Ing. expo .. d bf1ck& beam. gas heaI.iaun-
dry-star1fngat$550/mo • ..-.(SORRY-




CONGRESS STREET- 1 BDR. qUI. 1-' 
lAos 1hIn l-nile from USM_ $4501mo. In-
ckJdoo HlHW. Laundry. 758-1447. 
EFFICIENCY- PAV::;PN PARK AREA, Vary 
liliiii. vary nice. OIf-s1rMt p8I1<Ing. prtvatl 
.ray. Must be non-smoI<or. qIiot lifestyle. 
$85.00IwI<. 780-8809 or 871-9065. 
INDIA STREET- SUMy lBOR. newly reno-
vated. AlC. socurity system, off _par\<-
Ing. $6OOIrnorth. 892-4168. 
INDIA STREET- Somy 1 BOR, prtvate dock, 
off street 1*f<Ing. Safe. SOCU'o bUlding. 
$5OOImonth. 892-4168. 
MELLEN ST.- I/BDR. hardwood ftOOI'S. 
modem kitchen with back yard accoss. 
high ceilings. $3951mo. 773-8422. 
PORTlAND. 25 GRANT ST.- 2 bedroom. 
houses/rent 
OFF BRIGKTDN AVE.- SI.Ilny. 3/BDR. gar-
_.daod-endl1root.OIlhoat,_ • • Noar 
bus stop. $7OO1mo. +<J1I1ti ... 8/1. years 
1 ..... 828-7904. 
STRONG- Gracious. private. hilltop farm. 
Fields. woods. 3BOR. 011 hoot. partIaIlyfur-
nlahod. Sept-May. $55OImo. FInrt.laot.socJ 
rots. (207)273-2332. 
seasonal rental 
PEAKS ISLAND- EnchanUng 2BDR cottago 
on ocean. 2 fireplaces. Jacuzzi 1ub. boat! 
bicycles Included. $6951wt<. 773-5573. 
olfices/rent 
hardwood fIoonI. ~pots. $4751mo. HlHW OFFICE SUITES In IerTifIc Exchango St 
Included. 282-5347.ieave message. building. Cornrnlnlty kitchen. UIIllties in-
TO RENT YOUR APAATMENT FAST. and 
to tho highest caliber tenants. call 775-
1234. THE CLASSIFIEDS. and reach ovor 
100.000 peopIo 1IY0ughout Groalor Port-
land! 
WATCH PORTLAND HARBOR'S FOUR 
SEASON BEAUTY from tho 1 & 2IBDR.. 
healed unilB. Enjoy dsy's start with coff .. 
on your 4th. ftoor. kithcen patio in (1) one 
badroomwithdnngroom,ceramictilaba1h. 
NallJrai ftoors and woodwork. complimen-
tary plants growing In the sunny windows. 
(1) 2 bedroom. livtngroom. patio. oat-In 
dlnlogroom. second ftoor. Preparo dinner 
while tho open patio doors allow fall and 
spring warm b<eezes to boost your spirits. 
QuIet. SOCU'I buHdlng offering professional 
salting with olevator and IalXldry room, on-
slle managtli'. Montliyrentais stan at $600. 
SocuriIy doposIt r"",red. showing by ap-
pointment Tuooday-Sunday. CaM 773-1814 
between 10:00am - 4:00pm. Monday thru 
Friday. 
WEST ENDIMAINE MED AREA- Cozy V 
BDR. on Dow Stroot, 2nd. floor. groat for 
student. $S4OImo. InclUdes a •• Available 
Sept. lsi. 799-2439. 
rooms/rent 
DOG & CAT GRooMING- Since 1965. quia! 
atmoophoro. dono In"'Y homo. Plea .. call 
for appointment. 772-1462. 
WEST END- Furnished. carpeted room w/ 
shared kitchen. ivIngroom and bath. $55-
$721wk includes phone. cable. 774-0742. 
cluded. $1501$1751mo. n3-8422. 
art studios/rent 
ARTlsrs STUDIO: ARTISTSONLY BUILD-
ING. AIIlnclusivo renl. $1251mo. -$3251mo. 
878-3497. 
STUDIO SPACE. play space. worI< space. 
dead space. 600 sq.ft. Ideal for photogra-
pher. 9/1 . 828-4637. 
rentals wanted 
LOOKING FORWINTERORYEAR-ROUND 
RENTAL In CamdeniRockportor surround-
Ing CCXJ'11!y side. Local family of 3 seek 2-3/ 
BDR. home from September on. Rotor-
oncos available on request. (207)236-3563. 
MARRIED COUPLE. professionals. seek 
largo. sumy. quot, 2-3/BDR •• healed apart-
ment with yard. $575. 774-1338. 
housesitting 
ACCOMPLISHED POET/INSTRUCTOR 
SEEKS HOUSESITTlNG (cabin/cottage?) 
position forthls school year to poNsh manu-
script. References. (207)833-6563. 
pass this paper on 




Totally Remodeled Storefront 
& 2 apartments 
RICHARD DODGE 
774-5766 
ER \ 1I0\lESEI.LE]{S 
ADVANTAGE APPRAISAL CO. 
~ STATE CERTIFIED 
SERVING SO. MAINE 
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
Compctitve Fees 
60 Exeter St .• Pdd ................ ... 773-9822 
BATH- 4 bedroom. 2 bath. Now systems • 
garage/workshop, deck, nearly-new 
kitchen. fIJI basement & attic . Walk to ev-
.rythIng! $94.000. (207)774-5120. 
EXCELLENT CONDITION: 8 ROOM HOME. 
4 bedrooms. 1 1/2 baths. slate patio and 
garden. WTsp around proch. groat homo 
near Norwich Llni-.lty. SambeI Realty 1-
802-485-3681. 
GOTACAMPGROUNDMEMBERSHIPOR 
TIMESHARE? W.·" take ~! Call Amorica's 
largest~resaledoal­
Inghouse_ ResortSaies international: 1-800-
423-5~7. 
THIS a.ieal.llII WelLIt by TOM TOMORROW 
'(ou MUST RE 
.' BEll. WHAT MoNStEuR. NEWT HAS TA 
'1DU : A WOMAN 15 ~\KE TilE MINoRt 
PART." IN coNGRESS-- yoU hllIST 
HER 1'0 ~~Et";;o,;,~::;:;;;:::~~. 
L-____________________ ~ ______ .~. ~, ______________ ~ ____________________________ ~ ______________ ~~~ , , 
30 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
real estate 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPOR 
TIMESHARE? W.', taka h! CoIl America'. 
largest carrwoundlllmeshanlresaloclaar-
Inghouso. RosortSal .. lnl8matlonoll-800-
423·5967. 
GOV'T FORECLOSED homos from 5%. 
DalInquantTax, Repo's, REO's. YO\I' area. 
(1 )800-898-9778 ext. H-5496 lor c:urront 
listings. 
GOVERNMENT FORECLOSED HOMEShY 
ponnioo on lila Sf . DaIInquant tax., repo' •. 
RED'S, FDIC, RTC, IRS. yo" ..... ToIllr .. : 
1·800·898-9778 ext. H-3439 lor CUtrant 
listings. 
IF YOU SOLD YOUR PROPERTY AND ARE 
RECEIVING PAYMENTS on a mortgage, I 
will buy that mortgage lor cash!! RoW.Klng 
at 800-844-5467. 
OWNERS, BROKERS! AdvortIsayourhouse 
boIore MORE qualified buyOB lor LESS! 
Call 775-1 234 to inquire about Classified's 
dordablo advertising rat .. and put your 
property In the hands of 1I1e roodars 01 
MaIne Timos & Casco Bay WaokIy! 
SElliNG YOUR HOME? Minor ropalrscan 
make the diffai"anco botwoon just listing 
and salNng! 657·2948 David. 
VERMONT MINI FARM, 10 ROOMS. 20+ 
acres, lartastic Yi.w .... $I65.000. College 
town restaurant. 100 seats. near Norwich 
University lor sale or lease, Sambal Roa/ty. 
1·802·485-3881. 
pass this paper an 
taa friend 
Stephen R, Aronson, Ph.D. 
Licensed PsychoJo . 
Proctice SUlce 19~ 
Insurance/Medicaid Reimbwsable 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples. Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772-3176 
Me.·s Therapy Group MOIl. 7·9 pm 
1dU"" Therapy Group 'IU .... H pm 
,\ l\ ~ . i'\'111111. 
Sandtray DRAMA 
Rheatha Forster, LCPC 
Expressive Therapy 
"When Words Fail" 











condos for sale 
WEST END- PRICE REDUCEDT0$55.000.1 
ChanTing 2BDR with bow wildows, some 
hllldwood1loon.cheapgasheat,stonoge& 
off street parking. OlD PORT- Nfty lBDR 
with den. gas heat, Slonlgo, 1aInty, makes 
Ihio a graat In-town homo lor tho .. on the 
go. Cheaper than ron! at $50,950. F .... 
prlvateshowingcall KATHY PHilliPS, BAY 
REALTY- 775-3838. 
land for sale 
HARRINGTON: Waterfront. 21 00'+1· on Flat 
Bay. BoautIft.j marshes, mixed woodlands, 
175 acres. $150,000 . ..... (413)588-8865. 
mobile homes 
mobile homes 
$950 OOWN,$182 0 180 MONTHS (1996). 
70'3BORAPR8.75%VAA.$18.995.t8199. 
Open 9t08, SUnday IOtaS. FIIr1ano_ 
Hom.. (Ex~ 20 011 RI. 93) ll~on, NH. 
$9SO DOWN, $40 A WEEK "NEW" 70' 
3BOR, $18,995. ($181 lor 180 months) with 
APR 8.75% vtII. Don' buy a homo tI1Ioss h 
has a 5 yw: warranty. 18198. Doily 0 to 8, 
Sunday IOta 5. (603)444-6208. Honey-
moonMOBlLHOMES,RI. 18No<th.5m11as. 
lJttleton. NH. 
BEAUTIFUL BATHROOM In Ihio 72' Man· 
alan. and the roat Is just as nice. $29,995 
(603)444-6208. Honoy HOMES. Dally 9 to 
8, Sunday 10 to 5. At 18 North, 6 ...... 
lJttleton NH. 
MODULARS· BROWSERS WELCOMEI 
capo, 4O'xl4', btJIt by New Era so hhasto 
ba good. $45,995. Or the kDrurIous Ranch, 
1 ,400sqJI. The Ranchlsamustaao! Fairtano 
Homos (Exie 20 011 93) n~on, NH. 
YOUR DREAM HOUSE: 2BOR $21.000. 
WhIte Yioyt siding, black sNngIed rod. box 
bay, 6' walls, phone jacks, skylights, LOTS 
OF WINDOWS, deep groan carpoti1g. and 
paddle Ian. Open 9 to 8, Sunday 10 to 5, 
(603)288-4624. FairtMe MobIle Hom... RI. 
3 (ExIt 20 off At 93) Tilton, NH. 
body & soul 
16TH IMINE HEAUNG ARTS FESTIVAL 
"Best Holistic Vacation In Now EngIand". 
Soptentlar 1-4. Workshops on healing & 
poraonaigrowth, ceremony. opecIaI events. 
SwImrring, ....... goumotvagitarfanmaais 
allnan ~Ic nat\nI setting. For brochtn: 
HAF., RI.l, Box 569. BuckIiaId, Me. 04220. 
(207)336-2065. 
body & soul 
HEAL YOURSELF, UNITE BODY, MIND & 
SPIRIT. Unlimited PonIontiai off .... Kripalu 
Yoga, ~Massago.Hw>t-IPY, 
MedItation, SIr ... Reduction, and HoIstic 
Uloslyle EdUcation. 170 U.S. Rt. " 
FUnouth, Mo. CoIl 781·3330. 
JOURNEYS THROUGH BODYWORK, en-
ergy onhancarnont lor women daalng with 
paat or pr_ emottonol trarna. Iv. you 
ready to craat. chango In you' life? Call 
Marie KIng. RN. CMT. 775-5745. 
UGHT OF THE MOON, with CNfJI 40,000 
book titles available, also has • large saloc-
10n ofTarotcards, .nquagllls, and tools to 
heal lila body. mind and spirit 324 Fore St. 
828-1710. Open Dally. 
instruction 
NEW GROUP STARllNG- For women who 
.... 75+1ba. ovorwoight Basad on _ 
Roth'. work. Monday evenings, 6:15-7:45. 
$751mo. Call, 775-1711 . FaclUtatod by 
RACHEL SAGER, LSAC. 
PROFESSIONAl MASSEUR AVAILABLE. 
CondIalightincense, muoIc. 01 massag ... 
Groat ralas. KeIth 761-1924. 
WOMEN'S WORKSHOP- Sacred Search 
lor Connection In RaIationohip. Soptombar 
10. E"l'Ire Grove Campgro..,.,. Cal 87! · 
0196. 
$18,995- CHAMPION, NEWl2BDR. $950 
down 180montns at $181. APR 8.75% VOl'. 
207· 788·4016, LLN Homos (1 mile from 
TlJ1llIke) 1049 Washington Stroat, RI. 202, 
AubumME. 
$18,995- FLEETWOOD, NEWI or$950down 
180 months at $182. APR 8.75% var. Bulk 
so wall ~ has a 5 yw: warranty. 207-786-
4016. LLN Homos (1 milelrom T",,"ko) 
1 049 Waslington Street. At 202, Auburn 
ME. 
WANTED: Vendors & Practhloners lor 
MaIno's first AnImal Health Education Fair, 
October 29, Bath, MaIno. For information 
on booth rental, cal GlorIa Krellman at 
(207}442-7061 . 
WE GOT m 016 basi soling Aaatwood 28 
wide. W. gat them In and befor. you know 
k, they're gone. Wy,n/vo boon on 016 lot and 
and dd not sao the '4403$', como rtght 
back In and look k over, you111ove ~! 11'. 
orly $37.995 hY the 3BDR, 2 both. Froo 
delivery and sat up. Honeymoon MOBIL 
HOMES,RI.18 No<th,5m11ea, uttIeton,NH. 
2MOWITHOUT GLASSES!Salerapid, non-
_glcal, permanent, restoration In 6·8 
weaks. Airline pilot dovaIopad, doctor ap-
proved. F ... lnfonnatfon by mall: (800)422-
7320, (406)961·5570. lax (406)961-5577, 
Satlslactlon Guaranteed. 
CARRIE PETERSON, MA., MS.- LIcansad 
clinical profosslonal eo<.nsaIor. lJcansod 
Marriage & Family therapist By appoint-
ment, 774-6779. 
Announcing the oPl:ning of our new 
8,000 sq. ft. facility including spa, 
sauna, student lounge, bookstore, 
traIning rooms, and library. 
GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUPS dealing 
with: more positive gayldontity, etc ... SlIding 
loa scale. CoIl 773·8856. 
F ... Fall Catalog: P.O. Box 24 
Waldoboro, ME 04572 
(207) 832·5531 
$29,995- RANCH. Sactional, Aaotwood, 
3BDR, 2 bath (6' walls) lots 01 insulation. 
YES, a 5 yoarwarranty! You'! ba impressed 
with how nice this homeraally Is. Daily 8-8. 
SUnday 10·5. 207· 788-4016. UN Homos 
(1 mile from T",,"ke) 1049 Washington 
Stroot, At 202, Auburn ME. 
GIVE THE GIFT OF HEALTH. Holiday gift 
corti1lcatos. Joanne Nelson, LS.W. NOI6O-
..... cul ... Mossago Therapist. 1207)772-
56SO. Supa Sell Classlnads 715-1234 
Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
Lisa Bussey, M.A., L.C.P.C. 
Certified Eating Disorders Specialist 




• Eating ·Relationships 
-Body Image-Sexuality 
l.dl"ld .... " Group 
775-7927 
Shiatsu' Sports· Swedish· Medical· Pre-Natal 
fjiVl tlit fjift of J{uutli 
Hobday Gift C.rMlcotes 
JOANNE NELSON. LSW. 





Michelle Bolen L.e.s. W. 
• Astettivaea 
• ... c.. .. 1 
• Q;1<foood """'" 
• IlISUr;uce Rellnhtltsdlle 
TaJu CluJrge .rrrur Lif. 
759-0284 
'ITUraptutic Massllfft 
Ana Polarity ~rap!f 
Jan Curran 
797-0331 
Prid~. Comer. Wetthrooli: 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF . , 
TAl CHI CHUAN 
TAl CHI FORM SElf-DEFENSE 
~[fj. sen: toning opposing 
1he body 10"", In 
& camng ordor to 
1he mind. control ~. 
STRESS REDUCTION • LONGEVITY 
HEAlTH • INTERNAl ENERGY FLOW 
"A System Promollog Balance 
on a PhySical and Spiritual Lever 
-GMoGokkn 
.1. Cangreu SI. 3nI Floor' nZ-gmt 
Suzanne White 
Certified Mas.age Therapin 
SIMisIJ, S,." rJ-N..,._",J.r Tbnrt" 
S,m, rJ- Ch, .. ;. Pa hlit! 
839-3667 
Pordand/Gorham 
ira Ana. E. KaiFu O.'.l. C.M.T. 
''''\4 Shi4lJN / AcuprtmJrt 
Hdp MainD.in a Healthy Body, 
Mind and Spirit, 
221 SL john SL 




I with Jane Gair I . Couples (t5 Individuals 
$, 774-8633 ~ 
Sutastance Abuse 
c.;ounseling 
Individual - Group' Couples 
Eve. Group for Large Women 
with Food Issues 
Reasonable Rates 
Rachel Sager, LSAC 
C:1I1 775·1711 
7herapeufic J\1.assaye 
Karen Austen, MA, LM.T, 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
7 Days A Week, AJI Holidays 
Same day appointments 
Gift Certificates available 
New Freeport OffICe 





Cherie Howard CMT, NTS 





July 13_ 27 
SNlDTaR--.." 
u .... orle Mills .... u:J'C 615 Con,.a. 50. ... 
''''-J suit«-407 
expressive therapist P""'"J. M.; ... 04101 
MACROBlonc LlffSmE CoUNSEUNG . 
~
DA'Y:~ AchieVing Health & Happiness 
through Diet & Way of Life 
fi 
Dr Deborah Waugh 
797·314i 
Fall Session 
Begins Sept. 7 
• Casco Bay Movers 
871 ·10B 
775·5817 
Qeansing in a safe environmenl 
Polarity, Ma<sage, Reflexology 
Yarmouth Office 
846-1482 
PAST lifE REGREssioN' CodEPENdENCY ISSUES 
EMOTiO'lAI ClEARiNG • INNER Cf-tild/GuidE WORk 
ANITA LANDINO, CHT 0 (207) 7S0-0S}) 
.... Carrie PetersoD, MA, MS. 
,. LCPC / LMFf 
23 WI'STST. 
PORTUND. ME 04102 
By APPOINThIENT; 114.f>119 





Cmifitd Massagt ThtrapjstJ 
call 874·1130 for appt. 
instruction 
B R I [) (; T L) :\l, \1 E & II l ' Il S 0 :--J , :--J H 
Massage Therapy Certification Program 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTlnITE FOR THERAPEUllC ARTS 
Course of srudy provides training in: 
Anatomy & Physiology· Pathology. Ethics & Prof .... ioruo!ism • Swedish M .... g< • 
Health Service Management· Sport. Ma.sage • Neuromuscular T «hnique • Circulatory 
& Lymphatic M""'I:< • &Stem Techniques. Hydrotherapy· Public Health & Hygiene 
Awlocaaoo...., now being accepted (or ... r Fall 1995, 9 month Malo.,. Therapy Prognm. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTlnITE FOR THERAPEUllC ARTS 
49 Main St., Bridgton, ME 04009 • 207,647·3794 
153 Lowell St., Hudson, NH 03051 ·603·882·3022 
AMT A COMTAA approved program 
Windhorse Studio 
Photographer and Bookmaker 
Mark Emerson 
Workshops & Private Lessons 
34 Danforth st. Portland 8284299 
DANCE CLASSES In Jazz. Ballot, Tap, 
Straalfl.nk & Dancernagic. Kids & adults. 
CASCO BAY MOVERS, 871-1013. 
PIANO LESSONS· Allages. alilevois. Expe. 
rienced, qualified teacher. Individualized 
instruction. PAT VlACH, 839-7873. 
professional servo 
DAVID A_ LOUmE 
General Practice of Law 
Specializing in municipal, 
zoning and local property 
tax abatement law. 
Weekend or Evening Consultation 
by appointment 
799-4922 
professional serY. . business services computers 
BROWN & MEYERS TRANSCRIPTION: 
Stato-ot· the-Arl Equipmont24-Ho" Die· 
tation Uno. Modern Support. W. transcriba 
overything! 846·04201800-785· 7505. 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY "WHEN WORDS 
FAIL' M Writing, Sardtray, Drama. Rhoatha 






Commercial - Residential 
Masonry Concrete Tile 
Flreptaces & Chimneys 
References- Free estJ Full insur. 
(207) 727-4867 W. Buxton, Maine 
·FOR SERVICE PROr-ESSIONALS you can 
trust to do qualhy WOO, don't lorgat to look 
In lila BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
every week! 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES. General con-
tractinglmalntonanco. RomodoIing, bath-
rooms, kitchens, finished basomortts, roof-
ing, docks, add~ions, IntoriOf/exterior palnt-
lng, vinyl siding, completo mobilo homo 
set-up & saMes. No job too big or small. 
Promp1reliabieservico.ln'LJ'ed.871 ·0093. 
D.C. PACKING & MOVING SERVICES. Pick-
up and deilveryserYicos. AssorrbIy of most 
househokt or offl~e ;tems. Excellent ref.-
eneas, resonable rates, FREE estimates. 
Stop in at 163 Lancasters, SLitoI62V, Port-
land. Call ... Fax 1207)871 -0543. 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. 
EIftcIen~ reliable, reasonabIorates. 12 yeatS 
experience. References. Free estimates. 
774·6467. 
INTERIDRlEXTERIOR PAINTING, renova' 
tlons. Reasonable rates, references avail· 
abl •. Fully Insured, FREE estimato •. Call 
Laon F. Jondrasko, 772-6448. 
MICHAEL'S CLEANING SERVICE. Busi-
nesslresidentia/. Inexpensive, reliable SElf· 
Yico. Froa Estimates. Rof ... oncos. 767-3962. 
MIKE'ZTREE&tAN:>SCAPINGSERVlCES-
Rapairdamaged troos! Pn.ning, removal 01 
dangerous limbs, tops, trees, feeding, 
sll6npgrlnding. Oosignlinstallation of gar-
dens, lawns. and loneas. Certified AborisV 
I..andscapor, insLJ'ed. 883·87461799-0689. 
RAIN GUITERSCLEANEDlREPAIRED, win· 
dows Washed, minor home repairs, oddddd 
lobs Insidoloutsldo. 657-2948, David. 
SAVE 50·70% ON LONG DISTANCE/SOO 
SERVICE lor buslnosslhomo. 13.91conts/ 
minuto, FREE calling card. PNG CortYnuri· 
cation, 800-585·8886. 
TUCKER'S UGHT TRUCKING, malnte· 
nance &professional moving. House-clean-
Ing, troo wor1<, rubbish ramoval . CI ..... ng 
attics, basements. Fl'99estlmat8S, low rates. 
761-0193. 
computers 
APPLE II GS- Color monitor, color printer, 
2-drives, assorted software. Works great! 
$700/B.0. 772-90061874·7925(10, mo.· 
sage). 
PERSONAL COMPUTER Owners-Earn 
good income oIIering si"l'lo SOI"Iices PT. 
Froa list of 100 baslSOI"Iicos. PC Publish-
Ing, CBW, 577 Crossfield Rd., K.oIP" Pi\. 
19406. 
financial 
$5,000 CREDIT! GUARANTEED AP-
PROVAL No deposit no chocking account 
nocossary. Qualify lor major credit card. 
Badlnocrodl-noproblarn.l·800-259·7473. 
CaU24 hrs. 
BORROW $100-$100,000 FAST, CONFI-
DENTIAL Nocollateral! Auto. personal. dobt 
consollda1on, business, residential. Call 24 
hours toillraa. 800-444·6599. 
CASH LOANS· $500-$5000. No collateral 
raqLi,od. Bad crodit 01<. 1-800·330·8063 
oxt.539. 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? Dno low 
monthly payment. Cut interest. No 
harrassmonl No lao. Counseling avallablo. 
Non·prolitagancy. NACCS 1-800·681-5353 
oxt. '47. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS? We'll repalr/restoro 
yOU" credit regardless of history. Fast, af-
lordable, 100% guarantood. Credit Foun· 
dation, Inc. 800·556·6755. Not a loan com-
pany. 
DEBT CONSQUDA TION. Cut payments 20-
50%. Stop c~lections. Avoid bankruptcy. 
Help wtth IRS dobts. Reduce interost. Not a 
lender. Ucensed/bonded. (Non· profit) 
MCCS 1·800·787-7235. 
HELP SAVE A TREE : 
RECYCLE THIS PAPER 
AUGUST 24, 1995 31 
financial 
FREE DEBT CONSOUDATlON·ONE PAY-
MENT. Too many dobts, overdue bills. cut 
payment 30·50%. Roduce Interest Stop 
lato lao •• $4,000-$100,000. NCCS (Non-
profit) Ucansadlbonded, M·S. 800·955-
0412. 
HOMEOWNERS- NEED MONEY? Cred~ 
problems? New purchases18i1l consolida· 
tion? All cred~ considered. Prior bankrupt· 
cles OK. 1 (800)399·2424, Olympus Mort· 
gage COfnpany. 
LOAN APPROVED. GOOD OR BAD CREDIT. 
Bariuuptcy accepted. Guaranteed resutts 
In 30 minutas.l ·800-410-7105. 
OVERDUE BILLS? Debt consolidation. Cut 
payments 20-50%. Stop collections. Avoid 
bankruptcy. Holp with IRS dobts. Roduco 
Interest. Not a lender. Ucensed'bonded. 
(nonprofi~ MCCS. 1-800·787·7235. 
items for sale 
BOWHUNTING EQUIPMENT· 
BOWHUNTERS DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 
America's largest archery supplier, stocks 
ave, 5000 bowhunting ~oms at 20·40 % all 
retail. Call 1-800-735·2697Iorfroo 184 pago 
catalog. 
CABLE TV CONVERTORS & 
DESCRMBLERS. Bast prices guarantaad. 
1-800-797-5333. Doaler inqLiries- ELEC-
TRONIC DOG lRAINERS,Anti-barl< collars 
& pet containment systems. Guaranteed 
best bricos. 1·800·246·9751 Dealer. 
FOUR 14' DINLOP TIRES; two boys blkos 
11) 5·spood Schwinn (1) 18 speed Diamond 
Back; 5' col ... TV; ironing board cabinot. All 
Items bost offer. 772-3256. 
If you are t"blkillg about self-illlpIlYllClIlellt, tly allY one of the various henltll practitioners found ill Casco Bay Weekly's Wel/lless DirectOlY, 
If keepillg your business healthy i.<; your illtent, theu advertise ill the Weekly Welllless DirectOlY, Call 775-1234, 
Transcendental Meditation® 
program A simple, natural technique to: 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi who introdllccd 
TfaDsceadelltal Meditation 37 years ago 
and brought elllightenmeDI10 millions of 
people iD the world, is nOW introducing 
total knowledge of Naturnl Law. 
- Eliminate Stress 
• Reduce anxiety 
• Improve Health 
• Enjoy life more 
Introductory Lecture Every 
Wednesday 7:00 pm at Maharishi 
Ayur. Veda School 
575 Forest Ave., Ptld. 




Accepting new members, 
Dealing with a variety of issues. 
'tuesdays, 5:15.7:15 p,m. 
$75/monthly 
MASSAGE 
& Energy Therapy 
KTUten Wat..on, CMT 
Rdh Practitiana-
Gorham, ME 839-7867 
Call 775-7927 
Therapeutic Massage & Body Work -1 
Introductory Offer 1 .1 Hour $25UO 
PRiSOlLA URBAN,CMT. 












Ancient Eastern Healing Art in Motion 
~ Sept. 9th-10th $150 
~ Norman Demun 
1st of 6 therapeutic segments 
incorporates Tai Chi principles 
o 
o 
Pre-registration required. Tricia Ruge: 
773·1402 ~--------------------------------_I~ 
FREE Clas~ 
September 6 fit 7 




Dip!. C.G. Jung Ins!. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St., Portland. ME 04101 
n2-2779 , 
-/'1-n -jtty -n-n-n-J6y-PJ-n -j4y- jIy -py-n-?Y-j6y-~- j.1y- jry-n-jly-~ .. 
.~ r'lCristine Scfiares 9 YEARS EXPERIENCE ~. 
k ~tiona!Iy Certifiea'MSI Therapeutic Massage ~. 
.~ Soutli gray' 657-2948 Emotional Clearing ~. 
.;: • ~irst9{our Swwn $25 • Energy BalanCing ~. , , 
- juy- jgy .. ftty -jly .. jYy - jTy .. ;o, -jtJy -Juy .. illY .. j#y .. j1y - j#y .. jIly - jtry .. py - ftty .. irJ .. jDy .. j4y -.irJ -
~NATHALIE H. SHERIFF~ 
Certified Massase Therapist 







MARK NAKELL, MA. LCPC 
Counseling • Psychotherapy 
1 Pleasant Street • Portland 
(207) 773-4413 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
.. 
32 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Items .or sale 
IF YOU'RE THINKING OF A WATER GAR-
DEN, send lor ()(J' catalog with aN tho lates1 
products. $2.50 with _ coupons 
towardyourftrsl order. U.S. chock ormonoy 
order. Fairfield Garden, Dept. C. 445 Route 
46, W. Farilioid. NJ. 07004. 
OOORS FROM SEPTIC STACK VENT? Our 
proven product SWEETSTACK virtlAally 
eliminates this problem. Instal In mlr<Jtes. 
Envirorvnentally saf.. Enjoy your yard. 
$49.95 plus $6.00 S & H. Capo Code 
EnvlroTech. (207)452-2842. Fr .. broch ..... 
PRESSURE CLEANERS- NEW! 1760-$199 .• 
2000-$399 .• 3000-$699 .• 3500-$899. 
Loaded Feclory direct. Catalog. """"'t 
del. Lowes1 price gtd. Tax trH. 24 hIS. 1-
B00-333-WASH(9274) 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & SAVE! 
Cartridges from $45.00 InclUdIng pick-up 
and delVery. Guaranteed. Discounted toner 
lor copiers avallabl •. W. buy empties. BOO-
676-ll749. 
ROOMSIZERUG. 9')(12'. Dustyrose. Used 
only 2 months. moved and doesn'ttit in new 
plac •. Paid $200. a.ldng $7518.0. Call n5-
1234 days and ask lor Joline or 628-0115 
...... ngs alter 5:30 and I .. vo name and 
number. 
T-SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED$3.50 FROM 
FRUIT OF THE LOOM. Hat. $2.75. Mugs, 
and mor •. F(.jl Nn.of embroidery. Fr .. coIor 
catalog. 1-BOO-242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 
40. 
TEMPLE STUART MAPLE DINING ROOM 
SET. 6O's vintage. Includes tabI • • 8 chairs, 
buttat. Must sell! $599. (207)865-4636. 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE- 229 Con-
~ St. Buying/Seliing used fumiture In 
good condition. Buraaus. tables & chairs, 
a ........ couches and bedroom sets. Also 
some used appliances, antiques, 
housewares. Call 761-0193. 
WICKER and RATTAN tmi1ure- new. used 
and antique. THE WICKER SHOP. W .... 
646-8555. 
yard sales 
PORTLAND. VERRILL ST.- MIltf-famlly (5) 
yaId sale. Sat-Soo .• 9:00am-2:00pm. Fur-
rIture. wooden sleds. shutters,etc ... Lotsot 
stuff for everyone! 
RUMMAGE SALE- LOCATION: 32 Grant 
St. Portland, 1.1 •• DATE & TIME: Saturday, 
August 26 trom 9:00am 10 3:00pm. Items 
inckJcle, men's dothes (T-shirts and sweat-
ers L & XL, trousersj. glassware, linens. 
kitchen kerns. knickknacks. books. old al-
bums and a Iarg. assor1ment of miscella-
neous Items. Everything must go! 
give away 
BEAUTIFUL SILVER MAINE COON CAT, 
tr .. to good horne. PI .... call days, 799-
4383, for information. 
arts 
getaways 
FALL RATES FOR GOlFERS & BEACH 
LOVERSI MrytIa Beach. S.C. NIcely ap-
pointed 2 bed, 2 bath condo wl ocean'llew. 
Weeks. $12S-$350. (207)833-2978. 
VERMONT LAKEFRONT CABINS- FUR-
NISHED SPACIOUS CABINS on peacalul 
lake, OlCceilent fishing. swimming, large 
wooded campsites. hook-ups. Hatvey's 
lJIk. Cabins & Can1>gro<nj. RR1, West 
Bamot, Vermont. 05821 . 802-633-2213. 
music 
HOllE MIDI RECORDING STUDIO: 
Harclwara: 
D-50; Matrix-6: Matrix 1000; 
Proteus 2; Taseam 688; 
spx-90; Midverb II; 8-channel 
rack mixer; Studio 3; Peavey 
monitor amp and speakers; 
Akai dual cass; Ultimate 
support stand;7-slot rack; 
all necessary cables, 
2 surge protectors 
Software: (Macintosh) Vision, 
Galaxy Plus, OMS, Finale, 
'M', over 2,000 patches. All 
original disks and manuals. 
Complete and as is ONLY. 
$6,000 + shipping 
766-4425 
jnorberry@aol.com 





Is the pIKe 10 gel K right! 
Clean, Sewe Rohoatsal_ . _ Md EIoc1riOty 
ProfessioNI ~ 
Yearly, ~. -.y, r.o..tv Ieasir9 
2 room sizes 
Data Base and nlormation c.r..r 
CIJb Owno.-. AgMt & VIP IAsits 
~hou!s 
Mossagi1g, Eq..ipner< AenIaIs 
Bask: Set Up. 
Wheels boats 
HONDACRX.1989-BIue.AMlFMcassette, 
9OK ....... 5-speod, greet M.P.G. Excolent 
condtIon. $4,800. 781-4457. 
-DON'T PAY MOREmAN $25tosell your 
vehicle! The Classifteds win keep your cor. 
truck, bus, RV. or motorcyie n.mIng until ~ 
sells lor only $25! Cal n5-1234 or FAX ~ to 
n5-1615. VIIaiMC accapted. JAGUA XJ6 1987- Pearl wIite, sable inte-
rior. AI factory options, 80t<. $9,995. 783-
AUDl80, 1990-Automatic. 4/dl. black, sun- 3331i1783-3729_' 
root. /IIC, power wirlcfoWllllocl<s. $5.100/ ________ --__ ---: 
B.O. m -8011 days. 799-8090evenngs. JAGUARXJ61990-SOVEREIGN.Charcoai 
grey. gray 1aa1her. All optiona. $14,900. 
AUDI90. 1990-561<, whitalblacklea1her. " 783-3331i1783-3729. 
options. Uk. new. $12,5OO1B.0. 772-1324 __________ _ 
leave message. JEEP CHEROKEE LAREDO. 1988- Red. 4-
door. 4WD. AlITO. 6-<:y1. A1C. Excellent 
BLACK NISSAN PATHFINDER. 1994- Ex- condtIon! 95K. $7,500/8.0 . 767-5970. 
colen! condition. 261<, V-6, 5'P'!, 4WO. 
ThJIe rack. $18,000. (207)785-4308. UNCOLNTOWN CAR, 1985- Loaded, mint 
------SlEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porsches. CAPE DORY30, 1984- Cutterdelsel, pres_ 
CadiIIacs. Chevys, BMW .. Corvettes. Also suized,tVCwater,eqlipmentist.$38,000. 
Jeeps. 4WO· • • You- area. ToIltr .. : 1-BOO- Call 77S-1879. 
898-9778 ext. A-3439 lor current listings. ________ --: __ 
CHRIS CRAFT 33' FLYBRIDGE. Comfort-
SUBARU GL 4X4 WAGON. 1984- Classic! abIy",-" 4. New Interior. Bought bigger 
Much more than a winter baat .... $I.soo. boat! $49.000. (207)934-7812. 
wSZ8-350M0646-5427. 
TWENTY· TWO YEAR OLD German Beauty 
....... new 10_- 1973 BMW 3.051- Gw-
many-Argentina- San Diego- MaIne. BItcI*l· 
ride wlbltchln· _. wheel .. CD. etc. Frat 
eNid lote August. must .. U! $3000. 878-
3291 . 
DUFOR 27' -Sleepo5. diesel. 6·salls,French 
styling. Very ... worthy, roomy. Manyex-
tras. $10.soo. 846-1066. 
EViNRUDE 6 H.P.- Starta and runs great 
Fresh water only. $325.()()Jbest off«. Call 
n5-5958. 
VOLVO lBOOES. 1973. $4.000. MIk., 282- FOURWlNNS 1990-26' CRUISER. VO. 70 
5985 0( 282-2266. FIW hours. AI amenities. Consider trade. 
VOLVO DL, 1982- 4-door. 5-speed, tape 
decI<.llI\root, newtires. $8001B.0. CharU • • 
772-9012. 
VOLVO P18 1973- Sports wagon, 4 speed. 
wIO.D. 31 K $6.995. 783-33361783-3729. 
vw CAMPER VAN. 1973- Sleepsfour. 97K. 




FRIENDSHIP SLOOP 24'- Flbarglass. 
Equipped for day salling. $4.500. Ott .... 
considered. Call Roy. 775-2936. 
KLEPPER AERIUS 11- Idoubl.; rec.n~ 
loldboat). KI.pp.r paddles. rudd.r. 
spraysldr!. all fine condirton. ~1 ,800. 
(207)586-5202. 
LASER 14' SAIL BOAT; Fiberglass. com-
plet. wlmast, booms, sail. etc •.• CadcIy. 
Excellentcondition. $1 .000.(207)948-3735 . 
CADILLAC ELDORADO 197()- 95% r.-
stored. New sticker. excolent condition. 
....,. g_. $2.150. Moving. must .... 892-
4521. 
condtIon, 85K miles. $2.50018.0 . PI.... SUSUKI GS605E- 1982, New sprockets, 
col 839-4226. leev. message. chaln&battery. r.eslbrakesyoarold.$500. 
Call Pm •• 773-3282. 
UNCOLN TOWN CAR, 1989- SlgnatIn, 
loaded. dark grey wlblack rogtop, 1ea1her 
Interior. Begant! 88,000 wei-maintained 
miles. Asking $8.500. 772-2502. 
CHEVYCAMARO Z-28, 1981- V-8. t-Iops. 
4-speed. AM-FM. cassette. great sound 
system, _lent shape. only 79K mles. 
Must see! $4,2001B.0. 773-8759, leave 
message. 
CHRYSLER NEWPORT. 1972- 70K,400V-
8. Classic vehicle. only 2nd owner. bought 
trom little old lady IreaDy) Great condition. 
$1 .8OO/B.0. 773-8759. leav. message. 
CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE. 1963- 400 
small block. 4-speed, .xcolentshape. Blue 
with whk. lop. $19.995. 783-3331i1783-
3729. 
UNCOLN TOWN CAR. 1989- SignalLr •• 
loaded. d8I1< fP'Y wiblack ragtop. 1ea1her 
interior. Begantl 88.000 well-maintained 
miles. Asking $8,500. 77:1-2502. 
M.G. MOB GT 1974- Completely refol-
blshed. hard top. Very rare. $2.995. 783-
3331i1783-3729. 
SUZlKlINTRUDER 1400, 1987- Very fine 
condtIon. '3.600. Serioos calls only. 774-
6659. Loav. message. 
trucks/vans 
MAZOAMIATA,1990- Red, S-speed. hard- CHEVY 510 PICK-UP, 1987- Black/red, 4-
lop, now soft lop. Only 21 K miles, luggage cyI •• Ssp., extended cab. cap. 8OK. $3.5001 
rack. ""'t condtIonl $10.950. 879-9010. B.O. 883-4545. Well-maintained! 
MERCEDES l00-E, 1987- F(.jly loaded. all 
options. very "";1 maintained. 76K Must 
sell! $9.30018.0. (207)781-2247. 
MERCEDES 2400.1962- NavyllM. 175K. 
BaautttuI. strong & solid. Must ... ! $5,000/ 
FORD F-150 PICKUP. 1987- Hu recent 
factory paint lob. 6/cyi. 5-speed. runs groat. 
Needs some worI<- nothing major. No bad 
rust.$2.5OOIII.0. 628-5443. days, (207)797-
4085 alter 3:00pm. 
LYMAN 24 ' W/CUTTY CABIN, fiberglass, 
275ih.p. Inboard angina. Excellent condi-
tion. In Casco Bay. AskIng $8.000IB.0 . 
(617)444-7874 or (207)766-5621 . 
NEWICK 43 ' TRIMARAN WING MAST 
SLOOP. Fast ocean cruiser for 3. Daisel. 
retr1gerator, radar. loran, propalne stove & 
heat. St4>urb construction. Inventory. con-
dition & 1InIsh. $110,000. (207)439-3768. 
SAlLBOAT- 26' Paatson.Compass , naught 
mot .... depthtlnder. Main. 120. 150. spinna_ 
ker. l983 MerCI6Youtboard. 9.8 HP.ExceI-
lent condition! Call (207)539-2387. 
CORVETTE. 1984- Blue, OlCceIIent condI- B.0 . 871-1075. 
tion. OrIginalowner.tolIy~$11 ,OOO. _________ _ 
925-1034. MERCEDES BENZ 380,1984- One owner. 
SAlLBOAT- E'oghteen loot Albacore. Corn-
fortabIe dey-sailor. TIv .. salls. trailer. Ex-
ISUZU RODEO, 1993- Red. 4WID. A1C. cellon! condition. $1.000. Cal 773-4200. 
automatic, luggogo rack. 33K. Book. 
$19,200 .• asking $17.200. 283-4979. 
DODGE 400, 1983- CONVERTIBLE, new 
top, new tires, new sticker. Stored wi1ters. 
$2375 o.b.o. 856-2143 
DODGE DART - '75. 4-d00r, automatic. 318. 
souIhomcar.$550. Leave nerne & number. 
n3-6765. 
FORD ESCORT WAGON LX. 1994. like 
new! Needed bigger car. 5-speed. war-
ranty. 4-snows, /IIC. AMlFM. power steer-
ing. $9,000. (207)780-6651 . 
FORD LTD. 1983- New shock,. sIMs, ex -
haust. Stick ... good thru Decornbor. $800/ 
B.O. 865-4255. 
silver. bluedo1h interior .All factory options. 
$7.995. 783-3331i1783-3729. 
MERCEDES BENZ 450-SLC, 19n- _ . 
tan leather. All options. one owner. $7,995. 
783-33381783-3729. 
MERCURY COUGAR BOSTONIAN PACK-
AGE, 1986- Loaded, V-6. 3.8 IItor engine. 
Very well maintained. 122KAsklng$2,900. 
Call 892-0191. 
NISSAN SlENTRA SER, 1991- 69K Sports 
model. beautllul condition. $7.000IB.0. 
Leav. message. n3-3956. 
SEA KAYAK- VAlLLEY SKERRAY wlnew 
peddle & spray skirL $950/8.0 . (207)798-
JEEP WAGON. 1977-6-cyl.Goodmechanl- 4708 (603)466-9469. (Ask lor Brian Gehan). 
cally. needs body work. Floor solid. $350/ 
B.0 . 774-1518. 
VWCAMPER. 1974-Goodenglne.Camper 
tumm.r •. Needssome brakeand bodywork. 
$500. 773-3898. 
RV's 
1995SUNUNE27' TRAVEL TRAILER. Model 
T2670. Purchased in May. used twico. 
SI •• ps 8. Has all options plus 19' 
screervoorn. $12.80018.0. 1617)284-4928. 
SlEARAY20·. 1988- Cuddy&trailer. Profes_ 
sIonaIy maintained. Dcean and lak •• sleep 
and ski. Versatil. _y boat. Quiet. VHF, 
Loran and more! Flrts $9500 gets H! 
(207)767-33015. 
WHITEHALL ROWING BOAT. A classic In 
ftbergl.... $700. Fiberglass salNng boat, 
12'. $350. 77&-2938. 
YELLOW SEA KAYAK, expedition quality 
Valley Nordkapp. Two postholes, bun-In 
handpt.mp. $950. Cal 743-8200. 
lessor< 
AVOIllbIo Soon. Fo. InIo.l_rwtion: 
1f 207-828-6266 
....... _--
50 1I0I10. St, SoiI.1A, 1341. So. .......... 1IE 04101 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK 
FOR GMC. FORD. CHEVY. Dodge, AMC's 
Including COD's & trelght $99.00 (Imports 
$119.00) delivered UPS. Call Greg at 1-
B00-561 -6265 tol tr ... 
OLD CUTLASS SUPREME. 1984- Solid 
transportation; FORD TEMPO, 1985- New 
brakes, 0lChaust. alternator. power steering 
pump. etc. n5-0544. 
PORCHE. 1965- Classic 356C. EverythIng 
is new, needs an ilterior. $8.000lnvested or 
B.O. (207)633-7006. 
boats recreaUon 
ARTISTS AND ART STUDENTS- Volunteer 
help wanted for Congress Square mural. 
Opportunity to laam outdoor enamel paint-
Ing techniques and materials with Tony 
Taylor, I.ading Portland rruralis!. Flexible 
scheduling Fndays and Saturdays. August 
and September. Call Tony, 774-7652. 
BEGINNING PIANO LESSONSlnyourhorne 
or my Main Street Yarmouth studio. I spe-
cializein children but aU agas are Welcome. 
I make laamlng tun! Master of Music trom 
University of Mlchegan. Local references 
avallabl • • Call Unda Blanchard, 846-5891. 
GEOPRIZM, 1994- Dklred, autornatic,AC. 
ASS. AMlFM cassette, 11 K miles. Extented 
warranty. $12,8OOIB.0 . 798-4740. 
HONDA CMC HATCHBACK OX. 1994-
Aztec green. 26K, AlITO. excellent condi-
tion. Original warranty. $9.500. 772-9535. 
SATURN WAGON, 1994- Uk. new! 16K. 
Under warranty. Twin cam. AMlFMlCASS. 
Mother had stroke, rrust buy van. New. 
$15,200; will sacrifice for- $12.500/B.0. 
(207)933-2673. 
~SELL YOUR BOAT FOR ONLY $25!1-
Sure. It's worth much more than that! But, 
Ier only $25 The Classi1ieds wRi advertise 
yo ... boat until you so" It! Cal (207)n5-
1234 for more Information. VIsaIMC ac-
cepted. 
12' FOAM-FILLED INFLATABLE BOAT. 
Cannot sink 0< lose alrl Strong, lightweight. 
Flbergals bottom. $1,295. 767-2833. 
PEAKS ISLAND BIKE RENTAL- Tak.atour 
of our scaric and historic island on one of 
Brad's ReCycled Bikes. See wildln • • old 
oometeri .. and torts. Explore ()(J' rocky 
backshor •. Watch 1he sun set over Port-
land. Browse and snack at 1he MercantIle , 
115 Island Av ....... (207)766-5831 . 
animals 
CALL FOR ARnSTS- The second annual 
FaM For Art. a visual arts advenhJre in down-
town Portland, _local artists to dispiay 
and sell 0< to open studios to tho public 
Saturday, October 7. To take part. call Maine 
Art • • 772-9012. 
bed & break'asts 
MATINICUS ISLAND, TUCKANUCK 
LODGE- Quiet. r.mote. hiking trails, sandy 
beaches, birds. Puffins on Matinicus Rock! 
Box 217. Matinicus, Main. 04651 . (207)-
366-3830. 
getaways 
BAHAMA CRUISE- 5-daysl4-nights, under 
booked! Mustsell! $2791couple.limkedtick-
. ts. Cal (800)935-9999. ext. 4553. Mon.-
Sat .• 9am-l Opm. 
BAHAMAS CRUISE- 5 daysl4 nights. 
Underbooked. Musts.lI. $279/couple. Um-
ked tickets. Call1 -800-935-9GGG ext. 429, 
MondaythroughSatl.rday.9ro&m-9:OOpm. 
1968 FOUR WINNS 235 SUN DOWNER 
CUDDY CRUISER w/galvanized tandem 
Shoriandertraller. Manyextras! Perfecto..,-
night tamJlyllish boat wlall comforts of horne. 
Everything showroom condition. AbsokJt. 
steai! $1 7,000. (207)767-2438. 
20' SLOOP, ONE-OF·A-KiND Daysaller by 
Lyman-Mors • . Cored. Baitek fiberglass. 
North sai ls. Kenyon Spars. Harken fittings. 
Trailer. $7500 call or tax (207)832-69301. 
23' HERRESCHO~F SLooP- Saaworthy. 
pr. tty. fine condition. $5,000. Write: ' Mar-
lin'. Box 253. Waldoboro, ME 04572. 
26' BRISTOL AUXlUARY SLOOP- 6 h.p. 
Johnson. Good condition! $6,000. Call 
(207)564-7612 or (207)564-0819. 
BRISTOL 19' WIFULL KEEL, smlcabln wl2 
berths. new head. 2Isalls&spinraka-. trailer 
&mahogatrf banchseats. $2.50018.0 . 879-
2662. 
BROADWATER- 31 '. 318 ct.ysler motor. 
sleeps 6, filii bath, w/traller. $l .800/B.O. 
772-4635. 
CANOE- 16 foot wooden d asslc Baamy. 
Needs work.$175lbestolter. Cail775-5958. 
Vet Watch 
~. 
n.c (or )'Ow pel everyday 
wbilc you 're at work or away 
(207) 774.l254 ..... NkboboD-O'BritD 
ROO I'RACTITlONER 
RII~I IMSID lIAOiER 
:\\ ~MD 'EO/l. SHAMANICPRACTlTlONER 
~ "... II'ECIAlJllNG IN 
TREAmG ANIMALS 
DAlIA I. lOffUR 
, (2G7) 62U911' 
, (2G7) 146-9427 • 
Get results WIth a 
caw Oassifled AD. 
775-1234 
aninals 
You can leave kitty 
home alone ... if you call 
urban catsitters 
• 1 Xl2X daily visits 
• fully insured 
(207)761-9651 
Member 
National Association of 
Professional Pet SiUers (NAPPS) 
adult services 
MRl8ME mUND NYMPH SO£ 
Saxually Open Minded Men. Married or 
Single 0.1<. Jusllor tun, not tor money. Cal 
Me: 1-900-745-245315. $2.99/min. 18+. 
BISEXUAL PLA YMA TES- All Hot! AI Sox! 
All BI. 18+, $2.99Imln. 1-900-745-7075. 
COME WITH ME! Erotic fantasias 
.xpiored .. .I ·m barely legal but I can take k 
atrfwayyou wantlo! 1-800-991 -1888 or 1· 
800·430-5940, 18+. 
GIRLS' GIRLS' GIRLS' Talk liv. - 24 hrs. 
1-900-656-2100 Ext. 2479. $3.99/mln. 
18y... Procal Co. (602)954-7420. 
MEET SUBMISSIVE WOMEN!!! Who don't 
play games! Enjoy sax! Lust! Good times! 
Parti.s! FREE 24 ho ... m.ssag.! Cal now! 
1312)670-9696. Danlelle. 
NO CHARGE To meet wtth WMnay. V.ry 
Busty with )(.jcy bottom. Long legged Blond 
girt near downto'M1, looking for safe, fun 
time. Cal 1-900-435-6120, message box 
0652. 
SEXUAL BRUNETTE. WEST END- Loves 
wearing Black Ungerie with silk stocking. 
overmy36oo breasts &shaply body. Leav. 
m.ssag. in box 10013 fo< discr .. t meet-
ings. t -900-435-6120. $2.99/mln. 
SWINGERS! BISEXUALS! Get Portland 
names & homo phone n ...... bers. Try n, tt 
works! 1-900-420-<J.420 Ext. 16t. $2.951 




... and other lite ,.woo services 
lfyou'veevercleaned up 
for the cleaning people ... 
or worse. cleaned up 
afterlhem ... 
You need me in your life. 





, Int. t rd. R .. nov.tion •• 
• Ad<lit l"" •• Porches / Declo • 




experienced 00 insured 
david norris 
775-3695 
AUGUST 24. 1995 33 
adult services dating services 
----------., -r--------------AliiCjiisT~S-if()i>-iO-Hl()1iiEST-)ii)-S---- ! ~ ~ : REJlC A'O·S • REJlC WOIKEK • REAC SEX : 
: Wamlnglll These Personals are sexually explicit and may offend some : 
: people when heard In their entire : 
: BI nd I t h t bodyrubs wRh navored Oils. Come get a taste .... ........... ..... BOX 2740 t 
I KAYlA; Foxy 0 • n 0 0 BOX 7061 I 
I AMANDA' Love to give and receive bodyrubs. Come feel your way ......... -... ............. .. ..... I 
I Se' h' I I phone partner No charge to call my house .. .. ................. . BOX 6140 I MEGAN: arc 1119 or regu ar. . BOX 4598 
: ROXANNE: 36-24-36 divorced Brunette, seeks new partner lor evening fun ..... ... ............ BOX 4390 
I YVETTE: CENSORED (EXPUCfT) .... ... .......... _ .................................... .................... ........ _.... X 3623 
: RIDGETTE: 4200-28-36 seeks 18-50 as pleasure partner. Very Oral ............................. BO 
t B . h he . ht rt BOX 7163 I MICHELLE: 36-24-29. Will try anything once wrt t ng pa ner .............. .... ................ 486 
: KASHA: CENSORED (EXPUCfT) ._ .......... _ ..... ....... .. ........ ...... . : ........................................ ..... BO~!o..2 
I MAGGIE: Natural Redhead wrth bedroom eyes seeks momlng lover. very hot ................. BO X 7920' 
I RED (EXPLIC"" ..... ..... ... ....... .. _ .... . BO COUlA: CENSO •• /.. ....... ......... ........... ... ...................... ..... . 
! TRUE COKKECTIOKS 18 + 2.99 PER MIN. 








18+ $2.50-$4.99 MIN. SCI (302) 996-2787 
OIEATING 1I0USEWIVES 
NEED 1I0RNl' 1\IEN NOW! : 
1-800-785-4676 
1-900-435-6263 
18+ $2.50-$4.99 MIN. SCI (302) 996-2787 
6".,· ~J#IR' 
HOT GROUP ACTION 
CALL AND JOIN IN 











HOT. EROTIC WOMEN 
WANT TO TALK TO YOU 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
212-741.1202 
.99¢/min. N.MiNm"!" 
Suburban Dating Service 
has had many happy events: 
39 weddings 
7 couples currently engaged 
plus many exclusive relationships 
10 children have been born 
to couples I introduced 
1 care about my clients and use many different 
methods to find the right match for each 
member. This exclusive search ad is seeking a 
compatible match for my client, John, a Maine 
Physician. If you are between 30-45, an 
emotionally free woman, a good communicator 
who shares his love of music and dancing, please 
call me. John is 49, 5'6", 165 pounds, avid skier, 
non-smoker, divorced father of 2 adult children. 
~ 
9vfanfyn 
Suburban Dating Service 
P.O. Box 234 




BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
!!'!- House Cleaning 
f
~ . Par Excellence 
Miriam 0tU Allen 
• 12 yrs. experience 
• Fully Insured 
• Free Estimates 
14 V <TTWn Place 
Portland, Maine 0410 1 
.. 207. 774·6467 
Experts in intenor/exterior 772-9818 











Prompt Professional SeMce 
Fr .. Estimates 
Dr;fd P. Roy 
1-800-649-4290 
LEON F, JENDRASKO 
•
. • InleriorlExterior Painling 
• • RenovatIOn 
. • Over 10 Years Exp. 
- ' . Fully Insured 
• Free Estimates 
209 State St., Portland • n2-6448 
ATTENTION To DETAIL 
Cleaning Services 
Residential' Commercial' Manne 
Call us for a menu 
767-2415 
We M I lled your &p«:iaILud deawlll aeeds. -.1I'frtJ 
Racbel RlImSOD It. ullra GilOlida 
ctunJiMSS is a lIirtue. 
professional gardeners 
- offering organic solutions - . 




Open 7 Days a Week inslallation. and mainterklnce Suzy Verrier ' Slaty Verrier 
, 207-871 -1072 ' 




General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling, bathrooms. 
kitchens.finished basements, 
roofing, decks. additions. inlerior 
and exterior painting. vinyl 
siding, complete mobil home 
set-up and service, 
No Job too big or small. 
Prompt. reliable service. insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
ij 8ROWN I: M£YI:RS 
TRANSCRIPTION 
e Transcribe Everything! 
24-Hour Dictation Line 
846-0420/800-785-7505 
.. Bayberry 
I __ ~'-' Travel 
FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE 
lllelovvest fares 
Free Long Distance Card 
with every licket 
800-585-.9896 
- / 
34 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
I 
womenl&1Tlen 
A DWF. YOUNG. 52. NIS. NID. fit. attrac-
ti ...... w.lI-educated. _I. friendly. ad-
ventu"ous, spontaneous. Prefer outdoors: 
walking. iogging. biking. tennis. gardening. 
seakayaklng (wamabe). Erjoysroosic.reod-
ing, leaming, personal growth, new experi-
ences.laughing. talking. i>Jgging. You: 50s. 
NIS, NID, fit, educated. honest. Friendship, 
possible romance. 'lt5837 (9/6) 
A RIDDLE: 'Why would a beautiful woman 
spend Saturday night watching Star Trek 
with ~ 6y.o. son? ~·s partly boacause men 
assume she's taken or too rich for their 
blood. WRONG! DWF,37. seeks conversa-
tion, boats, music, depth, food, wine, mov-
ies, crashing waves and a tall S/DWM 10r 
breathtaking pleasures. 'lt5833 (9/61 
AAE YOU 40+. NOT AFRAID to meet an 
absolutely capable. eclectic. anachronistic. 
but mostly fun female, who seeks an abso-
lutely secure, attractive, td: mosUyfun pro-
fessional male? Glmme a call! '11'5911 (91 
13) 
AAE YOU AN AVAILABLE. attractive SM. 
late 30s-SO. not perfect. but with a hUmor-
ous outl_. Spiritually inclined. a div..ny 
of interest,? Do yoU appreciate laughtsr. 
small adventures and ol.tdoor purscits? 
Activ. SWF. 5'8'. slim. artistic. educated. 
searching tor possibly the Impossible! 
'lt5886 19113) 
ATTENTION: ROULERBLADERS! Beautif\.j 
25-35ish man with bIados on his feet I wiN 
meel! Long hair a plus. Uvo bands. pool 
lOltiIl aop.<3Tl'in9. _doggin'". 'lr5932 
(9127) 
DO YOU SEE STRENGTH as beauty?lJtti-
matfit seekng one unusual individual, 24-
34. to philosophiz •• l;wgh. danc • • swim. 
tickle, tell ghost stories, watch mo"';es. ar-
gue. try new things. cry. be quiet. climb 
trees, live a little with. Let's start wi1h coffee 
and con_sation. '11'5937 (9/17) 
ELEGANT. CREATIVE. CULTURED. trav-
elled. 50ish OWF is looking for attractive. 
edJcated, succesfU, imaginative, charm· 
ing 501sh man over 5'9' who hasa penchant 
for adventure. Love of animals, gardening 
and/or cooking a plus. !l'5909 19113) 
FALL IS INEVITABLE- A great season for 
nking and county fairs pov. thatiunk food!). 
What do you enjoy in the fall?l.ooking fO( a 
~iend who erjoys both and mor • . I·m 45. Nt 
S. optimistic, fit and trim. 'lrS946 (9127) 
GIVE MEAMANWHO READS-Who hordes 
the fast lane. but enjoys tho slow on.; one 
who knows "stuff" yet stililoamlng; a man 
comfortable with himS8lf yet not too com-
fortable. Age, race unirTJ)Ortant, maturity is. 
p.tn. NIS. balancing body. mind and spirit. 
!l'5945 (9127) 
GREATER P'lAND POLLYANNA- Attrac--
ti ...... NIS. UP. 48. SWF. Ilk .. beaches. 
concerts, di..vng out or relaxing at home, 
has decided that men who also ""joy Iff. to 
the fullest are an endangered species. I 
dareyoutoca!l and provame wrong! 1P5936 
(9127) 
HAPPY. SECURE. BEAUTIFUL, healthy. 
successful, articulate, inteUigent. fElfllinlne, 
soft. strong. sophisticated. spiritually en-
light.ned. athletic. professional artist SWF 
with "joio do vivr.". sooI<s romantic. attrac-
tive. voryflt. healthy. actlvo. lnteiNgont, suc-
cessful. politically conservati ...... WAAM. 48 
to very young 68. Introspective. demonstra-
tive, commtted to growth and movement 
SWM. tt5838 (9/6) 
f IWo SICK OF HEAD GIWoES- Loving. son-
_ . sensual. caring DWF. 4llish. NtS_ 
Loves 10 dane •• walk, candlelight dimers. 
Looking for a sec .... sensitlv. DWM. 30-
SO, who likes sirrilar. not into headgames. 
for ~iondship. sharing. Mur. committed 
monogamous relationship. !l'5947 (9127) 
LET'S GET TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER I>&-
fore 1he snow comes. That way we can 
snuggle when the 1Irs1 flake falls! I'm a 
28y.o. professional. adventurous. humor-
ous. giving. caring. loving. happy. sensu-
ous. Rubenesque. NIS. real woman who is 
hoping yoo'lI call today. ~ (9/6) 
UKE TO MEET A SINGLE GENTLEMAN. 
Ial. 50s-60s. who doesn't smoke. drink or 
take drugs. I like dancing, movies, !rips, 
coulIry-westam music. rides on SUldays. 
_719113) 
LOOKING FOR COUNTRY MAN- ~ so. I'm 
the one yoo·r.l_ing for. NIS. NID. int.-
osts in mooting a man for fun times. "5939 
(9127) 
ON THE GREAT JOURNEY OF LIFE, .. 
yoo lost? WoUd you like someone to share 
the ia..ney with? You are SWM. 38-SO with 
a sparkle in yolJ' GY8 and a warm smile that 
says you car. about people and animalS; 
Bre honest and sincere; like music, cony.-
sationt the outdoors, and value friendship. 
l.8t·s g.ttogether for coff .. and talk. !l'5934 
(9127) 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with personal cane: 
• Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals. P.O. Box 1238. 
Portland. ME 04104; or FAX to -207-775-1615. (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropriate category. Call 775-1234 
to place ad over the phone. 
• First 25 words are FREE with Personal Cal~, (45 words if FAXED 
on Thursday). additional words are 50¢ each. All ads run 4 weeks. 
Others. Companions. & Lost Souls are $25lfirsf 25 words for a two 
week ad. Ads without Personal Cal~ are $1 per word plus $20 mail 
forwarding or P.O. Box charges. 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions. You may not retrieve responses without it! 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time. 24 hours a day. through 
your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUN! 
HOW to resp~nd to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
• Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone. 
• Following the voice prompts. punch in the 4-digit ,,# of the ad 
you wish to respond to. or you may browse a specific category. The 
date following an ad is the last date you can reply to the ad. 
• Calls cost $1.99 per minute. You must be over 18 yrs. old. 
• Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser # __ ~ P.O. Box 
1238, Portland, ME' 04104. 
ONE PETITE LEONINE FEMALE. BVBI. truly 
beautfful. unconventional. inteligen~ wel-
read, creative and athletic, seeks male for 
friendship. adventure. fine dning. possibly 
more. Please be secure, reftective and pro-
gressive. Intelectual Deadheads welcome! 
"5994 (9/27) 
SF. 30. SEEKS SM. 30-40. Wol,jd Iov. to 
know all·American businessman. ~y 
guy. somewhat serious. I am okay-looking 
with potootial. somewhat domestic. ",of os-
sional and creative. 'lt5832 (9/61 
~ 
HARMON'S""'~ BARTON'S 
1-800-SUN-LILY V'!J(J~ 774-5946 
Personal or The Week 
Wtrm 
VERY FIT, very attractive SWF. tall, 35, seeks 
partner to play with. I enjoy biking. hiking. 
rollerblading. golfing. Seeking tall. professional. 
very attractive relationship-minded man, 30-40. 
with a positive, healthy outlook and a passion for 
staying active and having fun, tt5933 (9/27) 
REAL LOVE IS UKE hofding an egg In yoos 
hand: The tight. yoo _ •• the more 
you 1008. DWF. NIS. NID. Single morn. 36. 
wrtt •. SlIy. spiritual. smart. short. "l.8t us 
_ love and life." P.sonaI Advertl .... 
11653. P.O. Box f238. Portland. ME O4t04. 
'11'5935 (9127) 
SEEKING SIGNIFICANT OTHER- Let's 
share the ups and doWn of 110 ttvough 
conversation, walking. playing and working 
tog_. Tall mom. 43. seeking bri!trt. 0p-
timistic. fI.Il. tal man. '11'5938 (9127) 
SENSUAL AND CARING OAALlN'- 5'4'. 
slender, green-eyed, atb'active bruwltte, 
r:1NF. 52. professional. NtS. pursue varied 
inter.sta. good conversationalist. sonsi1ivo 
listening skNIs. Seeking friendly. creatiWl. 
eq.JaIly sensuous SIOM. NtS. 1at.40s-SOs. 
to sh.o Maine', sublime delights. 'lt5831 
(9/6) 
STAlWAAT BRAVE WANTED by tal. 51y.o. 
DWf to travel and explore 110', path. Must 
be spiritually comacted 10 the earth mother 
and ftnd life .xcltlng. '11'5912 (9113) 
TIRED OF DANCING WITH WOLVES-
BIondeSWF.35.0utd00radventunlssseeks 
creative, interesting male with a deUe to 
_sh a~. enduring relation-
ohip. Erjoy .... kayaldng. saling. biking 
Acadia. hiking the southwest. artistic ..,. 
_YO," and full moon nights. '11'591 0 19113) 
TRAVELBYHORSE&HARLEY-WImlIlIood 
with cXty blonde mane. 17.3; sound; 34; 
looking for soumat. who also ikes the 
great outdoors. thewst .... and the bfues. Nt 
S. "5940 (9127) 
2S-Charader Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
TRAVELER OF BOTH TIME AND SPACE-
SWF. 3Oa. seeks handsome SM. structur-
ally sound. wor1dly and open-minded. to 
waI1< the earth with. 'lt5835 (9/6) 
VERY m. v~ attractive SWF. tall. 35. 
seeks partner to play with. I er/oy bfking. 
nking. rollerbleding. go~. Seeking tall. 
",ofesslanal. v.ry attractive relationship-
minded man. 30-40. with apositiv •• healthy 
outi_and apasslonfor staying acllv. and 
hailing fun. !l'5933 19/27) 
VICE·RIDDEN HARPY- SWF. 29. tall. 
bfonde. iboral ",ofessional sooI<s SIOWM. 
25-45. Must be smart , professional, ca-
pabI.ofv.bal pyrotechnics and spontane-
ous Monty Python references. Extra points 
for subversive rumor and other similarities 
to Dennis Miller. 'lt5870 (916) 
VIVACIOUS. extroverted. ",etty and smart. 
looking for sweet. honest. good-looking 
and cI ...... Pr.fer professional. mId-300 to 
mlcl-4Os. Portland area. 'lr5995 (9127) 
WANNA DOUBLE DATE? TwoiVely. caring 
women. 25-35. with Retriever comparion 
_ two intelligent, kind geeks for frlend-
snp. Hght-t-1ed !aught. and s1HIness. 
!l'5873 (9/61 
wmr LOW MAINTENANCE MAl>/- Must 
InIer.!tand concept oIfood as passion and 
~ as gift of 10110. must 10110 garIc.11ko 
good wi .... but wllng to drink cheap stuff 
wtttm reason, hate dataHs,lIke touch, talk, 
and laughter. recognlz._casm. C)'1IcIam. 
contIict. con_andbefoarfulolnono. 
'lr5943 (9127) 
WIDOW. 40.. with child. profmlonal. Ivy 
lBague. _sIrnIIar man for romance and 
posalble Mu-•. I'm 5'6' . 1151. Hke siding. 
appI. picking. boating. cInIng out. !r5!I42 
(9127) 
WITTY WICCAN WOMAN. SWF. 31.lovas 
Iit_ur •• loons. ife. Seeldng sorr-.o to 
_etravel. Trekand_atMonmouth. 
The road goes .v. on ... walk with me a 
whiI •• !l'594 1 (9127) 
WORTHY. WISE. WITTY WOMAN 01 42. 
er/oys natI.r •• walking. rooding. _ . 
most rrusic. antiquing. baseball and pot 
glinea pig; desires bright. beneYOIen~ 0p-
timistic man to engage in frfendshlp. posal -
bIy more. I am an R.N .• NIS. UP and iva in 
Portland area. 'lr5944 (9127) 
YOUTHFUL 64. active. attractiv.. enjoy 
good conversation, fun times, dancing, 
walking. Seeldng same in honest. caring. 
healthy man. 55·69. NtS. NID. fO( lasting 
relationship. 'lt5834 (916) 
men~women 
A GOOD MAN FOR A GOOD WOMAN-
SWM. 42. coIleg.-educated. Portland pro-
fessional. nodependents. seeIking .vldence 
of attractive woman, 30-42, trim. inteligent , 
confident with sense of hlmOr and adven-
ture and kind heart for friendship or pos-
sibkt relationship. love the arts, movies, 
restaurants, intimate picnics, theater, read-
Ing and natur • • Activity·wi ... er/oy hiking. 
dancing. bicycling and coastal exploring. 
I'm physically and emotionally healthy. af· 
fectionate, passionate, sensuaJ, evan rea-
sonably mattxe. with sharp wit and warm 
me and a good conversationalist. You're 
easy-going. with smiling eyes and laughter 
who welcomes affection. honesty. commit-
ment and reliability. Restriction: You aren1 
into Ps\'Chic HoUIno 0( nose piercing! P ... -
sonaiAdvorti_I654. P.O. Box 1238. Port-
land. ME 04104. 'lr5957 (9127) 
A REAL MAlNIAC. but stabI. thanks to 
medications. Handsome. Intelllgen~ lnde-
pendent and artIruat. man with kind na-
Il ..... Only 36. 6'. l.ot's make chornIstry 
tog_. Order now! 11'5954 (9127) 
ABC'.OFSUCCE5S-Appreclalion. t-.Jty. 
character. depth. oxcnemont. fri"-';P. 
generosJty. hLmOr. Intelligence. Joy. kind· 
.-s. laughter. mutuality .. . Handsome. fit 
OWM seeks SIOWF to sh.oalphabot spe-
cial. _1 (9127) 
ADVENTUROUS LONE WOLF- Exotictaste. 
Iov. scIenc •• natu' • • knowledg •• cooking. 
rrustc. black humor. PBS. 36. 6'. 183t. NIS 
caf_. !l'5950 (9127) 
AATIST. ECCENTRIC BY CHOICE. good 
humor. OWM. taU. UIlra. needs other halt 
Non-plastic. natural. non-game player. hon-
esty. Integrity. "Magic Woman". 18-29. 
Mutual attraction on all IllVels: spiritual. 
mental. emotional. physical; Nkes 'oIder 
men". adventures. relaxing. worIdng. creat-
ing. open. can relocat •. Reedy? Beauty in 
eye 01 bohoIdor. 1t596O (9127) 
C!Ne cannot print your ad without it.) 
ODDOOODDDOOODDDOOODDOODDO phone: _____________ _ 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call4!> 
Culdellnes: 
Free Personal ads are available tor single 
poopfo seeking relationships. Oth.s. Compan-
WJns and Lost Souls requi'e prepayment. Ads 
seeking to buy or sell sexual services will be 
refused. Nofullnames. street addresses orphans 
numbers will be published. Ads containing ex-
plictt sexual or anatomal language will no1 be 
published. We reserve the right 10 ed~. refuse or 
recategorize any ad. Advertisers roost be oyer 18 
years of ag •. 
category/Rates: 
FlEE '·WEEI ADS $25/11rrt 25 1ftIIIh. 
o women .- men 2 __ ads 
Dmen.-women 




o lost souls 
name; ________________ _ 
address: _______________ _ 
city: ______________ _ 
state: _________ zip; _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline fREE 
with Personal Call4!>: _----!~~_ 
add'l words @ 50¢ each; _____ _ 
Without Personal CallClll 
all words @ $1 each: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20); _____ _ 
o 
QVISA 
Total; ____ _ 
YES, place IIY fREE , .. 100II Ad 
.. IhI MI_ TIIll8lIIIoI 




AT THE POINT IN MY UFE wher. I hav. 
achieved some of rrry goal •• working on 
~. DWM. 42. intelNg<ort. honest. car-
Ing. attractive. sense of ~. edJcated -
",ofesslanal. Not ~oId to admit that I'm 
1onoIy. I enjoy nice dinners ~ov.l0 ~). 
movies. Torn Clancynovets. NBCThruIdaY 
nights and rrrycata. Seeking SIOWF. 30-45. 
Cal or wrtte. Photo appreciated. but not necessary. PeraonoI __ t655. P.O. 
Box 1238. Portland. ME 04104. !l'5969 (91 
27) 
AUTONOMOUS ARTIST. OOB AREA-
SWM. 41. NIS. NID. honest. affectionate. 
analytical. morClftl. spontaneous. sooks 
SF. 24-33. who's aosthotIc. artIcUate. af-
fectionat • • audacious. to erjay friendship 
and special times. 'lr5948 (9127) 
BOOKWORM BUT NO TINY TIM- SWM. 
40s. 6"'.220'. a true Dickens interested in 
the Tale of Two Cities. F's respond for 
In~ _t .... 'lr5949 !!I127) 
DO YOU BEUEVE that a bridge in Madison 
County can be endI ... ? That Rachel and 
Ross shoLid be togotho<1 Thallav. is the 
answ~ SWCM. 31. NIS. helghtlwelght 
",oportionat • • ",ofesional. ?,vert Mai_. 
v..-Ied Int_. seek. kind-hearted SF to 
die for (pr.ferably after along I~e together). 
Personal Advertiser 1656. P.O. Box 1238. 
Portland. ME 04104. "5970 (9127) 
DOWN TO EARTH DAD. adventurous. hon· 
• st. open. OW. 36. 5'11' . 170 • . Erjoys 
outdoors. homeI~. SeekIng attractive. fit. 
28-40. friendship. relationship. Let's tal<-
!l'5972 (9127) 
FULL-FIGURED LADYWANTED- SM seeks 
a big. boautifullady for waI ks on the beach. 
laughs. fI.Il times. dining. movies and mor • . 
Age unirT4X>rtanI. !l'5963 (9127) 
T-SHIRT AND JEANS SWM. 40. down-to-
.arth likes sInl>I.lIvIng. camping. ftahlng. 
sexy 'women. qlJot times. UB 3O-SO. UP. 
smoIc. OK. All calls ans_ed. 'lr5968 (91 
27) 
TAKE A CHANCE ON ME- SWM. 26. edU· 
cation goaI-<>riented Southam tranoplant 
_. witty. ambitious. optimistic female, 
20-28. forfriendshlpwithpotontialformor • • 
!l'5952 (9127) 
TRY MEl SWM. 27. ethlotlc. natI.r.-Iov •• 
looking for ~on to share IICIMtIlIs. 
Good sense of humor. strong work ethic. 
Love of family. Possible comm~ment. 
!l'5971 (9127) 
uz.:. HARDLY A LAST RESORT- Tall 
thinker. wall-educated non-professlonal. 
prof ... outdoor and non-malnstreamdlv .. -
slons. dislikes fooIsh consistencies. seoks 
thin. fit. Intelligent woman. 4O-SO. for mu-
tual comparionsi1p. !l'5996 (9127) 
wome~women 
ANNE RICE AND SHAKESPEARE- Friend-
ship and lov • . Concrete Blonde and the 
Marleys. Honesty and trust. Just some of 
my passion~. New to town. seeking friends. 
!l'5973 (9127) 
ARTICULATE, FUN-LOVING and goal-ori-
ented student, 26. seeks similar feminine 
woman. Enjoys Zootz. Docs. n.ming. ca-
f.s . books. and NYC. ~g to meet new 
people. 'lr5974 (9127) 
FEMME WILDWOMAN looking for sober. 
crazy butchdyi<o for wild nights. Caring 
butchos only. I~ tor serious relation-
ship. !l'5975 (9127) 
me~en 
GWM. 31. BrIHz.14011. stralg11-lICIing.into 
the outdoors. long country rides. rrustc. 
You: 28-38. very masclline. real. gentle 
souled. seriously relationship-minded. 
'lr5905 19113) 
HANDSOME GWM. 26. 6'. 1601. BrIBl. 
raised with values. An achiever. but not 
._. Nw¥ on the go. Care«. fun 
and famlly-oriontad. N you'" 25-30. good-
looking. maaculine. active and don' plan 
yo .. _ • .oundtheTVGuIde. pI .... 
c". !l'5855 (9/6) 
LOOKING FOR ONEGOOD MAN-That· ... 
I need.l·m4O. educated. good -.. finan-
ciolly secure •• sense of humor and .rjay-
ing IWe. ~ does begin at 40. I enjoy the 
outdoors. oceans, new adventl.r8S. ro-
mance with lenderness. l'v. lived rrry 110. 
playodalongtheway. now I'm readytorrrry 
IWe's paI1ner. I know he'. out ~ •. I'm 
trying to help fata along ... I<Js1 a Intio! ~ 
yoIive always wanted to answer an ed and 
haven'. this is the one. Let's talk soonl 
"5872 (9/6) 
MAINE ATTRACTION- ThIs cut8 GWM. Brl 
B1. NIS. ~ for fI.Il with someone who 
lov .. to workout and have fun on the dance 
ftoor and who wants yoo to be part 01 this 
Maine attractilon. Man with big heart and 
seIf...-n a plus. !l'5985 (9127) 
ME: 30. 5'9". 16011. ~.BrlGr. handsome. 
masculine. muscular. athletic. loving. hon-.st. complicated. spiritual. 00 .... YOU: 
Similar. darI<-haired. handsome. rnasruine • 
spiritual. gentle. passJonate. US: Romance. 
a<toIenlln. friends fJr1It. !l'5901 (9/13) 
PROFESSIONAL.good·I~.37y.o . GM 
seek. man for c:orTll"tibfe friendship plus. 
I'm honest. spiritual. Intoligent. romantic. 
c~ous, sensual. sensitive. You be too! 
"5979 (9127) 
lost souls' 
BAABARA- My sincerest opoIogy. You an-
swered my "Are you pregnant" ed. W. dd 
not comoct. l.8t me knoW 0( the outx:ome. 
PI .... call. 'lr5992 (9127) 
JUUE: You answered rTf( ed in "others" 
cotegory: "Solo llr<:h .... boxt5858. ~ 
did not leav •• phone ...mer. PIoase caR 
again! 'lr5991 (9127) 
MY DEAREST FAlTH- Myt-1reachosout 
to yoo ocross the miles and overythIng else 
_atingusatthemomen1.lmlssyoo.the 
sound of yoos voice. the laught. In yoos 
"f'IS. the gentiecomfortofyoosgilling heart. 
lot'. 90 exploring again. this time a ro-
diacov.yofthenelgttborhoodda..h4wts. 
B. wall. louch yoos roots. then come back 
10 me. My love to yoo this ciay. as ov .... as 
always. Hearts and ftow ... A true now 
hope. 'lr5989 (9127) 
publications 
AUGUST 24. 1995 . 35 
dating services 
Lonely? Need a friend? 
Call the Datinq Line! 
Hear 100'S of qirls and quys tell . 
you about themselves! You pic:!k 
the area dode you want. 
CAll 1-900-622-0027 EXT. ~4} 
-2.49/MJN .. CALLs bETWEEN 1-15 MiN .• MAXIMI..M COST '~8.00 
TOUCH TONE pHONE REQuiREd - MUST bE OVER 1 8 
CUST. SER .. STRAUSS CoMM .. CARMENJ. CA 
(408) 62~-1918 
\Clauljied.:775-1234 I SEEKING A SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP? Christian SIngl .. CkJb. Fr .. dating kit, 1-800-292-LOVE. 
I'MAGOOD MAN-SBM. 39. seeking finan-
clally SOCU'. woman. Must be giving and 
caring. full of wit andcharm. Ar.you a good 
woman? !l'5965 (9127) 
LAST IRISHMAN WITH A PICK and shovel. 
60 _asmart.lovabl • • well-<:onstructod 
w~, 30-60, tor the days of our "ves. 
Personal Adv.tiser 1659. P.O. Box 1238. 
Portland, ME 04104. "5998 (9127) 
LUSTYLESBO LlNA· Tired of being alone? 
Spending lovely evoolngs In front of your 
TV? Corne cuddle with me. I'm all of the 
abov • . !l'5976 (9127) 
MAKE MY DREAMSCOMETRUE and sh.o 
my lov •. GWF. 4Os. Augusta •• eeking simi-
lar special someonefor"" and advont\J' • . 
Waiting for yoor call . !l'5977 (9127) 
RAINY DAYS AND SUNDAYS ... You knoW 
the rest. Put. little sun into rrry IW •. lot·s get 
tog_for an .xciting time! !l'5981 (9127) 
RECENTLY NEW TO SCENE· GWM. NIS. 
6' . 200 • • Into dining out. movies. boachos. 
wor\dng out. qliettimes. UB 20-30. - . 
to Buy New England 
LET'S BE HONEST: Friendship and sex are 
Important for • successful relationship. ~ 
you're35+, edJcated, sensuous, attractive, 
self-confident. lov. IIfe's advent ..... and 
befleve in monogarny. lel'olalk. 'lr5958 (91 
27) 
MADISON COUNTY CAN'T BE THE ONLY 
place with bridges. Hard on the -. 
soft on the inside. Adventurous NIS man 
seeks soulmate. 35-SO. to 90 on the search. 
'lr5997 (9127) 
MULTI.MILUONAIRE- Tall . blonde. 190 •• 
SWM. 31. Nt$, Brown Un/v .. ity graduate. 
actOf', slJ'fer,seeks sexy, sincere,sweatsNrt 
and jeans,typo SWf. 18-27. !l'5959 (9127) 
NICE GUY- Average blild.fr .. spirit. loyal. 
caring. open-minded. jov .. being alive. is 
Int.estodlndoveloplngfriondshipplu.wlth 
SWF. 2Os. of sarne attributes. !l'5964(9127) 
OUTGOING. FUN SWM. earfy 3Os. athletic. 
east to know, professional. attractive. Into 
fItn .... roIJorbjadlng. friends. roosic. mov-
ies Ibu1 no couch potato). lik. ~ who 
mak. me laugh or who I can make laugh. 
looking for SWF w/simllarquallties to share 
fun times. mutuallnt ........ !l'5956 (9127) 
PEACE. LOVE AND MUSlC- leI's share Uf. 
with rock 'n' roll . respect. caring and camp-
fires animals. concerts and camping. 35-
45. Nts. Sebago Lak. area. Keep .mlling! 
!l'5951 (9127) 
REGENERATING MY UFE and I_ingtora 
neW porto. withtools. spontaneity and late 
hours a pius. I'm 35. 6'. 175 •• NIS. social 
drink .... !l'5967 (9127) 
ROMANTIC. GENEROUS. young 52y.o. 
DWM. Roeder. thi~. sometimes humor-
ous. lnterests Include: cinema, travel. cook-
ing. rrusic.1'm educated professional. stabfe 
and ""' .... seeking kindred spirit !l'5962 
(9127) 
SHINE MYTAANISHED HEART- DWM.40. 
nlce~. NIS. healthy. witty. nice body. 
OK looks. needs loving vyoman with cham-
01. cloth. 25-35. fit. healthy. attrectiv • • pe-
tit • • unir/llbltod. !l'5953 19127) 
SPIRIT-FILLED CHRISTIAN MAN seeks 
SWF who Io ..... s the Lord withall of~ heart. 
I am a29y.o .• successful entrepreneur who 
Isl_lng for a ""·Ioving. athlotic and at-
tractive femal. to grow with and enjoy lif. 
tog_ with God. Augusta area. !l'5955 
(9127) 
sine .... and possible relationship-oriented. 
Pi .... no games. !l'5902 (9/13) 
SOMEONE TO LOVEI SWF. 23. looking for 
someone to share friendsNp, f\.n, dinner 
anddanclng.possiblerelationshipl Me: 5'1'. 
BrlBl. 125 • • fun-loving and caring. Butch: 
hopelessly ..,.".,tic. RocIdng wor1d!!I'587 4 
(917) 
SEEKING NEW FRIENDS- GWM. 27 .5'11'. 
16OJ. looking for new friends. Just relo· 
catodloWindharTVRaymond area. straIgli-
acting. Yoube under3O. straight-acting. No 
drugs, no fata, f.ems or trolls. PosslbIe rata-
tIonsnp. 'lr5978 (9127) 
me~en 
AREYOU MECHANICALLY INCUNED? Do 
you want more from life than a bar room? 
Can you be monogamous? If so, I'm a 
GWM early 30s. 5'11'. 1851. who needs 
c""",,",,lonohlp and hetp maintaining the 
house I own and live in. 'lt5852 (9/6) 
ATTRACTIVE NICE GUY seeking cutayoung 
guy. 20-30. who er/oys the outdoors. mov-
Ies. travel and keeping fiL Tn. 5'9'. 15OJ. 
BVBI. w.l -educated young professlanal 
wants. GWM who is happy. honest. hu-
morous, mascuiM, sensitive, secure, for 
friendship and open to possibf. relation-
ship. !l'5980 (9127) 
BRIGHT. ATTRACTIVE GWM. 39. seeking 
someo .... significant with stmRar qualities 
for straight-forward (no pun Intended) rela· 
tionohlp. !l'5900 19113) ... 
DO U LOOK GOOD INSHORTS? And with-
out a shirt? Attractlv. WM. 26. discreet. 
5'11' . 15OJ. seoks straight-acting. physi-
cally fit male. 20-30. tor friendship and pos-
sible relationship. !l'5982 (9127) 
FANTASY HOUR- Youn~ man to older 
man. Pleasing guy looking fO( friendship. 
fun and ql,jet times. Healthy. clean. safe 
andsound. l·m just acal away! 'lt58SO (91 
6) 
FIRSTTIME'SACHARM7 SWM. 40s. clean. 
slim. athletic. seeks clean. younger mal. to 
answ ... rrrytxn'ingquostion.Ar.yoogarne? 
!l'5904 19/13) 
GENTLE BEN- Bright. witty. fuW-sized bear. 
37. hairy. seeks kind-hearted. get'ltine. self-
aware man for friendship, adventure and 
possible prowling. Grrr·Am! "5903 (9113) 
GM PROFESSIONAL, 46. looking for simi-
lar. financially responsible GM fO( travel 
companion to NYC for Thanksgiving holi-
day _and. Broadway shows. Macy', 
Thanksgiving Dayparade. sightseeing. pr.-
CIYistmas shopping. etc. Pi .... call soon. 
We need to make reservations.. WiU you be 
joining me In NYC to welcome the Christ-
mas season? !l'5854 (9/6) 
SERIOUS RELATIONSHIP ONLY- GWM. 
31 . rod curly hair. bfue .yes.looking tor his 
significant other. Age is no boundary. only 
honesty and open-mindedness is .... eded. 
Let's talk. 'lt5851 (9/6) 
STEP INTO MY UFE- GM. 41 . well-buIIt, 
fine-looking. seeks GM. 35-SO. Not Into 
bar •. EnJo¥ rrusic. movi ... romance. quiet 
times together. Possible relationship. 
"5986 (9127) 
SUMMER HEAT! GWM. 38. fitness profes-
sional seeks young. GM. 20-30. for ds-
creet sunvner wor1<outs. You must be trim. 
fit and uninhibited. Leave your weights at 
horne! !l'5966 (9127) 
wmr SOME GREAT TIMES- GWM. 38. 
seek. to meetyoongmale.18-24. forfriend-
ship and great times. ~ me up today. 
"5983 (9127) 
others 
CLOSETED WM. 35. seeks lndorstanding 
BVGWM. 27-37. for a discreet friendship. 
intimate relationohip. UB trim and on the 
f.nlnlnesido. Saf • • dscreetaroost. !l'5984 
19127) 
Couple. he 27 attractive. she 24 B1CL<ious 
attractlv. seeks attractIv. SlBiF to share 
fun fantasy fuifiHmont. Discretion a rrusL 
'lr5988 (9127) 
GWM COUPLE WITH HIV are I~ for 
friend in OOB area. Talk, get toge_. No 
.... Just friends. We don' have to be alone 
anymore. !l'5987 (9127) 
MWM. 3Oa.cloan. healthy. attractlv • . Seek-
Ing luI·slz. woman. 18-25. for fun and 
romance with no strings. Please be ds-
craet l.ot's have some fun! !l'5993 (9127) 
MWM. 52. slim, ",ofesslonal_ing same 
for safe encounters. NIS. P.rsonaI _ ... -
ti_ 11657. P.O. Box 1238. Portland. ME 
04104. 
Please Recycle this Paper 
SOLO LUNCH IS FUN? No way! Wouldn' 
you ",.fer to share an occassionaJ 1...:11 
and co~nship with this 40ish MWM? 
Potential partners should be NIS. WF. 25-
40. !l'5990 (9127) 
One Call is all it takes to 
Place YOur Classified ad in 
* 27 Weekly Community Papers * in six states reaching 
* OVER ONE MILLION HOMES 
for only $9500 per week 
E 
Free Community Papers or New England 
CALL THIS PAPER AT 175-1231-
TO PLACE YOUR 
AD TODAY 
-
38 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
The end of Summer is upon us ... 
Our classified's ofllce wi. be closed on labor 
Day, Monday, Sept. 4th. 
CLASSIFIED DEADLINE: 
Friday, September 1 
Call 175-1234 to place your ad todayl 
The second annual Fall For Art, a visual arts 
adventure In downtown Portland, seeks local 
artists to display and sell or to open studios to 
the public Saturday, October 7. To take part, 
call MalneArts, n2-9012. 
IF YOU DON!T BUY THIS 
SPACE, WE'LL GIVE IT TO 




Coming to CBW Sept. 7 
THE GREAT OUTDOORS 
A weekly column by Paul Karr - part 
ECOTRAVEL, part NATURAL HISTORY, part 
ESSAY, this 13-week special awaits your 
outdoor-related advertisement. 
Call 175-1234 to reserve space nowl .. 
BUS IT, BIKE IT, HIKE IT, SHARE IT 
COMMUTE ANOTHER 
WAY DAY 
Tuesday, August 29. Celebrate a car-free day! 
Prizes, T-shirts! Rally at noon, 
Monument Square 
CALL 775-RIDE 
FAX IT! 775-1615, THE SURE 
SELL CLASSIFIEDS! 
1989 Ford Escort LX 
Silver, 5-speed, 2 dr, AMIFM/Cass, 
112K highway miles, runs good, clean, 
Must sell soon I $1,400 or B.O. 
Call 207-797-4085 or ask for 
Mike at 828-5443. 
Sure, It's worth much more than that! 
But, for only $25 The Sure Sell will 
advertise your boat until you sell itl 
for more information. VtsalMC accepted. 
775-1234 
ARTISTS AND ART 
STUDENTS 
Volunteer help wanted for Congress Square 
mural. Opportunity to learn outdoor enamel 
painting technlquea and materials with Tony 
Taylor, leading Portland muralist. Rexible 
scheduling Fridays and Saturdays, August and 
September. Call Tony, n4-7652. 
***DON'T PAY 
MORE THAN $25 
to sell your vehiclel The Sure SaIl Classified. wiI 
keep yo~ car, truck, bus, RV, or motorcyle 
running until it sells for only $251 
Call 175-1234 or FAX it to 775-1615. 
VisalMC accepted. 
COMBINED AUDITIONS! 
16 THEATERS/CASTING AGENCIES 
will be at the Oak St. Theatre 
8128(monday)5-9pm & 8I29(tuesday)l-Spm 
call 775-5103 for appointmentl 
Good-Bye Debbie, Connie, Sheba, 
Penny, Angel. 
OHI 
And Charlie, you too I guess. 
The Gang 
BAXTER BOULEVARD AREA 
Seeking M/F, NIS to share wei maintained, 
sunny, 3 bdr. house. I.Nge closets, hardwood 
floors, WID, DIW, pa1dng. Beautiful location 
with gardens and big yard. $3951mo. n5-9088. 
I NEED 10 REPS. NOW! 
Phone cardszhigh profit low investment 
ME, NH. Avail. 800-585-9985 
FREE CLASSIFIEDSI?1 
That's right. •• 
Every purchase of three weeks of The 
Sure Sell Classifieds gets you the 
fourth week FREEl Call 775-1234 for 
more details. 
has recent factory paint job. 6/cyl., 5-
speed, runs great. Needs some work -
nothing major. No bad rust. $2,500 or 
B.O. Call 207-797-4085 or ask for 
Mike at 828-5443. 
These ads appear on 
THE INTERNET 
at no extra charge. 
INTERNET ACCESS 
PPP $35 Shell $25 
Internet Maine 
780-0416 
CHEVY CAMARO Z-28, 1981 
V-B, t-tops, 4-speed, AM-FM, cassette, great 
sound system, exceltent shape, only 19K mlas. 
Must see! $4,2001B.0. 
773-8759, leave message. 
CHRYSLER NEWPORT, 1972 
70K, 400 V-8. Classic vehicle, only 2nd owner, 
bought from little oIq lady (really) Great 
condition. $1,8OOJB.O. 
773-8759. Leave message. 
BACK of the BAY 
The most visible page of advertising in 
the Greater Portland area awaits your 
personal message to a loved one or 
your business message. 
Call Classifieds Today! 
STUDY WITH A MENTOR 
Baed on the classical English tutorial ap-
proach, _ offer one-on-one Instruction in 
writing, art, management, education, psychol-
ogy, holistic IItUdiee and moew through our off-
campus format. BA, MA, & M.F A degreee. 
Accredited. 
VERMONT COUEGE OF 
NORWICH UNIVERSITY 
1-800-336-6794 
CHECK OUT THE NEW 
CBWONLINEUI 
http://www.maine.com/cbw 
MERCEDES 190-E, 1987 
Fully loaded, all options, very well 
maintained, 76K. Must sell! 
$9,30018.0. (207) 781-2247. ---
Journeys Through Bodywork 
Energy enhancement for women 
dealing with past or present emotional 
trauma Are you ready to create 
change in your life? Call Marie King, 
RN. CMT. 175-5745. ---
Cedarlfiberglass canoe - $150 
Awesome dog house - $100 
Wetsults (2 sizes) - $70, $40 
Large Dog Kennel - $45 
Couch-$30 
Big Microwave - $75 
We're moving, and this stuff Is priced right. 
Leave message at 797-4085 ---
WALKIRUNlWASH 
Use our NEW washer/dryer 
Transfer service 
And walk/run the back bay 
Portland Dry Cleaners & Laundromat 
500 Washington Avenue "at Veranda St.· 
874-2959 
Back of the Bay 
AD RATES 
Pick your type size: 
LIuIe ....... llne 
MedIum $7 per n ... 
s.n.u ........... 
Pick a dlngbat: $8 
a). b) 0 c) * d) + 
Spot Color: $20 
TIne Une Minimum • Flequency 
DlKOUnts Available • Deadline 
Fridays at Noon • All Ada Prepaid 
207-775-1234 
1-800-286-6601 
ARE YOU AV "&AJ ... 1~,,*~+, CUSTOMERS? 
In coday's world, your customer could be across the street, across the ocean, Are you losing business because you are not available for prospective customers? Let SENTRY help. Sentry ... is more than ananswering service. Senuy has the capability to take catalog sales orders, process credit cards, basically everything but manufacture and ship your product. 
can today for a free consultation 
SENTRY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
in Westbrook 856·6301 err 1·800·856-6.301 
